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Abstract

This thesis examines the influence employer conceptualisations of fair pay have on their decisions to adopt the ethical assurance scheme of the Living Wage in a context of statutory compliance. This study addresses a gap in knowledge because research to date has only gone as far as asking participant employers why they decided to adopt the voluntary Living Wage. Uniquely then, this research examines the conceptual bases of the UK National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage and the voluntary Living Wage to compare these to employer conceptualisations of fair pay.

Qualitative interviews were conducted with ten smaller employers operating in the Brighton and Hove locale. Employers signed up to the voluntary Brighton and Hove Living Wage were compared to employers who were not signed up to identify similarities and differences in the way they conceptualised fair pay. Moreover, given employers in higher-paid industries sign up to this ethical assurance scheme, despite it being targeted at lower-paid workers, employers in both a high-paid industry and low-paid industry were therefore also compared.

Thematic analysis of interviewees’ responses revealed employer conceptualisations of fair pay appear to influence their decisions to sign up to the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage in a context of statutory compliance. Furthermore, echoing existing research, employers were also motivated to sign up to this ethical assurance scheme because it was in the best interests of their organisations to do so, because they felt it was the right thing to do, and because of the closer, more interdependent relationship that typically exists between employer and employee in such smaller organisations.

This thesis therefore makes a unique contribution to the body of knowledge. It extends our understanding of why employers are motivated to adopt the ethical assurance scheme of the Living Wage in a context of statutory compliance. They are motivated to do so because the conceptual basis of this voluntary minimum wage intervention aligns with their conceptualisations of fair pay.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBC</td>
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</tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHLWC</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>BITC</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBI</td>
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<td>CIPD</td>
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<tr>
<td>CRSP</td>
<td>Centre for Research in Social Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR</td>
<td>Corporate social responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBEIS</td>
<td>Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBIS</td>
<td>Department for Business, Innovation and Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIRIS</td>
<td>Ethical Investment Research and Information Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESG</td>
<td>Environmental, social and governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETI</td>
<td>Ethical Trading Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRC</td>
<td>Financial Reporting Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSB</td>
<td>Federation of Small Businesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTSE</td>
<td>Financial Times Stock Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM</td>
<td>Her Majesty’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>High Pay Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBE</td>
<td>Institute of Business Ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPC</td>
<td>Low Pay Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWF</td>
<td>Living Wage Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS</td>
<td>Minimum Income Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASUWT</td>
<td>National Association of Schoolmasters Union of Women Teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSRA</td>
<td>National Corporate Social Responsibility Awards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUS</td>
<td>National Union of Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONS</td>
<td>Office of National Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAI</td>
<td>Social Accountability International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELCO</td>
<td>The East London Community Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGWU</td>
<td>Transport and General Workers’ Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUC</td>
<td>Trades Union Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSB</td>
<td>Trustees Saving Bank (plc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States (of America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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1.0 Introduction
Recent decades have witnessed a vast growth in pay inequality in the United Kingdom (The High Pay Commission, 2011). By 2015 the annual average pay of chief executives of FTSE 100 companies was just short of five and a half million pounds (HPC, 2016) compared to a national average fulltime wage of around twenty-eight thousand pounds (ONS, 2016). In 2015 this meant a worker at the top of the national pay scale received approaching two hundred times as much pay as a worker receiving the national average wage. Atop this growth in pay inequality, the period also saw the persistence of a low-pay economy in the UK. An economy in 2016 that saw one-in-five employees earning less than two-thirds the national average (Clarke and D'Arcy, 2016).

The growth in pay inequality and persistence of low pay in the United Kingdom have prompted statutory responses from both Labour and Conservative governments. Responding to the continuance of low pay in the country, a Labour government introduced the first national minimum wage in April 1999 further to the National Minimum Wage Act 1998. This was extended in April 2016 by a Conservative government that introduced the National Living Wage – essentially a higher rate of the National Minimum Wage payable to workers aged twenty-five years or older. Both interventions remain in force today. Furthermore, in response to the growth in pay inequality in the country, the current Conservative government is bringing forward new legislation that will require listed companies with more than two hundred and fifty employees to publish, amongst other things, the ratio between the pay of their chief executive officer and the average pay of their employees.

However, against this backdrop, the period also saw a major expansion in the availability and uptake of mechanisms designed to assure organisations' ethical performance, particularly with respect to the environment, society, and their corporate governance (IBE, 2013). Indeed, many of these approaches to ethical assurance include, and are in some instances exclusively comprise, measures relating to pay fairness. Where fairness is interpreted as the just allocation of rewards (CIPD, 2013) – in this case, pay – there appears then a disconnect between the vast growth in pay inequality, the continuance of low pay, and the
uptake in participation by employers in schemes intent on assuring their ethical – fair – behaviour.

One voluntary response to the issue of low pay in particular has been the adoption of the ethical assurance scheme of the Living Wage by employers. A living wage aims to provide workers with a minimum rate of pay that ensures a quality of life beyond mere subsistence. Unlike statutory national minimum wage interventions in the UK, the voluntary Living Wage therefore prioritises the needs of workers in its calculation of a minimum wage. In the United Kingdom campaigning for the payment of a living wage to workers has been led by the charitable (now-named) Living Wage Foundation for over fifteen years. This organisation calculates an annual Living Wage rate for the country based on the needs of workers and accredits employers who adopt this scheme of ethical assurance in their organisations. To date the rate of the Living Wage Foundation’s Living Wage has been above those prescribed by both the National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage. By 2018, its scheme had almost four and a half thousand Accredited Living Wage Employers (LWF, 2018a).

However, despite its longevity and deep scholarly roots (e.g. Ryan, 1906; Stabile, 2008; Waltman, 2004), empirical research into the ethical assurance scheme of the Living Wage in the United Kingdom is limited – with wider calls for further research being heard (e.g. Coulson and Bonner, 2015; Pennycook, 2012; Prowse and Fells, 2016; Werner and Lim, 2016b; Werner and Lim, 2017). Nonetheless, two major studies have recently been completed. One examined small and medium-sized accredited employers (Werner and Lim, 2016a) and the other all accredited employers (Heery et al., 2017). These studies primarily investigated why employers adopted the voluntary Living Wage scheme, the adjustments they had to make, and the impact participation had on their organisations. Both also asked participant employers what effect the recently introduced statutory National Living Wage had had on their adoption of the Living Wage.
Findings of the two studies resonated strongly. They found employers typically adopted the Living Wage because they felt it was the right thing to do morally and because it also provided operational and strategic benefit to their organisations. Despite causing some confusion around the naming of different living wage interventions, introduction of the statutory National Living Wage was found to have had minimal impact on employers’ adoption of the voluntary Living Wage scheme.

Empirical research into the living wage has also been conducted in other countries. Amongst developed countries this has largely focused on economic analyses of living wages in the United States (Wills and Linneker, 2012). However, these living wage schemes are not comparable to the voluntary schemes found in the United Kingdom. This is because living wage schemes in the United States are not voluntary but are brought about through local legal ordinances. Unlike the voluntary Living Wage scheme in the UK, employers within these jurisdictions are required to adhere to these local living wage schemes by law. There is then a paucity of research into the Living Wage that specifically relates to its voluntary adoption in the UK.

This research therefore addresses this gap in the body of knowledge by examining a yet unexplored aspect of the ethical assurance scheme of the Living Wage in the United Kingdom. Where previous research asked employers why they adopted the voluntary Living Wage, this study goes further by examining employer motivations for participation at a conceptual level. Moreover, it locates this examination in a context of statutory compliance in the UK that requires employers to pay their employees the National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage by law. To do this employers were asked the question, *What is fair pay?* Uniquely then, their responses were analysed at a conceptual level to understand how their interpretations of fair pay might motivate them to adopt this ethical assurance scheme of the voluntary Living Wage in a context of statutory compliance.

The objectives of this research were threefold: (1) to make a unique contribution to the body of knowledge; (2) to develop and demonstrate the researcher’s
competence in undertaking and delivering research at a doctoral level; and, (3) to present a thesis in partial fulfilment of the requirements of the University of Brighton for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

1.1 Structure of thesis

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 presents a literature review on fairness, pay, and responsible business. It undertakes a conceptual analysis of both fairness and pay and locates these within the practical settings of the organisation and society. The concept of fairness is examined in terms of the socially just distribution of goods, organisational justice, and norms of distribution. The idea of pay is explored through its conceptualisation as a contribution to production, a living, the result of social processes, and as an efficiency wage. Perceptions of pay fairness are examined from both an organisational and societal perspective with statutory responses being identified in an evolving policy, legislative, and regulatory context. This chapter closes by examining responsible business. Two dominant positions – shareholder primacy and stakeholder theory – are explored within the UK legal context to find that the Companies Act 2006 might be interpreted as placing a duty on companies to ensure their employees receive fair pay. Differences in responsible business with respect to smaller and larger organisations are examined and a range of voluntary interventions explored that enable them to demonstrate that their (pay) practices go beyond statutory compliance.

The methodology employed in this research is detailed in chapter 3. This chapter discusses how social research has traditionally adopted one of two polar ontological and epistemological positions. One being an objectivist, positivist position and the other being a social constructivist, interpretivist position. It finds some social researchers have adopted a technical approach to these positions by using research methods traditionally associated with each of these positions in the other. This research employs this mixed methods approach by using both quantitative and qualitative research methods. A range of research methods are reviewed and justifications given for those selected:
desktop survey and semi-structured qualitative interviews. This chapter continues to explain why the scope of the study was set as it was and how and why the sample was constructed in the way that it was. Interview procedures are detailed and the thematic analysis approach used to analyse the data explained. Given subjects of the study were human, this chapter explores ethical considerations of the research and its responses. The chapter closes by examining limitations of the study.

Chapter 4 presents an analysis of the institutional context in which this research takes place. It begins with an historical analysis of the statutory National Minimum Wage in the United Kingdom that was introduced in 1999 further to the National Minimum Wage Act 1998. Responses of business and workers’ advocates are examined along with the impact this statutory national minimum wage has had. This chapter then explores the living wage. It provides a brief history of the idea of a living wage and its resurgence in the United Kingdom that has been seen from the early 2000s – being primarily driven by the increasing popularity of the voluntary national Living Wage Campaign led by the Living Wage Foundation. The contested nature of the idea of a living wage is then explored together with some of the difficulties associated with its definition and application. Concomitant with the scope of this study, an overview of the local Brighton and Hove Living Wage is presented. Finally, this chapter provides a history of the National Living Wage in the United Kingdom – an extension to the statutory National Minimum Wage introduced in 2016. It closes by examining the responses of business and workers’ advocates and the impact this further statutory intervention on minimum rates of pay has had.

An examination of ethical assurance is made in chapter 5. This chapter first explores what is meant by ethical assurance and why organisations adopt it. Ethical assurance is found to be a voluntary component of corporate governance that intends to ensure an organisation is behaving ethically – where ethical behaviour is behaviour that is expected of business but which sits beyond compliance. This chapter then conducts a desktop survey of pay-related ethical assurance schemes operating in the UK. Some twenty-two schemes are identified and a further desktop survey carried out to measure levels of
participation in each scheme. The most popular ethical assurance scheme by far was the Accredited Living Wage Employer scheme led by the Living Wage Foundation. Qualitative analysis of participant organisations showed most were smaller, younger companies limited by shares or guarantee. Most were not UK registered charities and most were in the industries of administrative and support service activities; professional, scientific and technical activities; and, wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles. These findings informed the scope of the remaining research which therefore chose to examine further the adoption of the voluntary Living Wage in smaller organisations.

Chapter 6 examines employer conceptualisations of fair pay. It uses the concept of organisational justice and the idea of norms of distribution as a basis of enquiry to explore whether employers conceptualise fair pay similarly or differently. Given the Living Wage is aimed at lower-paid workers but is adopted by employers in low-paid and higher-paid industries, employers in both these sectors are compared. Employers signed up to the Living Wage and those not signed up to the Living Wage are also compared to increase our understanding of whether employer conceptualisations of fair pay influence their decisions to adopt this ethical assurance scheme. Employers were found to conceptualise fair pay similarly and differently. Similarly, employers generally conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice. Differently, employers in the higher-paid industry who where signed up to the Living Wage also conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice where those in this industry who were not signed up did not. However, unlike employers in the higher-paid industry, employers in the low-paid industry who were signed up to the Living Wage did not conceptualise fair pay differently – as distributive justice – to those in this industry who were not signed up.

In chapter 7 employer adoption of the local Brighton and Hove Living Wage is investigated. It examines why employers signed up to this ethical assurance scheme, the influence the statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage had on these employers’ decisions to sign up, and the impact sign up has had on these employers’ organisations and approaches
to pay setting. Employers in a low-paid industry and in a higher-paid industry were again compared given employers in both have signed up to the scheme despite it being aimed at lower-paid employees. Employers typically signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they considered it to be the morally right thing to do and because it was in the interests of their organisations to do so. Employers reported that the statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage had had no influence on their decisions to sign up because their employees were typically already paid at rates above that prescribed by the scheme. Despite a lack of formal evaluation of their sign up to the scheme, employers nonetheless reported benefits with respect to recruitment and retention and employee and public relations inside and outside their organisations. All employers reported that the Brighton and Hove Living Wage acted as a pay floor in their organisations which ensured all employees received the rate of pay it prescribed as a minimum.

Chapter 8 discusses conceptualisations of fairness and pay with respect to employer motivations for action. Conceptual bases of the statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage and the voluntary Living Wage interventions are examined. The statutory minimum wage interventions are found to similarly conceptualise pay as a contribution to production and a living but do not, however, prioritise the latter in their calculation. On the other hand, the voluntary Living Wage conceptualises and prioritises pay as a living for workers. Directly affecting the allocation of outcome, all three interventions are seen to be instances of distributive justice. Where adoption is voluntary rather than compulsory – in this case, with regard to the voluntary Living Wage, alignment of an employer’s conceptualisation of fair pay as distributive justice generally appears to positively influence their decision to sign up to this voluntary ethical assurance scheme. However, employer moves from statutory compliance to ethical assurance also appeared to be influenced by the prevailing legislative environment and the closer, more interdependent relationship that tends to exist between employer and employee in smaller organisations.
Finally, chapter 9 presents the main findings of this study, draws conclusions with respect to the research question, and sets out this research’s unique contribution to the body of knowledge. This chapter closes by offering suggestions for further areas and approaches to future research within this field of enquiry.
2.0 A literature review

This chapter presents a review of literature on fairness, pay, and responsible business. It provides a conceptual analysis of both fairness and pay and orientates these within the practical settings of the organisation and society. It further examines the idea of responsible business, its theoretical positions, and how this is realised in smaller and larger organisations.

2.1 Fairness

This section examines the concept of fairness through the idea of the socially just distribution of goods. Recognising pay as a social good, it then looks at the conceptualisation of fairness as organisational justice. Finally, it considers the role of norms of distribution in the conceptualisation of fairness and the regulation of fair pay.

2.1.1 The socially just distribution of goods

The problem of fairly distributing benefits and burdens in society is well visited in the literature with scholars having extensively examined the socially just distribution of goods (e.g. Bentham, 2007 [1780]; Mill, 2001 [1863]; Rawls, 1971). Regarding pay, the problem manifests at two levels: at the level of the organisation and at the level of society. Were organisations to operate independent of wider society the problem of fairly distributing pay might simply be considered an issue for organisations alone. However, given organisations are organs of society, this is not the case (FRC, 2018; Freeman, 1984). Consequently, the actions of organisations impact society and in doing so become of relevance and importance to it (The High Pay Commission, 2011).

That the pay practices of organisations influence society beyond organisations themselves means they, therefore, also become of interest to those concerned with the socially just distribution of goods in wider society (e.g. New Economics Foundation, 2011).

Responses to the problem of fairly distributing benefits and burdens in society broadly subscribe to one of two arguments. The teleological position argues distribution should be determined by outcome – that the desired end state should dictate the calculus of allocation (Blackburn, 2008). Originally advanced
in 1780 by Bentham (2007), utilitarianism, for example, regards the socially just distribution of goods to be that which provides the greatest amount of utility (benefit) to the most number of people. This argument does not concern itself with the rationale of allocation nor any judgements that might be made about this – any allocation process is acceptable and deemed fair so long as utility is maximised.

On the other hand, the deontological position argues distribution should be determined by rules – that end state should be dictated by a calculus of allocation (Blackburn, 2008). Public goods, for example, are defined as goods which are both non-rivalrous and non-excludable; that one individual's benefit of the good does not prevent another's benefit of the good and that no individual can be excluded from benefiting from the good (Black et al., 2009). This argument does not concern itself with the outcome nor any judgements that might be made about this – any outcome is acceptable and deemed fair so long as the rules are obeyed. Given pay is a social good (e.g. Milkovich et al., 2014), these arguments become central then to the interpretation of fairness at both organisational and societal levels.

2.1.2 Organisational justice

Offering a conceptualisation of fairness that accords with the teleological and deontological arguments regarding the socially just distribution of goods, organisational justice features widely in the literature (Colquitt et al., 2013). Organisational justice conceptualises fairness as a product of, essentially, two components: distributive justice and procedural justice (CIPD, 2013). Distributive justice concerns perceptions of fairness about the end state of the allocation of outcome. It is concerned with the problem of who ultimately receives what. It corresponds to the teleological argument regarding the socially just distribution of goods. On the other hand, procedural justice concerns perceptions of fairness about the process employed in the allocation of outcome. It is concerned with the problem of enacting who will get what. It corresponds to the deontological argument regarding the socially just distribution of goods. The two components are essentially inextricably linked as it is impossible to reach an end state of allocation (distributive justice) without
having gone through some process of allocation (procedural justice). Indeed, Greenberg (1993, p. 100) cautions that the two components may not be separable and should this be necessary that this should be a ‘most delicate operation’.

Nonetheless, Greenberg (1993) contends distributive justice and procedural justice can be further categorised according to a decision’s structural and social focus to give four justice classes (table T.1). According to Greenberg (1993), systemic justice refers to the evaluation of fairness of allocation processes and the level of control the subjects have with respect to these. Configural justice refers to the evaluation of fairness of the pattern of resource allocation, typically to some social norm (e.g. equality) or instrumentally toward some goal (e.g. increased performance). Informational justice refers to the social determinants of procedural justice typically demonstrated by the provision of knowledge about the processes to subjects. Interpersonal justice refers to the social determinants of distributive justice typically demonstrated by the show of genuine concern for subjects regarding the outcome of the decision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focal determinant</th>
<th>Procedural</th>
<th>Distributive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>Systemic justice</td>
<td>Configural justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Informational justice</td>
<td>Interpersonal justice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table T.1: A taxonomy of justice classes (Greenberg, 1993, p. 83)

However, despite their prevalence in the literature today, existence of the latter two theoretical justice classes has been contested (Mikula et al., 1990). Furthermore, practice often sees the social focus of procedural justice and distributive justice conflated and referred to as interactional justice to give three classes of justice in common, though not exclusive, use today: distributive justice, procedural justice, and interactional justice (Beugré and Baron, 2001; Ghosh et al., 2014). Given such variation in classifying the social determinants of the categories of justice, the widely accepted structural classes of distributive justice and procedural justice appear to offer, for now at least, a more consistent conceptual basis of enquiry.
2.1.3 Norms of distribution: equity, equality and need

Norms of distribution regulate what is considered to be fair allocation of social goods (Elster, 1989). Although a debate continues regarding the range of norms that exists, three core norms of distribution are evident in the literature: the equity norm, equality norm, and need norm (Reeskens and van Oorschot, 2013). The *equity norm* asserts that an individual's share of outcome be proportional to the magnitude of their contribution (Schroeder, 1995). The *equality norm* requires share of outcome to be the same for all qualifying individuals (Blackburn, 2008). And the *need norm* prescribes that an individual's share of outcome be determined by the degree of requirement they have in order to resolve some state of deprivation (Leventhal, 1976). Moreover, given these norms of distribution influence the process and outcome of allocating social goods (in this case, pay), they have congruency with the concept of organisational justice and its essential components of procedural justice and distributive justice respectively.

The *equity norm of distribution* calculates allocation of pay in accordance with a rule of proportionality: that the quantity of pay awarded to an individual is proportional to their personal contribution (Schroeder, 1995). Here, a greater personal contribution reaps a greater amount of pay for the individual. Being rule-based, the equity norm aligns with the deontological argument regarding the socially just distribution of goods and provides an example of procedural justice in the exercise of allocating outcome. Use of the equity norm is exemplified in pay systems that seek to incentivise individual performance or merit by coupling scale of individual reward to scale of individual contribution (Adams, 1965; Hammer, 2009). However, Carrell and Dittrich (1978) contend the equity norm of distribution can cause co-workers to make social comparisons regarding their individual input:output ratios. Where these are considered less favourable individuals may go about redressing the actual or perceived imbalance by distorting their contribution; for example, by withdrawing expertise, slowing their work rate or reducing the quality of the work (Carrell and Dittrich, 1978).
The equity norm of distribution is further challenged by a problem of attribution. This is the problem of whether, and to what degree of accuracy if it is possible, any one individual's contribution can be associated with outcome that is achieved collectively. It is a key argument in the ongoing debate about excessive top pay which sees senior executives paid relatively (very) large rewards for achieving organisational performance targets whilst comparable rewards are not made to other employees of the organisation. The contention being, to what extent can the performance of an entire organisation be attributed to the explicit contribution of one or more of these senior employees (High Pay Centre, 2014). One response to this attribution problem is the use of gain-sharing or profit-sharing schemes – as recommended by High Pay Centre (2014) as a means to manage the growth in senior executive pay. These schemes use various calculi to allocate a pool of reward or profit to qualifying employees (Blackburn, 2008). However, recursively, calculus selection again invokes the debate about the fair distribution of the available pool as outcome.

Nonetheless, a number of organisations have endeavoured to control the relative distribution of pay in their organisations by calculating and managing their pay ratios. These ratios typically measure the relative difference between the pay of the highest paid in an organisation and the pay of the average or lowest paid in that organisation. The constitution of the John Lewis Partnership (2015), for example, sets a maximum permissible ratio of the pay of its senior staff to that of the remainder of its staff (John Lewis Partnership, 2015). However, opponents argue that the value of such a pay ratio is arbitrarily set so has no justifiable basis (e.g. FDA, 2010). Indeed, in response to being asked to consider the prescription of a maximum pay ratio of one to twenty (that being the ratio of the pay of the lowest paid to that of the highest paid) in the public sector as part of his review of fair pay in the public sector, Hutton (2011) rejected this proposal. He argued such a cap would impact as few as seventy senior managers across public services, would unfairly hit some organisations more than others, could create perverse incentives such as the outsourcing of lower paid jobs or could become an acceptable target where ratios were below the one to twenty value (Hutton, 2011). However, 'to allow the public to hold them to account', Hutton (2011, p. 8) did recommend that public sector
organisations be required to publish their pay ratios annually. Proponents similarly argue for such public pay ratio disclosure across the economy as a means of measuring, publicising and comparing organisational pay allocations (Coyle, 2015).

The equity norm of distribution is also challenged from a power perspective. In his capability theory, Sen (1999) argues an individual's ability to realise their potential is dependent upon their innate capabilities and the level of access they have to resources that enable them to convert these capabilities in ways which they can utilise. He contends that an individual's level of access to resources, and so their ability to convert their innate capabilities to utility, is a function of power – where an individual's power is at least determined by their starting position in life. Allocating outcome proportional to individual contribution, as per the equity norm of distribution, does not, however, account for the asymmetry of individuals' starting positions in life and the advantages or disadvantages these may attract which were or consequently remain outside an individual's sphere of influence. It is those of a higher socioeconomic position at birth, with the exponentially increasing degree of power and associated advantage this offers, who will typically find their way then to the top end of the pay spectrum (Wilkinson and Pickett, 2010).

The equality norm of distribution requires that all qualifying individuals receive the same amount of pay irrespective of individual contribution or performance (Blackburn, 2008). Being determined by the pattern of final allocation, the equality norm aligns with the teleological argument regarding the socially just distribution of goods and provides an example of distributive justice in the exercise of allocating outcome. The equality norm of distribution might typically be employed where group cohesion and harmony are sought. Here the notion of equivalent status of all members is promoted by allocating the same amount of pay to each individual based solely on their membership of the group in question (Grandey, 2001). However, as Grandey (2001) notes, application of the equality norm may conflict with and potentially distort the functioning of an equity norm of distribution where this is in operation. For example, the share of pay allocated to an individual according to a prevailing equality norm may be
greater than that which would be allocated to them according to a concurrently operating equity norm. Such a compromise of the equity norm in order to satisfy the equality norm (assuming the latter has the priority of the two norms) may then invoke the input:output comparison by individuals observed by Carrell and Dittrich (1978) together with the potentially negative consequential reactions.

The equality norm of distribution may also manifest the free-rider problem. The free-rider problem describes the situation where the equality norm of distribution is operating and an individual elects to withhold effort on their part in the knowing this will not prevent them from receiving the same amount of outcome (pay) as all other qualifying individuals (Olson, 1965). Again, where other members of the group make a social comparison of their input:output ratios negative responses may result (Carrell and Dittrich, 1978) – potentially disrupting the group harmony that may have been sought (Grandey, 2001). As Olson (1965) further observes, the group as a whole may fail to achieve any collective, and therefore individual, outcome (pay) if all its members act as free riders. Countermeasures to the free-rider problem typically focus on inputs. For instance, the use of compulsory trade union membership to ensure all group members contribute to the cost of the union securing gains that will be applicable to all group members (McLean and McMillan, 2009).

The need norm of distribution prescribes that pay be allocated according to the requirement an individual has in order to resolve some state of deprivation (Blackburn, 2008). Being concerned with the pattern of final allocation, the need norm of distribution again aligns with the teleological argument regarding the socially just distribution of goods and provides a further example of distributive justice. The need norm of distribution underpins many universal safeguarding schemes. The Living Wage, for example, employs the need norm of distribution in its endeavour to ensure all employees receive a level of pay that, as a minimum, meets their needs and so enables them to live a decent life. Application of the need norm is also seen in arguments regarding the top end of the pay spectrum. Monbiot (2012), for example, contends that, as there is a statutory national minimum wage to prevent workers from being under paid, there should be a maximum wage to prevent workers from being over paid. The
rationale here being that whilst a statutory minimum wage ensures workers receive pay sufficient to meet the cost of living, a statutory maximum wage would ensure workers do not receive a level of pay that goes beyond that required to meet a need-free life. Workers seeking income beyond this upper threshold, he argues, should do so through other means that privatise the risk and benefit such endeavours are likely to attract.

However, as observed previously, the need norm of distribution may conflict with or distort other norms of distribution that may be operating (Grandey, 2001). As seen in the interaction of the equity norm of distribution and the equality norm of distribution, the need norm disregards the relationship between individual contribution and share of outcome (pay) that is required by the equity norm of distribution. Again, this may provoke negative responses from other individuals who compare their input:output ratios unfavourably (Carrell and Dittrich, 1978). The need norm of distribution may also compromise the equality norm of distribution. This can occur when differences in individual requirement to satisfy some particular deprivation result in individuals being allocated different shares of outcome (pay). For example, where employees may be offered different volumes of hours or amounts of overtime that reflect their perceived or actual individual levels of need. Examination of these three norms of distribution — equity, equality and need — alone quickly demonstrates then the complexity and challenge of achieving a pay system that might be considered by all to be fair in its operation and outcome (Deutsch, 1975).

2.2 Pay

This section explores the concept of pay. It identifies four common conceptualisations of pay: as a contribution to production, a living, the translation of social values and prejudices into differential rewards, and as an efficiency wage. The perception of pay fairness is examined from both an organisational and societal perspective. Statutory responses are then identified within an evolving policy, legislative, and regulatory context.
2.2.1 Concepts of pay

Pay may be conceptualised in a number of ways: as a contribution to production, a living, or the translation of social values or prejudices into differential rewards (Figart et al., 2002). The conceptualisation of pay as a contribution to production features as marginal product theory in neoclassical economics. This theory states that the cost of additional labour cannot exceed the marginal value that it adds. The price to be paid for labour (the pay of workers) is then determined by the forces of supply and demand in a free market. Alternatively, social economics conceptualises pay as being in the service of people as workers. Workers are considered ends in themselves rather than inputs to the impersonal machinery of the marketplace. Here, the price to be paid for labour is determined by what workers need to live – not by what the market dictates. However, neither of these mechanisms operate independent of a social world. Conceptualising pay as the translation of social values into differential rewards recognises then that these apparatus for determining pay are inescapably influenced by a myriad of social structures, practices, norms, and prejudices which in themselves generate different levels of pay.

The existence and co-existence of all three of these conceptualisations of pay are demonstrated by their realisation through UK legislation. The existence of legislation that protects workers, their pay, and their conditions of work demonstrates the presence and operation of a liberalised labour market in the UK and, so, the conceptualisation of pay as a contribution to production. Recognising this, the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006, for example, aim to ensure employees being transferred to a new employer are protected against dismissal and the degradation of terms and conditions of employment and are informed and consulted throughout the process. On the other hand, passing of the National Minimum Wage Act 1998 demonstrates realisation of the conceptualisation of pay in terms of social economics. Although not based upon the specific needs of workers, the Act does however recognise there is a minimum level of pay to which a worker should be entitled and should receive. And demonstrating realisation of the conceptualisation of pay as the translation of social values or prejudices into
differential rewards, the Equal Pay Act 1970, largely superseded today by the Equality Act 2010, prohibits less favourable treatment between men and women in terms of their pay and conditions of employment.

However, a further notion of pay exists that does not readily align with any of these three conceptualisations. This is known as efficiency wage theory. Efficiency wage theory contends that increases in pay can lead to increased worker productivity – where any increase in pay bill is at least offset by the corresponding increase in worker productivity and retention (Akerlof and Yellen, 1986). In practice, adoption of an efficiency wage typically sees employers pay their employees above market clearing rates – the point of equilibrium reached by the forces of supply and demand in a free market. Given this, the notion of an efficiency wage does not adhere to classical neoliberal economic theory because the amount paid for labour is above the marginal product rate. Nor does it adhere to a social economic approach – because it does not prioritise worker need when determining rates of pay. And it does not align with the conceptualisation of pay as a translation of social values or prejudices into differential awards because it has not been arrived at through a process of social evolution. Explanations of efficiency wage theory have, nonetheless, been offered.

The *shirking model* contends that workers paid an efficiency wage will be more productive because they will not avoid the work they might otherwise have avoided if they had been paid less. Employees will not shirk because they have more (too much) to lose should they become unemployed (Shapiro and Stiglitz, 1984). Payment of an efficiency wage may encourage employee loyalty or *gift exchange* – seeing employees expend discretionary effort in recognition of the better pay provided by employers (Akerlof, 1982). The higher pay rate of an efficiency wage attracts higher quality workers and reduces the need for supervision as workers are more motivated (Rebitzer, 1995). And, in developing economies with very low rates of pay, nutritional theories assert payment of an efficiency wage reduces absolute poverty to provide a healthier supply of labour (Bose, 1997). However, the benefits of paying an efficiency wage may be limited if all employers pay workers at this rate because this will, in effect,
become the market clearing rate for labour. Factors other than pay may deteriorate to such an extent that the higher rate of an efficiency wage is insufficient to maintain worker productivity and retain employees. And in the asymmetrical relationship of monopsonies – where a single buyer effectively controls the market, employers may not need to pay the higher rates of pay associated with an efficiency wage in order to attract and retain labour.

2.2.2 Pay fairness
As seen in the earlier discussion on the social just distribution of goods, perceptions of fairness regarding pay are of interest to both the organisation and wider society. From an organisational perspective, Wiley (2011) reports that a quarter of employees say fair pay is the single most important thing they want from their organisation. Rasch and Szypko (2013) found employees who believe they are fairly paid are more engaged, less likely to leave their organisation, experience less stress at work, and feel healthier physically and psychologically. Colquitt et al. (2013) observe a positive relationship between perceived organisational fairness and the constructive behaviour of employees. The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (2015a) found almost half of employees think their CEO's pay is too high and that sixty percent think that CEO pay levels in the United Kingdom demotivate employees. The High Pay Centre (2014) found that as the pay gap increases in workplaces so too does the likelihood of workplace conflict, increased staff turnover, and work-related illness. And, early research by Mohan et al. (2015) showed consumers prefer to buy from employers they consider pay fair.

From a more societal perspective, in its annual British Social Attitudes 30 survey, NatCen Social Research (2013) found more than eighty percent of people thought the pay gap between the highest paid and other employees in the United Kingdom is excessive. Five years later, its British Attitudes 35 survey (NatCen Social Research, 2018) found seventy-seven percent of the British public thought employers should pay wages that cover the cost of living and that seventy-one percent supported an increase in the national minimum wage. The High Pay Centre (2015) found two thirds of people thought there should be a maximum permissible pay gap between the pay of top and average employees.
And, longitudinal research by the Institute of Business Ethics (2013b) found executive remuneration continued to be one of the highest public concerns about business over the last ten years. In research commissioned by Oxfam (2016), around sixty percent of people said business has a responsibility to reduce poverty and inequality, three-quarters said it has a responsibility to close the pay gap between the highest and lowest or average wage, and sixty-four percent said they would support legislation that stopped the highest paid in a company earning more than twenty times the company’s average employee salary.

Representing investors, in July 2016 the independent Executive Remuneration Working Group (2016, p. 3) proposed a series of reforms to the setting of executive remuneration, including a recommendation that ‘The board should explain why the chosen maximum remuneration level under the remuneration policy is appropriate for the company using both external and internal … relativities’. The Investment Association (2016) subsequently advised remuneration committees to use reference points in the peer universe and company’s workforce to assist shareholders to understand and judge the quantum of executive remuneration being awarded. And in its Fundamentals series, Legal and General Investment Management (Benham, 2016, p. 1) states its belief that ‘the inequality faced by many employees has a material impact on society’ and, in making a similar call regarding executive pay setting, notes companies ‘should not forget that workers are their most valuable asset and success would not be delivered without their effort’. Indeed, concern regarding the growth in executive pay, the increase in pay inequality generated, and the impact these were having on perceptions of fairness became such that in July 2016 incoming Prime Minister Theresa May ordered a review of UK corporate governance. The outcome of which is discussed further in the following section on statutory interventions regarding pay.

### 2.2.3 Statutory interventions

A number of policy, legislative and regulatory interventions regarding executive remuneration and low pay are evident in the UK today. The following section examines these in three categories: interventions aimed at the higher end of the
pay spectrum, those targeted at the lower end of the pay spectrum, and those
directed at the relationship between the lower paid and the higher paid.

At the higher end of the pay spectrum, the Large and Medium-sized Companies
and Groups (Accounts and Reports) (Amendment) Regulations 2013 (s 2, s 3)
amended the Large and Medium-sized Companies and Groups (Accounts and
Reports) Regulations 2008 to require qualifying companies to include a single
total figure of remuneration for each director in their remuneration report. The
Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 (s 79) amended the
Companies Act 2006 to provide shareholders of qualifying companies with a
binding vote to approve the directors' remuneration policy of their companies.
And the forthcoming version of the UK Corporate Governance Code (FRC,
2018, p. 13) continues to require that a ‘formal and transparent procedure for
developing policy on executive remuneration and determining director and
senior management remuneration’ be established.

At the lower end of the pay spectrum, the National Minimum Wage Act 1998
introduced a statutory national minimum wage from 1999 for qualifying persons
and established the independent Low Pay Commission to advise the
government on this. The National Minimum Wage (Amendment) Regulations
2016 (s 3) amended the National Minimum Wage Regulations 2015 to introduce
from 1st April 2016 the National Living Wage – albeit calculated differently from
the existing national minimum wage, essentially a higher national minimum
wage rate for workers aged twenty-five years and over.

Orientated toward the relationship between the higher paid and lower paid, the
Large and Medium-sized Companies and Groups (Accounts and Reports)
(Amendment) Regulations 2013 (s 3) amended the Large and Medium-sized
Companies and Groups (Accounts and Reports) Regulations 2008 to require
qualifying companies to provide in their remuneration report a statement of how
pay and employment conditions of employees (other than directors) of the
company, or group, were taken into account when setting the policy for
directors' remuneration. And the forthcoming version of the UK Corporate
Governance Code (FRC, 2018, p. 15) – applicable to all companies with a
Premium listing of equity shares whether incorporated in the UK or another country – requires remuneration committees to detail in their companies’ annual reports the ‘reasons why the [executive and senior management] remuneration is appropriate using internal and external measures, including pay ratios and pay gaps’.

Further pay legislation – the Localism Act 2011 – requires relevant local authorities of England and Wales to annually publish a pay policy statement. This must include an authority's policies regarding the remuneration of their chief officers, the remuneration of their lowest-paid employees and the relationship between the remuneration of their chief officers and that of their other employees. Subsequent guidance recommends in Wales (Local Government Finance and Performance, 2014) and requires in England (Department for Communities and Local Government, 2015) that authorities publish their pay multiple (the ratio of the remuneration of their highest paid officer to the medium remuneration across the whole workforce) annually. Similarly, the Government requires organisations handling public funds to publish their pay multiple annually (HM Treasury, 2015), as does the Department of Health (2014) and Monitor for NHS Foundation Trusts (Monitor, 2015).

More recently, introduction of the Equality Act 2010 (Gender Pay Gap Information) Regulations 2017 now require private and voluntary sector employers in England, Scotland and Wales with at least two-hundred and fifty employees to report their gender pay gap annually. And most recently, following the review of UK corporate governance initiated by incoming Prime Minister Theresa May, new pay-related legislation is currently being brought forward. Regarding pay, this new legislation – The Companies (Miscellaneous Reporting) Regulations 2018 – will require quoted companies with more than two-hundred and fifty UK employees to publish the ratio of their chief executive officer’s total remuneration to the median fulltime equivalent remuneration of their UK employees in their directors’ remuneration report. This must be supported by relevant information that explains year-on-year variation in this figure and how it relates to the company’s wider policies on employee pay,
reward and progression. All quoted companies will also be required to illustrate the effect future share price increases on executive pay outcomes together with any discretion that has been exercised on executive remuneration outcomes reported that year in respect of share price appreciation or depreciation (DBEIS, 2018).

2.3 Responsible business

This section examines the idea of responsible business. It identifies two dominant schools of thought on responsible business: shareholder primacy theory and stakeholder theory. These are explored within the context of UK legislation to find that the UK Companies Act 2006 might be interpreted as placing a statutory duty on directors and their companies to ensure their employees receive fair pay. Differences in responsible business in smaller and larger organisations are examined. The range of voluntary interventions that are available to organisations to help them demonstrate their practices go beyond legal compliance and respond to societal expectations are further explored. Such schemes are found to exist that can assist smaller and larger organisations promote and realise fair pay.

2.3.1 What is responsible business?

Two schools of thought have dominated the modern discourse with respect to what might be considered responsible business. Shareholder primacy theory, articulation of which is frequently attributed to Milton Friedman (2002), contends that the interests of shareholders (the owners of businesses) should be assigned the highest priority in the execution of the business. This is widely interpreted as meaning the primary objective of a business is to maximise the profits of its owners (shareholders) whilst operating within the bounds of the law. However, this position is challenged by stakeholder theory. Popularised in the 1980s by Freeman (1984), this theory contends that a business has obligations not only to its owners (shareholders) but also to other parties that it may affect by way of its operation. Having stakes in the business’s operation, Freeman labelled these parties stakeholders and, subsequently, stakeholder theory emerged. Unlike shareholder primacy theory, according to stakeholder theory, it is then the responsibility of the business to consider and manage its
impact on all its stakeholders rather than to prioritise the maximisation of profits for its owners (shareholders) alone.

In practice, shareholder primacy theory has often been cited as a means to legitimise business behaviours that, although legal, may be considered by some stakeholders to be unacceptable. The claim being that a business must behave in ways that maximise the profit of its owners (shareholders), even if this is at cost to other stakeholders, because it has a fiduciary duty to this (Hart and Zingales, 2017). However, in UK law, for instance, there is no legal requirement for a business to maximise the profits of its owners (shareholders) (Murphy, 2013). Instead, in the UK, the Companies Act 2006 (s 172(1)) places a duty on directors to promote the success of their company. Indeed, appearing to echo the position forwarded by stakeholder theory, the Act requires directors to act in a way that they consider most likely to promote the success of the company for the benefit of all its members as a whole. In doing so the Act requires them to have regard, amongst other things, to the likely consequences of any decision in the long term; the interests of the company’s employees; the need to foster the company’s business relationships with suppliers, customers and others; the impact of the company’s operations on the community and the environment; the desirability of the company maintaining a reputation for high standards of business conduct; and, the need to act fairly between members of the company.

Where members as a whole is taken to include a company’s employees, section 172(1) of the Companies Act 2006 might then be interpreted as transforming the payment of fair pay to employees from a voluntary behaviour on the part of the company into a statutory requirement because the Act requires directors to act fairly between all company members. Given the pay of employees affects workers’ lives and those of their families, this responsibility to pay fairly could be interpreted as being reinforced by the Act where it requires company directors to also act with regard to the impact of their company’s operations on the community (and environment). Indeed, the importance attributed to these statutory obligations placed upon directors and their companies is seen to be increasing as the Companies (Miscellaneous Reporting) Regulations 2018 are introduced as an outcome of the UK Corporate
Governance Reform White Paper 2018. These regulations will place a new requirement on qualifying companies (large private and public companies) to include as part of their annual report ‘how their directors have had regard to the matters in sections 172(1)(a) to (f) of the Companies Act 2006’ (DBEIS, 2018).

However, the mandate afforded by section 172(1) of the Companies Act 2006 is questioned. For example, as Lim (2018) observes, despite widespread recognition of their recklessness and lack of oversight, none of the directors of financial institutions in receipt of bailout by the UK Government following the Financial Crisis of 2008 have been held liable for breaching their duties under section 172(1) of the Act. And with particular relevance to the inclusion of employees as members of a company – as in ‘... promote the success of the company for the benefit of its members as a whole’ at section 172(1) of the Act, the likes of Tate (2012) contend employees are only likely to be considered members of the company where they are also shareholders. Such an interpretation sees members as a whole to mean shareholders, whether they be employees or not. Despite reference to other stakeholders in the Act, acceptance of this interpretation of member effectively establishes shareholder primacy as a director of a company must act in the way he considers, in good faith, would be most likely to promote the success of the company for the benefit of its members as a whole – where members as a whole would then mean shareholders.

Scholars widely conclude then that the legal weakness of section 172(1) lies in the subjective interpretation of its wording and the lack of any objective measures. Essentially, this is because any behaviour of a director with respect to s 172(1) is defensible so long as, according to the director, they acted in good faith and that they had regard to, amongst others, those matters laid out in the section. The absence of any objective criteria by which to assess whether a director did or did not act in good faith or whether they did or did not have regard to these matters – to whatever extent and irrespective of the outcome of their action, essentially renders these clauses unenforceable (Keay, 2007). In so doing, section 172(1) may have created a right without a remedy – a position the law abhors (Fischer 2009).
Indeed, at its extreme, section 172(1) may support the reverse of its intended objective of ensuring directors promote their companies for the benefit of all members and with regard to wider matters. This is because directors might choose to use section 172(1) to demonstrate and defend that they have considered their members and such wider matters where, in fact, such consideration might have been minimal and essentially immaterial in order to swiftly dispose of this legal requirement. Nonetheless, although the mandate afforded by section 172(1) of the Companies Act 2006 may have its limitations, it does, for the first time, codify some of the expectations wider society has of directors and their companies which have, to date, resided in a purely discretionary realm. As Fisher (2009, p.16) concludes, ‘While s.172(1) cannot guarantee directors will consider third party interests, it must be seen as a normative measure which, combined with stakeholder pressure, the prevailing commercial climate and a few enlightened shareholders, will firmly encourage a more inclusive, longer-term view of what will promote success.’

2.3.2 Smaller and larger organisations
Policy responses often differ for smaller and larger companies. The incoming Companies (Miscellaneous Reporting) Regulations 2018 and the Equality Act 2010 (Gender Pay Gap Information) Regulations 2017, for example, only apply to large companies – generally considered to be those having more than two hundred and fifty employees. The Large and Medium-sized Companies and Groups (Accounts and Reports) Regulations 2008 only apply to large and medium-sized companies and groups – generally considered to be those having more than fifty employees. And the underlying Companies Act 2006 itself differentiates between micro-entities, small companies, medium-sized companies, and large companies. These variations in the application of policy indicate then that policymakers consider there to be differences between smaller and larger organisations and that these differences are sufficiently significant that each group requires individual consideration.

That there is a difference between smaller and larger enterprises is also recognised more widely. Nonetheless, attempts to reliably define each group and the differences between them remain elusive. The Companies Act 2006
and dependent legislation essentially demarks micro, small, medium, and large sized companies according to three quantitative measures: turnover, balance sheet total, and number of employees. European Union (2015) guidance adopts similar quantitative measures but also factors in the nature of an enterprise’s ownership – whether it is autonomous, partnered or a linked enterprise. Moreover, the scope of its definition goes beyond that of the likes of the UK Companies Act 2006, which only concerns companies incorporated in the United Kingdom, because it includes ‘any entity engaged in an economic activity, irrespective of its legal form’ as an enterprise (European Union, 2015, p. 9). In practice, this means the self-employed, family firms, partnerships, associations and any other entity regularly engaged in economic activity are considered to be enterprises.

However, some scholars have endeavoured to differentiate smaller and larger organisations by more qualitative approaches – with these definitions often prefaced by the assertion that, ‘Small firms are not little big firms’ (Tilley, 2000). Instead, and recognising these characteristics may change across countries and cultures, smaller organisations have been described as generally independent, multi-tasking, cash-limited, based on personal relationships, actively managed by their owners, highly personalised, largely local in area of operation, and largely dependent on internal sources of finance for growth (Perrini et al., 2007). The differences between smaller and larger organisations are important when it comes to responsible business because they affect the way such responsibility is conceptualised, enacted and reported. And, given smaller firms (those with fewer than fifty employees) alone account for over ninety-nine percent of all businesses in the UK and employ thirty percent of employees nationally (DBIS, 2015a), their role in the economy is significant and their presence warranting of research (e.g. Spence, 2016; Werner and Lim, 2016a).

Earlier research regarding responsible business was then dominated by its study within larger, typically corporate, enterprises. This led to the now familiar label of corporate social responsibility – or CSR. In these organisations, responsible business has typically meant a growth and formalisation of
measuring, reporting, auditing, and evaluating business operations in line with standards that are deemed socially acceptable. Organisations require mission statements, codes of conduct, CSR strategies, stakeholder management, and systems of assurance. The underlying logic being that if an organisation needs to obtain and retain its social licence to operate it must participate in such activities to demonstrate it is a responsible business (Soundararajan and Spence, 2016). However, as Tilley (2000) observes, these mechanisms do not readily transfer to smaller organisations as these organisations do not have the same level of resources available for a CSR function, are likely to be run in a much more personalised manner, and are simply too small to justify such a scale of approach.

Therefore, in smaller organisations the realisation of responsible business is likely to be much less formalised than in larger organisations. Smaller organisations are less likely to report their performance regarding responsible business and are instead more likely to simply conceptualise such behaviour as a way of doing things (Murillo and Lozano, 2006). Jargon and terminology used in more formal approaches to responsible business – such as business ethics, sustainability and CSR – are replaced by an everyday vernacular that uses words like fairness, integrity and excellence in management (Vyakarnam et al., 1997). In smaller organisations the boundary between the organisation and the owner-manager is small so the organisation’s activities and modus operandi are likely to be a much closer reflection of the owner-manager’s characteristics, personality, beliefs and values (Spence, 2014). The organisation’s range of stakeholders is likely to be smaller with these relationships often being reciprocal, co-dependent and co-operative in nature. Smaller organisations are typically highly dependent on their employees because the organisation’s survival is disproportionately reliant on these human assets that cannot readily be replaced (Murillo and Lozano, 2006). Consequently, owner-managers often adopt a more paternalistic or familial position towards their employees which creates a flatter organisational hierarchy and one that can facilitate the mutual exchange required between owner-manager and employee (Soundararajan and Spence, 2016).
2.3.3 Voluntary interventions

Organisations may then adopt standards of practice that go beyond those prescribed by statute. In his now well-known model of corporate social responsibility, Carroll (1979) conceptualised such behaviour of organisations as ethical and discretionary. For Carroll (1979), firms (organisations) have four social responsibilities: economic, legal, ethical, and discretionary. The first two social responsibilities – economic and legal – were considered essential. Foremost, a firm has a social responsibility to be an economic unit: to produce goods and/or services society wants and to sell these at a profit. Alongside this, a firm has a social responsibility to fulfil its economic responsibility within the prevailing legal framework. Thirdly, a firm has a social responsibility to be ethical: to meet the behaviours expected of business by society’s members but which may not be codified or clearly defined. He notes these are, therefore, ‘among the most difficult for business to deal with’, but that, ‘suffice to say that society has expectations of business over and above legal requirements’ (Carroll, 1979, p. 500). And fourthly, that a firm has a discretionary social responsibility. In describing this fourth and final social responsibility of business he does question whether such a discretionary requirement can indeed be considered a responsibility. However, he resolves this by accepting that society can and does place an expectation on business to go beyond behaving legally and ethically to act philanthropically.

Voluntary interventions regarding responsible business, therefore, see organisations adopt practices that respond to some perceived expectation of society that are beyond statutory compliance. To do this organisations may participate in the large range of schemes that exists which are designed to provide external assurance that particular standards of such practice have been, or are being, achieved or pursued by the organisation. These schemes typically consider organisations with respect to their environmental, social, and governance (ESG) performance and may measure organisational performance across multiple dimensions or in a specific area of business operation. However, the applicability and workability of these schemes is typically a function of organisational size with many being aimed at larger organisations. Due to the very different nature of conceptualising and operationalising
responsible business in larger and smaller organisations, this can have the effect of precluding smaller organisations from participating in these schemes (Soundararajan and Spence, 2016).

The United Nations Global Compact, for example, is the largest voluntary corporate sustainability (responsibility) initiative today. It has more than twelve thousand organisational signatories in almost all sectors and of almost all sizes from over one hundred and sixty developed and developing countries. Participants commit to the implementation, disclosure and promotion of ten universal principles which comprise dimensions on human rights, labour, environment and anti-corruption. In committing to the UN Global Compact, participants are also expected to support the goals and issues of the United Nations, including the Sustainable Development Goals (UN Global Compact Office, 2012). The Sustainable Development Goals are seventeen goals agreed by nations, business and other leading organisations that set out an agreed vision for the world to be achieved by 2030. These follow on from the Millennium Goals, which applied to developing countries alone, to set a vision for all countries of the world. They include, amongst other things, the eradication of poverty and hunger, gender equality, decent work and economic growth, sustainable cities and communities, climate action, and reduced inequalities within and between countries (United Nations, 2018).

On the other hand, Ethisphere (2018) provides a range of commercial services to companies regarding ethical business. These include benchmarking and certifications, global events and programs, and its Ethisphere magazine and publications. Annually, it uses its Ethic Quotient® rating system to determine the businesses to be honoured in its World’s Most Ethical Companies® initiative. This system collects and assesses an organisation’s performance across five key ethical dimensions of Ethics and Compliance Program; Corporate Citizenship and Responsibility; Culture of Ethics; Governance; and, Leadership, Innovation and Reputation. Similar approaches are used by other ethical assurance schemes and initiatives, e.g. Standard Ethics Rating (Standard Ethics Ltd, 2018), Ethibel Pioneer and Excellence Label (Forum Ethibel, 2018) and EthicalQuote (Covalence SA, 2018). However, perhaps more accessible to
smaller organisations, some schemes focus on an organisation’s performance with respect to a single ethical dimension. The Fair Tax Mark (2018b, p. 1), for example, assesses a business’s performance regarding its tax practices specifically with an intention to assure that ‘a business with the Fair Tax Mark is certified as paying the right amount of tax in the right place at the right time and applying the gold standard of tax transparency’.

A number of schemes focus on or incorporate a pay dimension. Best Companies (2018), for instance, offers a scheme that measures an organisation's level of employee engagement across eight factors. These measures are intended to provide organisational insight and identify areas for potential organisational improvement. Participants can also seek Best Companies Accreditation. Accreditation sees an organisation's eight factor scores combined to produce a Best Companies Index score. Depending upon this score, organisations are awarded One to Watch or One, Two or Three star status which they can market internally and externally. Participant organisations can elect to be included in the Best Companies to Work For lists published annually. Specifically, the scheme's methodology includes a Fair Deal factor that measures how happy employees are with pay and benefits.

However, some organisations have gone further in their voluntary regulation of pay. The Trustees Saving Bank (2014), for instance, has set itself a maximum organisational pay ratio – currently sixty-five times the average pay of its non-managerial staff – and regularly reports its performance against this. As an additional voluntary intervention, it reports its pay ratio at the Pay Compare website and in doing so has been awarded the Pay Compare Mark for disclosure (Pay Compare, 2016). As a single voluntary action on the part of employers, free pay ratio disclosure at the Pay Compare website offers a scheme that any employer-organisation can participate in irrespective of size. And recent years have seen a growth in the number of employers that have committed to paying a higher minimum wage in their organisations by becoming Living Wage employers. Typically signing up to a local or national Living Wage scheme, these employers have voluntarily introduced a minimum wage in their organisations that endeavours to represent the cost of living faced by workers.
To date, rates of pay of such Living Wage schemes have been higher than those prescribed by the statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage (e.g. LWF, 2018d).

2.4 Chapter summary

This chapter presented a literature review on fairness, pay, and responsible business. It found that the concept of fairness is well visited in the literature through the study of the socially just distribution of goods, and, as a social good, that pay is relevant to this area of enquiry. Broadly, responses to the socially just distribution of goods assume either a deontological or teleological position. The deontological position concerns the process of allocation whereas the teleological position concerns the pattern of outcome of allocation. These positions were found to align with the conceptualisation of fairness as organisational justice. In the conceptualisation of fairness as organisational justice, perceived fairness is a product of, essentially, two components: procedural justice and distributive justice. Procedural justice is concerned with perceptions of fairness regarding the process of allocation, and, so, aligns with the deontological argument regarding the socially just distribution of goods. Distributive justice, on the other hand, is concerned with perceptions of fairness regarding the outcome of allocation and, so, aligns with the teleological argument regarding the socially just distribution of goods.

Norms of distribution also feature in the conceptualisation of fairness as these regulate the fair distribution of goods. Three core norms of distribution were identified. The equity norm dictates that an individual’s share of collective outcome (pay) be proportional to their personal contribution. The equality norm of distribution prescribes that the share of collective outcome (pay) is the same for all qualifying individuals irrespective of their personal contribution. And the need norm of distribution requires individuals to receive an amount of collective outcome that resolves some state of deprivation, again, irrespective of personal contribution. As means of enacting or defining the end state of allocation, these norms of distribution align with the components of procedural justice and distributive justice and the corresponding deontological and teleological positions regarding the socially just distribution of goods. However, the conflict
generated in the concurrent operation of two or more of these norms of distribution quickly reveals the difficulty that exists in trying to design a pay system that is considered by all to be fair in both its operation and outcome.

The chapter went on to explore the concept of pay. It found pay could be conceptualised as a contribution to production – where neoliberal economics regards workers as inputs and pay as an outcome of the impersonal workings of the (free) market. A living – where social economics considers workers as ends in themselves and determines pay according to their needs rather the diktats of the market, and as the translation of social values or prejudices into differential rewards – where pay is determined by prevailing and persistent social structures, practices and norms. Current legislation pertaining to each demonstrated the modern-day realisation of all three conceptualisations. However, a further notion of pay was also identified that did not fit with these three conceptualisations of pay. This is the efficiency wage theory that sees employers pay above the market clearing rate for labour on the premise that the advantages this is expected to bring – such as reduced staff turnover, lower rates of absenteeism, and increased worker output – will at least offset the increased price paid.

Perceptions of fairness regarding pay were found to be of interest to both the organisation and wider society. From an organisational perspective, employees reported that they are concerned about pay fairness, perceptions of fairness regarding pay had beneficial outcomes for organisations, and perceptions of overall organisational fairness promoted constructive employee behaviour. Society is also sensitive to pay fairness with the public wanting to see a smaller gap between the higher and lower paid and for employers to pay wages that meet the cost of living. Investors and consumers are also looking for greater disclosure around (particularly, executive) pay and are beginning to favour employers who they consider pay fairly. Statutory responses have seen the introduction of new legislation to increase corporate and public sector transparency, updating of the Corporate Governance Code, and extension of the National Minimum Wage to include a National Living Wage. Further
changes are expected following the Corporate Governance White paper of 2018.

Finally, this chapter examined the idea of responsible business. It found that two schools of thought have dominated the modern discourse on responsible business. Shareholder primacy theory contends that the responsibility of business is to prioritise the maximisation of profits of its owners (shareholders) whilst operating legally. This is countered by stakeholder theory which asserts that the responsibility of business is to meet its obligations to all its stakeholders – those parties affected by the operation of the business – as well as those it has to its owners (shareholders). Despite it being argued that shareholder primacy theory demands that the interests of owners (shareholders) be prioritised over those of other stakeholders in the business in order to maximise their profits, no legislation currently exists in the UK that supports this position legally. On the contrary, reflecting the stakeholder theory approach to responsible business, section 172(1) of the Companies Act 2006 places a duty on directors to act in a way that promotes the success of their company for the benefit of all its members. Indeed, by way of this section, that the Act might be interpreted as placing a statutory duty on directors and their companies to ensure their employees receive fair pay. Nonetheless, enforceability of such an interpretation is questioned given employees may not be regarded as members of a company. Indeed, the mandate afforded by section 172(1) generally has been questioned given the lack of objective criteria that exist with which to assess compliance.

The differences between smaller and larger organisations were then explored given policy responses often vary across these groups. Beyond a limited set of quantitative measures used by such instruments, more qualitative measures have been employed in an attempt to define the small(er) organisation. This is important because it reveals smaller organisations are not miniaturised large organisations. Instead they are structured and operate in the ways particular to them. In turn these affect how their owner-managers conceptualise, articulate and enact responsible business. A smaller organisation’s approach to responsible business is likely then to be less formalised and more personalised.
than that found in larger organisations. A range of voluntary interventions was found that seek to assist organisations in demonstrating they have adopted practices that go beyond legal compliance and respond to some ethical expectation laid down by members of society. These schemes may tend to have a large-organisation or corporate bias but they nonetheless include interventions in which any organisation could likely participate. Moreover, a number of these schemes aim to promote or realise fair pay.
3.0 Methodology

This chapter presents the methodology employed in this research. First it presents the research approach adopted in this study. Next it describes the research design and explains why this was constructed in the way that it was. The scope of the study is then presented followed by an explanation of the sample used. The qualitative interview procedures used are then laid out and the approach to data analysis presented. Ethical considerations of the study and actions taken to mitigate risks pertaining to these are subsequently discussed. This chapter closes with an examination of the limitations of the study.

3.1 Research approach

Traditionally, social researchers have adopted an ontological and epistemological position at the outset of their research. Two polar positions are typically advanced. The objectivist ontological position considers social phenomena and their meanings to have independent existence. They are facts that exist independent of social actors. Akin to the natural sciences, a positivist approach is then used to study these social facts to objectively test theories, establish cause and effect, and to reveal scientific laws. On the other hand, the constructionist ontological position considers social phenomena to be in a constant state of change. The social world and its subjective meanings are created in the instant as a result of the human interaction taking place. Existence of the social world is dependent on these social actors. Here then, an interpretivist epistemological approach is typically employed to reveal the interpretations and understandings social actors place on these phenomena.

A researcher’s adoption of one of these ontological and epistemological positions then informed and shaped their research strategy. Quantitative research focuses on quantifiable observations – those aspects that can be counted. This strategy therefore lent itself to an objectivist ontological position and a positivist epistemological position that adopt a deductive approach of theory testing. Alternatively, qualitative research focuses on the observation of qualities – those aspects that are described rather than counted. This strategy therefore lent itself to a constructivist ontological position and an interpretivist
epistemological position that adopt an inductive approach of theory building (Walliman 2006).

More recently, however, some social researchers have combined quantitative and qualitative research strategies to produce and employ a mixed methods approach in their studies. This has produced two general positions. A paradigmatic argument contends that quantitative and qualitative research strategies cannot be amalgamated because they are grounded in incompatible ontological and epistemological positions. Whereas, a technical argument gives greater prominence to the data-collection and data-analysis techniques these research strategies use. It recognises that quantitative and qualitative research are connected with distinct ontological and epistemological positions but that these are not, however, viewed as fixed. Research methods from one research strategy can be put to work in the other. Moreover, depending upon the nature of the research, that this can strengthen the research approach (Bryman 2012).

This research adopted such a mixed methods research approach and rationale to answer the research question. An initial quantitative research strategy was used to identify pay-related ethical assurance schemes operating in the United Kingdom, measure participation rates of these, and to conduct an analysis of the types of organisations that adopt these schemes. This quantitative research informed subsequent research – particularly its scope and the design of its purposive sample. This latter research continues to draw on an objectivist and positivist position as it tests how employers were expected to conceptualise fair pay and the reasons they were expected to give for adopting the ethical assurance scheme of the Living Wage.

However, this latter research also drew on a constructionist and interpretivist position as it used semi-structured qualitative interviews to explore and interrogate employer descriptions of fair pay and the reasons they gave for adopting the Living Wage ethical assurance scheme. This mixed methods approach contributed to the uniqueness of the research methodology employed by this study which, without it, would not have yielded its particular findings,
richness or conclusions. In terms of this study then, the use of a mixed methods approach and rationale was both successful and, indeed, essential.

### 3.2 Research design

The design of a study is typically constrained by the financial funds that are available to support the research and the time that is available to complete it. This research faced these common constraints because it was part of a time-limited doctoral programme delivered through a *bona fide* university in the United Kingdom and because it was supported by the limited financial resources of its self-funding researcher. Therefore, design of the study had to ensure the research could be completed within the time limits of the university’s doctoral programme, within the financial limits of the self-funding researcher, and to a standard that would meet the examination requirements of the associated qualification. As a fulltime student on the university’s doctoral programme the researcher was expected to complete their research within thirty-six months. Given this requirement, a cross-sectional study was chosen over a longitudinal study because the latter would likely have taken longer than the time available to complete the programme (Thomas, 2007).

Within the overall research approach, a range of research methods that are available to collect data were reviewed. The experiment research method typically tests a theoretical hypothesis using samples from known populations where different conditions are applied in order to measure resultant behaviour. Use of experiment was dismissed because this research did not seek to test a particular theoretical hypothesis through the control of its subjects but instead sought to explore their descriptions of the world and their explanations of their behaviour. The research method of ethnography requires the researcher to embed themselves in the environment under enquiry for an extended period of time in an attempt to interpret the social world in the way its subjects interpret it. This research method was also dismissed given the project’s time constraint and the difficulties that were likely to manifest in securing this level of access to subject organisations. The research method of action research was dismissed because this study did not adhere to the criteria that might typically define such an approach. These can be described as: (a) the purpose of the research being
to bring about change; (b) the close collaboration of practitioners and researchers to address a problem that is of genuine concern for the organisation or body under study; and, (c) the research having application beyond its immediate field of enquiry (Saunders et al., 2000). The purpose of this research was not to bring about immediate change but to extend our understanding of how the social world works. This research did not address a problem that had been raised by an organisation or body that would form the basis of the enquiry. And although this research may have application beyond its immediate field of enquiry, this was not a reason for undertaking the study.

Further, the focus group research method was dismissed because this approach seeks to understand how and why participants feel the way they do about a given subject in conjunction with one another. Although this method could have provided insights into how employers' conceptualisations of fair pay might have influenced their decisions to adopt ethical assurance, it may have been less amenable to comparing their individual positions. This then would have undermined the objective of this study which was to add to our understanding of how different employers' conceptualisations of fair pay might influence their decisions to adopt ethical assurance in a context of statutory compliance. The case study research method was similarly dismissed because it is used to investigate a single subject in great depth. Although this method could have been employed to understand how fair pay is conceptualised by different people within one organisation, it would not have enabled the comparison of such conceptualisations across a number of organisations as was sought by this study (Bryman, 2012).

Having reviewed a range of research methods, the mixed research methods of desktop survey and qualitative interview were finally chosen. The desktop survey research method was selected for the initial phase of the study which collected and analysed data on pay-related ethical assurance schemes operating in the United Kingdom. This research method was chosen because it provided an effective and efficient way of collecting the required data about these schemes – particularly given all such bona fide schemes now have a searchable presence on the freely accessible World Wide Web.
Semi-structured qualitative interviews were used for the latter phase of the study which explored employers' conceptualisations of fair pay and their reasons for adopting the ethical assurance scheme of the Living Wage. This research method was selected because it enabled the researcher to collect qualitative data from individual subjects for subsequent analysis and comparison. Specifically, the semi-structured interview data collection method provided an overall framework for interviews whilst allowing opportunity for the interviewer to explore areas of interest that surfaced which could not have been addressed if a structured interview approach had been taken.

Nonetheless, unlike an unstructured interview approach, the overall framework of a semi-structured interview helped guide the interviewer through the interview, ensuring all interviewees were asked the same key questions to provide some consistency in the data collected, and helped in preventing the interviewer in probing and exploring too far such that there was insufficient time to ask all the required key questions. Use of the interview approach more generally also offered practical advantage because subjects did not have to brought together to be interviewed, could chose a medium they preferred (face-to-face, telephone, etc.), and could be interviewed at a time and location that was mutually convenient with the interviewer but which suited them individually (Bryman, 2012).

3.3 Scope
A population of enquiry was identified for the latter phase of the research by setting the initial scope of the qualitative research to the ethical assurance scheme of the voluntary Living Wage and by choosing to examine smaller employers in particular (see chapter 5: Ethical assurance for more detail). However, recognising the time and funding limits of this project, a further boundary was applied to this initial scope to bring the scale of the study to one that was considered achievable within these constraints. Accordingly, the scope of the study was set as the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme. This scope was chosen because this Living Wage scheme has a smaller number of participants than the national voluntary Living Wage scheme led by the Living Wage Foundation, it has a clearly defined operational boundary of the City of
Brighton and Hove, this scheme has a single point of leadership in the Brighton and Hove Chamber of Commerce, and because it is well established – having been running since 2012. Considered practically, focus on the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme provided logistical and cost advantages as it was both physically close to the researcher and their university campus and meant subjects would not be widely dispersed geographically (Thomas, 2007).

3.4 Sample
As research employing an interpretivist epistemological position as part of its mixed methods approach, this study did not aim to be able to generalise from its findings. Instead, it examined a sample of subjects to illustrate how employer conceptualisations of fair pay might influence their decisions to adopt ethical assurance in a context of statutory compliance. Although the sample was not considered to be statistically representative of the general population, a rationale did however underpin its design (Mukherjee and Wuyts, 2007).

The 306 employers participant in the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme were examined to identify the types of organisation that signed up. Fifteen organisations were excluded from further analysis because these were, for example, found to have ceased trading or were part of a parent organisation that was already signed up to the scheme. This left a total population of 291 employers who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme. Consistent with the approach taken to identify qualities of organisations participant in ethical assurance schemes generally (see chapter 5: Ethical assurance), the qualities of size, UK registered charity, corporate form, age (as at 2017), and industry were researched for each employer signed up to the scheme.

The 291 employers were made up of 87.90% small, 8.06% medium and 4.03% large organisations; 92.11% were aged 0-25 years old, 6.77% were aged 26-50 years old and 1.13% were aged over fifty years old; 12.71% were UK registered charities; the majority were companies limited by shares (68.27%) and private companies limited by guarantee (18.45%); and, most were in the industries of information and communication (19.59%), professional, scientific and technical
activities (14.43%), administrative and support services (14.09%) and human health and social work activities (9.97%).

As shown in table T.2, the general profile of employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme therefore reflected the general profile of organisations that adopted ethical assurance schemes more widely. However, the broad initial system of classification used in the Standard Industrial Classification meant the specific industries in which organisations were in could not be identified. Reflecting the scope of this study, the Standard Industrial Classification codes of small employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme were therefore examined at a more granular level to provide this information.

The most prevalent sub-industry classification of small employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme, by a substantial margin, was Computer programming, consultancy and related activities (13.40-17.43%), followed by Office administration, office support and other business activities (9.28%-10.55%), and Legal and accounting activities (6.87-8.72%). Sub-industry classifications that also had a higher level of prevalence, but of a smaller order of magnitude, were Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles (4.59-7.22%), Education (4.13-5.50%), Human health activities (3.76-5.50%), Other personal service activities (4.47-4.59%), Social work activities without accommodation (4.12-4.59%), and Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities (3.78-4.59%).

As the most prevalent (sub-)industry classification in small employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme, organisations within the industry of Computer programming, consultancy and related activities were included in the study's further research. The high prevalence of employers signed up to Brighton and Hove Living Wage in this industry drew particular interest as this industry is not typically associated with low pay in the UK (Clarke and D'Arcy, 2016). This then provoked a line of enquiry that wondered why employers in an industry that was not regarded as low-paid would sign up to an ethical assurance scheme that was aimed at raising the pay of low-paid workers.
specifically. Although scope of the further research could have been limited to this single industry, comparison to another industry was pursued as a means to reveal the differences between these cases, generate richer findings, and so to increase our understanding of how employer conceptualisations of fair pay might influence their decisions to adopt ethical assurance in a context of statutory compliance (Ritchie et al., 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisational quality</th>
<th>Employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage (n = 291)</th>
<th>Employers participant in ethical assurance schemes more widely (n = 3,191)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Small: 87.90% Medium: 8.06% Large: 4.03%</td>
<td>Small: 58.91% Medium: 20.26% Large: 20.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0-25 years: 92.11% 26-50 years: 6.77% Over fifty years: 1.13%</td>
<td>0-25 years: 71.77% 26-50 years: 22.11% Over fifty years: 6.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK charity status</td>
<td>Registered: 12.71%</td>
<td>Registered: 17.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate form</td>
<td>Private limited by shares: 68.27% Private limited by guarantee: 18.45%</td>
<td>Private limited by shares: 58.88% Private limited by guarantee: 20.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>Information and communication: 19.59% Professional, scientific and technical activities: 14.43% Administrative and support services activities: 14.09% Human health and social work activities: 9.97%</td>
<td>Administrative and support services activities: 14.42% Professional, scientific and technical activities: 14.11% Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles: 10.34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table T.2: Comparison of organisational qualities of employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage and ethical assurance schemes more widely.

To contrast the higher-paid industry of computer programming, consultancy and related activities (for brevity, forthwith referred to as computer programming) a low-paid industry was sought as a comparator. The following occupations are
recognised at low-paid in the United Kingdom by the Low Pay Commission (2016): agriculture, childcare, cleaning, food and non-food processing, hairdressing, hospitality, leisure, office work, retail, social care, storage, textiles, and transport. A number of these low-paid occupations are prevalent in the Brighton and Hove economy. At 2015, for instance, 13.4% of employee jobs in the city were in retail and wholesale, 10.4% were in hospitality (accommodation and food services), 7.5% were in office work (administrative and support service activities), and 3.4% in leisure (arts, entertainment and recreation). However, most employee jobs (17.2% or 23,000 employee jobs) were in human health and social work activities industry (NOMIS, 2017). And within this industry, 8,000 employee jobs (almost 6% of all employee jobs in the city) were in adult social care (Skills for Care, 2016). Given its prevalence in the local economy and its national classification as a low-paid industry, the adult social care industry was therefore shortlisted as a low-paid industry comparator to the higher-paid computer programming industry in Brighton and Hove.

Use of the low-paid industry of adult social care and the higher-paid industry of computer programming as comparative cases was finally decided upon given the importance both these industries have in the Brighton and Hove economy. As well as being a significant employer in the city, and despite being a low pay industry, social care is recognised as a growing sector locally. Reflecting a similar situation seen nationally (DBIS, 2015b; Skills for Care, 2016), the Brighton and Hove City Council Adult Social Care Workforce Strategy (BHCC, 2016b) noted a larger social care workforce would be required in future to meet the increasing demand in the city being driven by an ageing general population and growth in the number of people living with long term conditions. In this respect, the social care industry demonstrates similarity with the computer programming industry as this is also recognised as a growing sector nationally and locally. Nationally, the information economy was the fastest growing sector in the UK over the last two decades and forms a central plank of the UK Government’s industrial strategy and growth ambitions (DBIS, 2015b). Locally, in Brighton and Hove, the creative, digital and information technology sector is considered a key employment and growth industry in the city (BHCC, 2016a).
with 8,000 employee jobs (again, almost 6% of all employee jobs in the city) already being in the information and communication sector (NOMIS, 2017).

Employing an approach akin to that utilised by similar research (e.g. Dutton et al., 2014; Simms, 2017; Wills and Linneker, 2012) and that had been approved by the University of Brighton Ethics Panel, target subjects in the two industries of interest were purposively sampled. The first stage identified employers in the low-paid adult social care industry that were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme. Five of such employers were identified. An equal number of employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry that were signed up to the scheme were then identified. To facilitate like-for-like comparison, employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry were matched as closely as possible to those in the low-paid adult social care industry using the organisational quality of size. Employers signed up to the scheme were identified using the list of participants publicly available at the Brighton and Hove Living Wage website as at January 2017.

To enable comparison between employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme and those not signed up, five employers from the low-paid adult social care industry and five employers from the higher-paid computer programming industry were then identified. Again, to facilitate like-for-like comparison these were matched as closely as possible using the organisational quality of size. Employers in the low-paid adult social care industry in Brighton and Hove who were not signed-up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme were selected from the publicly available directory of registered providers held by the Care Quality Commission – the industry’s regulatory body. Employers from the higher-paid computer programming industry who were not signed-up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme were identified from a World Wide Web search of such businesses operating in the Brighton and Hove local using the Google UK search engine.

Inclusion of employers not signed-up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage offered the potential to address further gaps in the body of knowledge – where there is a recognised research opportunity (Werner and Lim, 2016b); where
employers are often reluctant to participate in such research – largely due to their concerns, and the associated political sensitivities, around drawing attention to the fact that they were not paying the Living Wage (e.g. Prowse and Fells, 2016; Wills and Linneker, 2012); and, where included, the number of these employers in such research has been small (e.g. seven (Dutton et al., 2014)).

A letter of invitation to participate in the research and a research information sheet were sent electronically to each employer, or by post where an email address for the employer was unavailable. A follow-up email was sent where no response had been received within four working days. Of these invitations, one employer in the low-paid industry of adult social care employer formally declined to participate citing their unavailability. Three employers in the low-paid adult social care industry agreed to participate. Two of these employers were signed-up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage and one was not. Two employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry agreed to participate. One of these employers was signed-up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage and one was not. Of twenty invitations, five employers (25%) had agreed to participate.

Recognising a larger number of subjects would increase validity of the research (Bryman, 2012), the sample size was increased. The increased sample of target employers included a further employer in the low-paid adult social care industry who was signed-up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme that had not previously been identified. There were no more employers in the low-paid industry of adult social care that were signed up to the scheme. Ten further employers in the low-paid industry of adult social care that were not signed up to the scheme were included. The remaining five employers in the higher-paid industry of computer programming that were signed up to the scheme were included and ten further employers in this industry that were not signed up to the scheme – with the latter ten employers exhausting the list of leading employers in this industry in the city.

Of these additional target subjects, five formally declined participation. One employer in the low-paid adult social care industry who was not signed-up to the
Brighton and Hove Living Wage declined on the basis that, as a UK-wide organisation, pay was set at a national level and another declined due to lack of capacity. However, this latter subject initially appeared keen to participate until the research topic of pay setting was mentioned, at which point the subject declined participation. One employer in the higher-paid computer programming industry who was not signed-up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage declined as it was in fact a London-based organisation, another declined because it had only one employee, and the third declined without providing a reason. One employer in the low-paid adult social care industry and one employer in the higher-paid computer programming industry who were not signed up to the scheme agreed to participate. As did three employers in the high-paid computer programming industry that were signed up to the scheme. Table T.3 presents the composition of the final sample of participant Brighton and Hove employers. Profiles of participant organisations are detailed further in Appendix A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Adult social care</th>
<th>Computer programming</th>
<th>Total participant employers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brighton and Hove Living Wage status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not signed-up</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signed-up</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total participant employers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table T.3: Composition of final sample of participant Brighton and Hove employers.
3.5 Interview procedures

Employers who agreed to participate in the study were asked to provide a senior member of staff to represent their organisation in the research interview – for example, the organisation’s manager, chief executive or director of human resources. To suit their convenience, interviewees were offered a research interview via telephone or in person – the latter to take place, within reason, at their preferred location. Nine participant employers chose to be interviewed in person at their offices and one choose a telephone interview. An interview time and date were agreed mutually by the researcher and each interviewee and all interviewees were offered the option to re-arrange their interview at any time should the require. All interviews took place at their originally agreed time and date and all but two took place at their originally agreed location. In these two cases the interviewee offered an open-plan office in which to conduct the research interview. Recognising this environment would likely restrict the interview conversation and quality of the associated research data, the researcher suggested to the interviewee that, given the possible sensitivity of some of the interview questions, it would probably be better to conduct the interview off-site if no private spaces were available at their premises. Both interviewees agreed and these interviews instead took place in a quiet local public house and café that the researcher had identified *en route* to these appointments (e.g. Saunders et al., 2000).

Interviews were semi-structured and led and asked by the researcher. A standard interviewer script was used for the interviews which endeavoured to control and minimise variations in the interview that do not form part of interviewees' responses (Woodhouse, 2007). Before commencement of each interview the researcher provided a brief recap of the research and its purpose to interviewees, reminded interviewees that they could withdraw at any time without explanation, and that they and their organisations would remain anonymous throughout. At this time the interviewer requested that the interviewee complete a consent form – including permission for the interview to be audio recorded and stored digitally – and asked if they had any questions before undertaking the interview. No interviewees raised any such questions at this time. As was explained to each interviewee, audio recording of interviews
was preferred by the researcher as this meant he could engage more with the conversation matter – being distracted less by not having to take copious handwritten notes. All interviewees completed consent forms and agreed to the audio recording and digital storage of their interview. Reflecting the criticality of the interviews and their use as key research data, and that the researcher would not be taking any handwritten notes, each interview was recorded using three independent digital audio recording devices to provide multiple protection against the failure of any. Interviews were planned and agreed with the interviewee to last no more than sixty minutes. All interviews were completed within this timeframe or an extended timeframe where this was agreed with the interviewee during the course of the interview – i.e. where it had become apparent the interview would not complete with the planned sixty minutes (e.g. Saunders et al., 2000).

Two different research questionnaires were developed because the different statuses regarding sign-up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme required some different questions to be asked of employers in each of these groups. Each employer was interviewed using the relevant questionnaire. Before closing the interview the researcher asked the interviewee whether they had any further questions and fielded these where this was the case. Following closure of the interview, and as added value for participants, the researcher explained that a summary of anonymised findings of this part of his doctoral research would be sent electronically to the interviewee free of charge on its completion and that an electronic copy of his thesis would be available free of charge and on request at its successful completion. An electronic copy of the anonymised summary findings was duly sent to each interviewee in February 2018. The researcher thanked the interviewee for their time and participation and followed this up with an email to this effect shortly after the interview. Audio recordings were checked immediately after each interview to confirm their existence and fidelity and were copied to two further secure storage devices as backups. Recordings for each interview were found to be complete and of adequate quality for transcription (e.g. Saunders et al., 2000).
3.6 Data analysis

Audio recordings of all interviews were transcribed to produce a textual recording of each. To experience the process of converting audio recording to a textual recording the researcher transcribed the first interview fully and early in the data gathering schedule so any learning from this could be applied to the study’s interview procedures immediately. The transcription revealed some of the challenges inherent in this process, such as overlapping speech, background noise, and the presence of extraneous mutterings. The researcher adjusted his approach accordingly in subsequent interviews (e.g. by minimising overlapping his speaking with that of the interviewee). These adjustments were found to be greatly beneficial in improving the quality of further audio recordings. In the interests of efficiency, audio recordings of remaining interviews, along with the first interview for consistency, were transcribed by a professional provider of this service. A standard clean verbatim level of transcription was selected that provided accurate transcripts which omitted stutters, erms and filler words where these were not meaningful as this was deemed sufficient for the intended qualitative analysis. Contractual terms of the provider assured confidentiality of all material exchanged (UK Transcription, 2017).

The interview transcripts were used to qualitatively analyse interviewees’ interview responses. The purpose of the qualitative analysis was to go beyond data-driven description of interview data to create more abstract themes that could be used to explain patterns observed within these data. This was achieved by conducting a thematic analysis on the data. This followed a two-phase approach. Phase one: data management and phase 2: abstraction and interpretation (Ritchie et al., 2014). Phase one consisted of the researcher familiarising himself with the data in order to construct an initial thematic framework. Extracts of data were then identified according to this thematic framework. These were indexed and sorted and the extracts of data reviewed in order to adjust and refine the thematic framework. This process was repeated until the thematic framework stabilised and required no further significant adjustment. As a cross-sectional qualitative analysis the same thematic
framework was applied and developed across all, rather than within individual, interview cases.

In phase two the researcher examined each theme to abstract prevalent categories and concepts. Data extracts were labelled according to these categories and concepts in order to form a map of the data terrain. As new categories and concepts were abstracted this process was repeated to ensure all the data had been searched for all the categories and concepts that had emerged throughout the exercise. The patterns of categories and concepts in the data were then examined in order to identify linkages. This was an iterative process that often required labels to be adjusted and reapplied to the data so that a more coherent map of the data could be achieved. In doing so it was often necessary to revisit and revise the linkages that had already been observed. This process was repeated until the labelling of data and the linkages between had again stabilised and required no further significant adjustment. At this point the researcher examined this arrangement of the data and the linkages within in order to account for the patterns that had appeared in these. With this part of the research primarily adopting an inductive approach, these were then compared to existing concepts and theories identified in the literature to inform interpretation of these patterns (Ritchie et al., 2014).

3.7 Ethical considerations

In studying human subjects this research had to address a number of ethical considerations. These were considered and addressed across four dimensions before and during the research process: whether harm might come to participants, whether subjects had given their informed consent to participate, whether there might be any invasion of privacy, and whether any deception might be involved in carrying out the research (Diener and Crandall, 1978).

Harm to research participants can take many forms – for example, physical, emotional, psychological, reputational or economic. These potential harms to participants were considered carefully given it was planned to ask quite sensitive questions about the nature of work, pay, and fairness. To mitigate harm that might come to participants personally or to the organisations they
represented, the research proposal was reviewed and approved in accordance with the University of Brighton Ethics Policy. In accordance with this policy, each participant received a research information sheet detailing the purpose of the study, how it was to be conducted, who the researcher was, and the route of escalation should subjects have any concerns. Participants were informed throughout that they could withdraw from the study at any time without explanation, advised they and their organisations would remain anonymous, and that data collected would be stored securely electronically.

Having provided information on the study and invited any questions about this, each participant was asked to sign a consent form to confirm their agreement with the terms of the research. All participants signed a consent form. Although some potentially sensitive matters were to be explored, participants were not asked questions about their private lives. To prevent deception the researcher was fully transparent about his role in the research, the purpose of the research, and the way in which data collected would be used. To ensure this only data collected with the permission of participants were used in the analysis and final report of the research. As offered in the terms of the research, the researcher provided a copy of the study’s summary findings to all participants in February 2018. As also offered, he will further provide an electronic version of his thesis to all subjects on request and after its successful completion.

3.8 Limitations of the study
The mixed methods approach employed by this study did not prevent some of the challenges that can present in social research. This was demonstrated, for example, in the undertaking of the semi-structured qualitative interviews of employers. Here it is recognised that these interviews draw on a social constructionist ontological position as shared meanings are created between interlocutors during their execution. As such it was not possible for the researcher to collect data via qualitative interviews without bringing and applying his own views, beliefs, and understandings to this process. This influence of the interviewer posed a challenge to the reliability of the research because the use of a different interviewer would have created a different social construction of the interview that may have elicited different responses from the
interviewees. This is an intractable problem when conducting interviews. Nonetheless, the influence and variability introduced by the researcher-interviewer was mitigated by using semi-structured interviews and by standardising, as far as practicably possible, the procedure used to interview participants (Woodhouse, 2007).

Second, use of qualitative interviews meant it was difficult to ensure the *trueness* of participants’ responses. At its most extreme, participants could lie when responding. This posed a challenge to the validity of the research because the data collected may not have been accurate. The ability to assure validity in qualitative research is debated. One response has been to try to apply methods of validity testing used in quantitative research – such as statistical measures. However, this approach is contested because qualitative data do not lend themselves to the application of such quantitative tools. Alternative positions reject the idea of validity (and reliability) in favour of measures that might be more conducive to qualitative data – for example, authenticity. Considered in terms of this approach then, data collected by this study’s qualitative interviews is argued to be valid because they are regarded to be authentic. The data are considered authentic because participant employers had no reason to lie in their responses. This was demonstrated by all subjects volunteering to participate in the research – without being financially incentivised to do so. These were busy businesspeople who were highly unlikely to give up their time in order to derail a relatively small-scale research project by giving false interview responses. All participants engaged fully with the research questions, taking time to think and respond to each. And all asked after the output of the research and showed interest in receiving it in both summary and full thesis forms (Ritchie et al., 2014).

Third, the sampling approach taken in this research meant caution must be applied in generalising the findings of the study. This is because subjects included in the sample were not statistically representative of the whole population. Instead, these were employers who met the sampling criteria of being small organisations, of being within the low-paid adult social care industry or higher-paid computer programming industry, of operating in the Brighton and
Hove locale, and, for part of the sample, of being signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme. Employers meeting these criteria were limited. Moreover, employers participating in the research were self-selecting in that they chose whether to participate having been invited to do so by the researcher. Employers participant in the research were then illustrative of their responses rather than representative of the whole population. However, this did not mean the findings could not be considered in a wider context. Although this study accepts human beings have agency that renders them self-determining, it also recognises that their behaviour is not chaotic. Instead, there are patterns in human behaviour that enable some connections to be made between cause and effect in the social world. In this research then some of these connections have been illustrated. And in illustrating some of these connections they become available for further study and/or application (Bryman, 2012).
4.0 The institutional context

This chapter presents an analysis of the institutional context in which this research takes place. First, it presents a history of the statutory National Minimum Wage in the United Kingdom. Next it examines the Living Wage, its recent resurgence in the UK, and the local Brighton and Hove Living Wage Campaign that was inspired by the national voluntary Living Wage Campaign that is led by the Living Wage Foundation. Finally, it provides a history of the statutory National Living Wage – an extension of the National Living Wage introduced, in part at least, as a response to the re-emergence of the idea of a Living Wage.

4.1 The statutory National Minimum Wage in the United Kingdom

This section presents a history of the statutory National Minimum Wage in the United Kingdom that was introduced in 1999 by the new Labour Government of 1997. It begins with the first report of the then non-statutory Low Pay Commission that was asked by the government to recommend, amongst other aspects, the initial rate of the National Minimum Wage. It then looks at the introduction of the National Minimum Wage itself, the responses of business and workers’ advocates, and closes in examining the impact the National Minimum Wage has had.

4.1.1 The non-statutory Low Pay Commission

The non-statutory Low Pay Commission was appointed during June and July 1997 by a new Labour Government – the first since 1979 – that had won office in the UK General Election that year. Despite strong opposition to its proposal to introduce a national minimum wage from the Conservative Party, appointment of the Commission contributed to the fulfilment of an election manifesto pledge of the new government:

Every modern industrial country has a minimum wage, including the US and Japan. Britain used to have minimum wages through the Wages Councils. Introduced sensibly, the minimum wage will remove the worst excesses of low pay (and be of particular benefit to women), while cutting
some of the massive £4 billion benefits bill by which the taxpayer subsidises companies that pay very low wages.

(Labour Party, 1997)

Adopting a social partnership approach favoured by the new government, the Commission comprised employers, employee representatives, and non-political, expert independent members. Its terms of reference were to ‘recommend the initial level at which the national minimum wage might be introduced; make recommendations on lower rates or exemptions for those aged 16-25; and consider and report on any matter referred to it by Ministers’ (Lourie, 1997, p. 5). Critically, in making its recommendations the Commission was to ‘have regard to the wider economic and social implications; the likely effect on the level of employment and inflation; the impact on competitiveness of business, particularly the small firms sector; and the potential impact on the costs to industry and the Exchequer’ (ibid.).

The first report of the Low Pay Commission (1998) was presented to Parliament on the 18th June 1998 and made twenty-four unanimously agreed recommendations with respect to defining the wage, training and development, choosing the rate and implementing and enforcing the National Minimum Wage. Essentially, the National Minimum Wage would apply to gross earnings – including incentive payments and gratuities received via payroll but exclude premium payments for overtime and the like. Those paid by output rather than time should be paid no less than the National Minimum Wage on average regardless of their output achieved. And the National Minimum Wage should apply to all time that a worker is required to be at or available for work, even if no work is available.

Those aged 16 and 17 years old or on apprenticeships should be exempt from the National Minimum Wage and a Development Rate should be available to 18-20 year olds and those aged 21 years of age or over during the first six months for workers beginning a new job with a new employer and who are receiving accredited training. The National Minimum Wage should be
implemented in April 1999 at an hourly rate of £3.60, rising to £3.70 in June 2000, with an hourly Development Rate of £3.20 from April 1999, rising to £3.30 in June 2000. Employers should display details on payslips so workers could confirm whether they had received the statutory minimum; an existing government agency should take responsibility for employer compliance; employers should be encouraged to display details of the National Minimum Wage prominently in the workplace; and, a review should be conducted within two years of introducing the National Minimum Wage to examine initial impact and to assess future level, definition and possible exceptions.

The Commission concluded introduction of the National Minimum Wage at a sensible level would produce limited and localised pressure to restore pay differentials but would significantly increase costs for low paying, labour-intensive businesses – typically smaller firms and those in sectors such as cleaning, security and social care. However, increases in productivity, competitiveness and performance might be expected where improvements were made within organisations to offset higher costs incurred with the wage’s introduction. Some upward pressure on price levels, varying between sectors, was predicted with the immediate impact on inflation expected to be small. In the absence of an annual uplift and any index-linking, any on-going inflationary effect was considered unlikely and the net effect on public sector finances expected to be relatively small and possibly beneficial.

Some reorganisation within sectors and businesses was considered inevitable, although the Commission did not expect its approach to lead to a significant impact on employment. Affecting approximately nine percent of employees and increasing the national wage bill by a little over half of one percent, it predicted, ‘around two million people would benefit from the National Minimum Wage immediately when it is introduced’ (LPC, 1998, p. 5). Around one and a half million were expected to be women, of whom more than half would be in part-time work. Substantial wage rises were forecast for around three hundred thousand workers in unskilled manual occupations, over six hundred thousand junior non-manual workers, and four hundred thousand personal service workers. Approximately one fifth of working 18-20 year olds would receive a
wage increase as would approximately six hundred thousand skilled and semi-
skilled workers.

Impact of the National Minimum Wage would vary geographically. Greatest
effect would be in the North East where around one hundred and thirty
thousand workers (14% of the locally employed workforce) would receive an
increase in rate of pay as the jobs in the service sector that had come to replace
those in heavy manufacturing would benefit greatly from the National Minimum
Wage. Around one hundred and thirty thousand workers in Wales (13% of the
locally employed workforce) - typically in the sectors of hospitality and tourism,
approximately eight hundred thousand workers in Northern Ireland (14% of the
locally employed workforce), and about 10% of workers in Scotland would
receive an increase in the rate of pay. Despite average pay levels being above
those elsewhere in the country, around four hundred thousand workers in
London and the South East would see an increase in rate of pay. Indeed, one
fifth of those benefiting from the introduction of the National Minimum Wage
would be in these two regions. However, in concluding, the Commission
emphasised the National Minimum Wage should be seen as a pay floor, not a
pay policy – that a minimum wage should never be regarded as the *going-rate*
for pay. And to ensure the continuing benefits of the National Minimum Wage,
that its periodic uprating would be essential.

4.1.2 Introduction of the National Minimum Wage

The Government’s response to the recommendations of the Low Pay
Commission was issued by the President of the Board of Trade, the Rt. Hon.
Margaret Beckett (Lourie, 1999, p. 13):

The Government welcome the report, and support all the commission’s
key recommendations, subject to consultation on some of the practical
details. In particular, we accept a main rate of £3.60 per hour before
deductions, with effect from April 1999.

Stating a determination to proceed with caution at what was described as a
critical point in the economic cycle and regards those aged 18 to 21 in
particular, a number of modifications were made to the Commission’s recommendations by the Government. In the main, there would be no automatic increase of the single rate to £3.70 per hour in June 2000 – instead, ‘future uprating will be considered in the light of LPC’s [Low Pay Commission] advice in this report and the economic circumstances of the time’ (Lourie, 1999, p. 44); the Development Rate would be applied less favourably than proposed for these workers; there would be no commitment to increase the rate of this to £3.30 per hour in June 2000; and, the Low Pay Commission would be asked to review the position of 21 year olds to consider whether this group might move to the main adult rate in June 2000. Finally, the Commission would be placed on a statutory footing as it continued to monitor and evaluate the impact of the National Minimum Wage – where it would be required to have particular reference to low paying sectors and small firms; certain vulnerable groups of workers; and, pay structures, pay differentials and pay systems.

In Parliament, introduction of the National Minimum Wage was supported by the Liberal Democrats and, maintaining its pre-election stance, opposed by the Conservative Party. In responding, Opposition spokesperson, John Redwood, said (Lourie, 1999, p. 14):

In the election campaign, Labour promised a decent minimum wage for all. Today, the Labour Government tell us that no one under 18 will benefit from these proposals. They tell us that 18 to 21-year-olds will receive only a lower rate. They tell us that their idea of a decent rate is as little as £3 an hour ... We have warned the Government throughout that a minimum wage policy will not work.

Broadly welcoming plans to introduce the National Minimum Wage, a number of trade unions also drew issue around the treatment of younger people and the government’s dilution of the Commission’s recommendations. John Edmonds, General Secretary of the GMB, referred to the decision as a “slap in the face” for Britain’s youngsters and a bad deal for the one million plus young people at work in Britain. John Monks, General Secretary of the Trades Union Congress, said the rate of £3.60 was lower than he would have liked and warned the
Government may be signalling that “low pay is acceptable for young adults”. Rodney Bickerstaffe, General Secretary of UNISON, said “this long-awaited law has been marred by a rate set too low” and that young people should not be singled out for second class treatment (Lourie, 1999, p. 15).

Bill Morris, General Secretary of the TGWU, criticised the £3.60 rate as a “missed opportunity” for Britain’s competitiveness and the working poor, an endorsement of workplace poverty and a green light to the bad employer, and the plan for a lower youth rate as creating “second-class citizens at work”. And, Nigel de Gruchy, General Secretary of the NASUWT, said the union harboured some regret about the low levels set, and, regarding the rate for younger people, “For the sake of 20p the government has spoilt what should have been a good day among its traditional supporters” (Bolger, 1998). The Government’s decision regarding young workers was reported to have come from a concern of the Prime Minister that the £3.20 per hour Development Rate could result in job losses, as well as, as had been widely leaked, the Chancellor’s unease it might undermine the government’s welfare-to-work programme (Taylor and Wighton, 1998).

The Commission’s recommendations were generally well received by business. The British Chamber of Commerce (1998, p. 1) said that ‘£3.60 strikes a reasonable balance for the economy as a whole’ and welcomed the approach taken regards younger workers. Remarking that the £3.60 per hour figure was ‘at the top end of what was acceptable for business’, Adair Turner, Director-General of the Confederation of British Industry (CBI), stated, ‘Overall it should not place too much pressure on inflation or lead to major job losses, but it will inevitably have a significant effect on some industries and in some regions … The level announced today allows for a reasonable and workable way forward’ (Eurofound, 1998, p. 1). However, the Low Pay Unit – a now defunct charity researching and campaigning around low pay – described the Commission’s approach as ‘overcautious and business-orientated, leaning towards existing discriminatory payment systems, [that] has created a system which is in danger of institutionalising low pay’ (Metcalf, 1999, p. 14). The first statutory national minimum wage became law when the National Minimum Wage Act 1998
received Royal Assent on the 31st July 1998 and came into force on 1st April 1999. It remains in force today.

4.1.3 Impact of the National Minimum Wage
Against the revised remit of the Low Pay Commission and its move to permanent status from October 2001, a history of the introduction of the National Minimum Wage can be read through its reports that have been produced at least annually. These reports broadly identify four post-introduction periods of the National Minimum Wage: cautious initial rate increases in the late 1990s; above-inflation increases in the economically-strong early 2000s; increases above average earnings growth but below inflation in the late 2000s and early 2010s following the financial crisis of 2007/8 and subsequent recession; and, higher increases from 2015 with returning economic confidence (LPC, 2015).

In the first of its post-implementation analyses, the Low Pay Commission (2000) reported that by April 1999 the national minimum wage had entitled well over one and a half million workers to higher pay and that the substantial majority of these, in the formal sector at least, were in receipt of their entitlement. This was lower than the predicted 1.9 million workers due to a change in the analytical approach taken in calculating the projection. Two thirds of beneficiaries were working women and, of these, two thirds were part-time workers. Introduction of the National Minimum Wage had increased the national wage bill by around half of one percent, there was no measurable impact on overall employment or significant effects on the economy and, in the absence of general pressures to restore wage differentials and firms’ handling of change, resultant additional costs had been manageable for most businesses. Small businesses and sectors with a higher prevalence of low pay had experienced greatest effect, although employment in low-paying sectors continued to grow.

Businesses reported a variety of effects and responses to the introduction of the National Minimum Wage. Almost half of retailers and smaller care homes had experienced an increase in their pay bill with their decisions not to restore pay differentials disincentivising low-paid employees from becoming leaders. Some
employers paying on piecework said the minimum wage had damaged incentives and rewarded less productive staff. And the loss of some jobs and reductions in overall working hours were reported. However, the opportunities to reduce costs using such measures were not available to some smaller businesses due to the already low number of staff they employed. Similar constraints affected childcare where legally prescribed minima of carer to children ratios prevented reductions in levels of staffing. Generally, impacted firms had undertaken some reorganisation, increased their use of technology and improved the quality of service they offered in a bid to improve their competitive advantage.

Some employers raised their prices to cover the increased cost of labour. However, customer sensitivity to price increases and competition from larger businesses restricted scope for such adjustments. Purchasing power of major clients and constraints of fixed-term contracts similarly limited the ability to pass on increased costs to customers. Where costs were passed through, some customers revised their requirements down in order to maintain the same cost envelope.

Tightening control of labour costs saw some employers revising pay structures and converting benefits-in-kind to their cash equivalent. Reductions in levels of sick pay and paid breaks were reported, as were the consolidation of allowances and premia into basic pay.

Further responses included attempts to improve staff recruitment and retention, training staff to be more multiskilled and mechanising where possible. Moving to the recruitment of only qualified staff to avoid the cost of training staff and the release of staff as they approached the full rate of the National Minimum Wage were being considered by some employers. Despite these challenges, the Federation of Small Businesses, for example, reported good compliance with the legislation by small businesses.
4.1.4 Emerging themes since implementation of the National Minimum Wage

A range of themes has emerged from the implementation of the National Minimum Wage. These include the bite of the National Minimum Wage – defined as the ratio of the adult National Minimum Wage rate to the median hourly wage (LPC, 2007), its impact on pay distribution and wage differentials, and the narrowing of the gender pay gap at the lower end of the pay spectrum. Application of the National Minimum Wage to younger people and those undergoing training, pieceworkers and homeworkers, voluntary workers and interns, those in supported employment programmes and whose work involves sleepovers. The phasing of increases and notifications was to give employers sufficient time to make payroll adjustments. The effectiveness of enforcement and compliance to ensure the National Minimum Wage retains credibility and effectiveness. The adequacy of funding of social care to ensure local authority commissioners can meet the higher cost of provision resulting from the increased pay bill of this typically low-paying sector widely impacted by the introduction of the National Minimum Wage. And the disproportionate effect of the National Minimum Wage on smaller businesses and on sectors with greater numbers of employees paid at or around this level.

By 2010 the National Minimum Wage had become established as a key labour policy in the United Kingdom and won the support of all major political parties. Indeed, shortly after taking office in May 2010, the Coalition Government – comprising the Conservative and Liberal Democrat Parties – declared its support for the National Minimum Wage (HM Government, 2010). In so doing, the greatest former political opponent of the National Minimum Wage, the Conservative Party, reversed its position to now support the policy. However, despite this political consensus, tensions over the rate of the National Minimum Wage remain evident. In its 2010 submission to the Low Pay Commission, for example, the TUC (2010) argued for further rate increases given the improving national economic condition, the need for the National Minimum Wage to at least maintain its value relative to average earnings, and as a means to incentivise labour supply and generate consumer demand. On the contrary, the CBI (2012, p. 1) submission to the Low Pay Commission in 2012, for example,
called for ‘an extremely cautious approach’ to the 2013 National Minimum Wage rate and the freezing of youth rates given an economy in recession, high unemployment and inactivity rates, and the need to restrain the entry costs in the labour market. Such concerns, differences, and conflicts regarding the National Minimum Wage persist (e.g. CBI, 2014; TUC, 2015).

4.2 The Living Wage
This section examines the Living Wage. First, it provides a brief history of the idea of the Living Wage and its resurgence in the United Kingdom in the early 2000s that has, today, become the popular voluntary national Living Wage Campaign led by the Living Wage Foundation. It then explores some of the difficulties associated with the idea and application of a Living Wage and its contested nature. Finally, it presents an overview of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage – a local Living Wage campaign launched in 2012 that was inspired by the national Living Wage Campaign.

4.2.1 Resurgence of a Living Wage in the United Kingdom
The idea of a living wage – providing a level of pay sufficient for an individual to cover the basic cost of living – has surfaced many times. Plato and Aristotle argued for an income based on needs in order to promote the common good on the assertion that the common good required the accumulation of wealth to be moderated. Aristotle further contended that households should become self-sustaining and that the state – effectively the wealthier in society – had a responsibility to provide the means by which the poor could earn an income to achieve such a level of livelihood. In medieval times, the idea of a just wage developed from the notion of a just price. A just price was the product of fair bargaining and informed consent so a just wage then was said to be achieved when both employer and employee knowingly and voluntarily agreed to the wage rate. Critically, a wage rate that caused a worker's income to drop below subsistence level was considered unjust because it reduced their chances of being virtuous (Werner and Lim, 2016b).

In Wealth of Nations, originally published in 1776, Smith (2012) also argued that the prosperity and wellbeing of all are necessities of a happy and well-
functioning society – contending the achievement of this state requires workers to be assured of earning a livelihood ample to maintain their satisfactory existence. Recognising employers had achieved an excessively powerful position over workers in some industries without organised labour, then President of the Board of Trade, Winston Churchill, called for a living wage for these workers at the Second Reading of the Trades Boards Bill of 1909 (Pyper, 2014). By the end of World War One, the importance of the living wage had become elevated such that it was seen as critical to achieving the social justice necessary to ensure lasting peace. Resultantly, the notion of a living wage for all was embodied in the constitution of the International Labour Organisation (1919) – an organisation still in operation and of which Britain was a founding commissioner and remains a member along with one hundred and eighty-six other countries today – that was formed further to the Treaty of Versailles.

Intended to put more spending money into the pockets of workers to help restart the ailing economy following the General Strike in 1926, a living wage Bill was introduced in the House of Commons by James Maxton MP in 1931. The Bill was, however, defeated (Wills, 2009a). Amid similar economic difficulties of the Great Depression in the United States of America, President Franklin D Roosevelt (The American Presidency Project, 1933, p. 1) mirrored Maxton’s approach and signed into law the National Industrial Recovery Act 1933 – saying, ‘The law I have just signed was passed to put people back to work, to let them buy more of the products of farms and factories and start our business at a living rate again’. And further to the international reconstruction that followed the end of World War Two in 1945, the principle of the living wage became enshrined as a human right with the signing of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights 1948:

> Article 26(3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social protection.

(UN, 1948)
Despite the launch of the National Minimum Wage in 1999 then, some workers were experiencing deterioration in the terms and conditions of their employment as a result of the continuing implementation of neoliberal policies first introduced during the Thatcher-led government of the 1980s. Marketisation was leading local authorities to outsource many of their operational functions with tighter labour legislation diminishing the strength of workers’ unions. The East End of London was booming with commercial development as neoliberalism brought in large-scale financial deregulation. Workers now found themselves working for firms that serviced both the public sector and these wealthy private sector clients.

However, despite working two or more minimum wage jobs, some of these workers were still unable to meet their basic cost of living and had no time for family or community life (LWF, 2016d; Wills and Linneker, 2012). It was against this backdrop then, and with an eye to the success of similar movements in the United States, that The East London Community Organisation (TELCO) launched its Living Wage Campaign in East London in 2001. The campaign called for employers to voluntarily pay a minimum living wage rate of £6.30 per hour compared to the prevailing main statutory National Minimum Wage rate of £3.70 per hour (Wills, 2001).

Today the TELCO Living Wage Campaign has become a national movement. The campaign is led by the Living Wage Foundation which is an initiative of Citizens UK – a national community organising charity that emerged from TELCO foundations (LWF, 2016c; LWF, 2016d). It campaigns for a UK Living Wage rate across the country and for a (higher) London Living Wage rate within the capital to reflect the elevated cost of living associated with living in the city. These rates are set annually further to the recommendations of the Living Wage Commission – a panel drawn from employers, trade unions, civil society, and independent experts that oversee their calculation (LWF, 2018a).

Both Living Wage rates are applicable to directly employed and regularly contracted workers aged 18 years old and over and exempt volunteers, apprentices, and interns (LWF, 2018c). The campaign has continued to grow
and has almost four and a half thousand Accredited Living Wage Employers of a range of sizes and sectors (LWF, 2018b). However, the total number of employers paying this Living Wage is unknown given employers may pay their employees at or above the rate prescribed by the campaign without being accredited (Heery et al., 2015). Indeed, some employers have chosen to do so to retain full control of their pay policy (Johnson, 2017).

New research into this voluntary Living Wage has been presented recently in two major academic studies. Specifically examining small and medium-sized enterprises, Werner and Lim (2016a) surveyed two hundred and fifty of such organisations that were Accredited Living Wage Employers. They received sixty responses and conducted twenty-three follow-up interviews from these organisations. With a broader scope, Heery, Nash and Hann (2017) surveyed all Accredited Living Wage Employers. They received eight hundred and forty responses and also included data from interviews with key actors and the database of accredited employers held by the Living Wage Foundation. Findings of the two studies resonate strongly.

Both studies found employers primarily adopted the Voluntary Living Wage for ethical reasons – because they felt it was the right thing to do – but also because it was in the interest of their organisations to do so. Some sought accreditation to demonstrate their values and social responsibility, to improve their reputation, to differentiate themselves from competitors or to lead the way in the scheme’s adoption in the industry or geographical area. Participation could help obtain public sector contracts, and a significant number thought their participation would improve employee recruitment and retention and lower associated costs. Employers widely reported the realisation of these benefits along with improvements in employee relations, motivation and productivity, and the ability to attract high quality staff.

Most employers introduced the Voluntary Living Wage without major organisational changes. Although some, particularly in the low-paid sector, accepted lower profits, raised prices or adjusted pay systems and looked for other organisational efficiencies. Where challenges were reported, these
typically related to increases in the employer’s pay bill, planning for future rate rises, and the maintenance of pay differentials across the organisation. Both studies conclude that the Voluntary Living Wage provides a practice through which employers can express their ethical positions as well as a business case for strategic advantage (Heery et al., 2017; Werner and Lim, 2016a).

4.2.2 The contested concept of a Living Wage

The apparent simplicity of the living wage – a wage adequate to live on – masks a tangle of conceptual, definitional, and methodological issues and debates (e.g. Bennett, 2014; Parker et al., 2016; Werner and Lim, 2016b). Then Chief Executive Auret van Heerden of the Fair Labor Association, a US-based not-for-profit working to improve working conditions globally, put this as, ‘The main problem is how to define the living wage in a consistent way and making sure it is auditable’ (Chhabara, 2009, p. 1). And on being asked about living wage measurement methodology, Craig Moss, then Director of Corporate Programs and Training at Social Accountability – another US-based not-for-profit working globally to improve labour standards, similarly commented:

> It is a thorny problem. We put forth methodologies in auditor and supplier training for how it [the living wage] should be calculated. The certifier then verifies the supplier’s calculation for their region, using data from local government and other institutional sources, and input from local stakeholders … So it might be nice in principle if an organization would compute a living wage for every country, but it can vary a lot even within a country.

(Hitchcock, 2009, p. 3)

Seen in the likes of the Ethical Trading Initiative (2016), in developing countries a living wage is typically conceptualised in terms of the securing of a wage which enables subsistence, possibly provides some discretionary income, and is paid in a manner meeting minimum standards of practice – such as the prohibition of deductions which are not allowed for by national law. However, in more developed economies a living wage is typically conceptualised in a way
that assumes such minima have been met. Here instead a living wage is regarded as pay sufficient to enable recipients to live life beyond subsistence – that is, at a level needed to achieve some better, socially-defined, standard of existence (e.g. Figart et al., 2002). Moreover, current conceptualisation in these economies regularly frames the living wage as a response to in-work poverty, where in-work poverty refers to households deemed to be in poverty and have one or more of their members in work (MacInnes et al., 2015). This prevalent framing is, however, conceptually troublesome as it conflates the two concepts of low pay and poverty where, in fact, there may be no relationship between them:

There is not a straightforward relationship between earning a low wage and living in poverty ... because different family types need different amounts of money to enjoy a similar standard of living and because an individual’s own wages are only one source of income on which a household can draw to escape poverty.

(Cooke and Lawton, 2008, p. 42)

Lack of an agreed definition of the living wage further curtails its adoption (Parker et al., 2016; SAI, 2016). In his methodological review of estimating a living wage, Anker (2011) found numerous multinational corporations, some of which were corporate members of Ethical Trading Initiative, that said they did not apply the living wage in practice due to definitional issues or, instead, regarded the payment of legal minimum wage rates as the satisfaction of this requirement due to these difficulties. Methodological differences in measuring the living wage compound its ambiguity as multiple decisions must be made in order to calculate its monetary value. These choices can produce rates that differ wildly, which, for Anker (2011), fundamentally undermines the living wage concept.

Such choices include, for example, whether payment of state welfare subsidies is or is not be included in the calculation (e.g. Ciscel, 2000; King, 2016; Muilenburg and Singh, 2007); different assumptions about the number of
workers in the household, the hours these work and the configurations of household and family types in which they live (Anker, 2011; Bennett, 2014); whether a margin for discretionary spending, saving or emergencies is or is not included (compare, for example, CRSP (2016) and Greater London Authority (2015)); and, different standards of living that may be sought (King, 2016). The variable costs of included elements can further influence the output. The newly adopted single method of calculation for the voluntary living wage in the UK, for instance, produces two rates: a rate applicable to London which is intended to reflect the higher costs associated with living and working in the capital and a wider, lower, rate for the remainder of the country (Living Wage Commission, 2016).

Difficulties also present in applying the living wage. As Rathbone (1924) noted, the use of average household types means a living wage underprovides for all those households above the average and overprovides for all those below it. Only households at the average are provided for as intended – although being a theoretical calculation such households may not exist in actuality. Accordingly, Bennett (2014) observes that those above-average households will not, therefore, be met by proclamations made by the likes of the voluntary Living Wage in the UK that asserts, ‘A Living Wage that means families don’t go short’ (Living Wage Commission, 2016). Moreover, given its average-based method of calculation, Grover (2008) finds the approach to be at odds with the idea that the living wage is responsive to individual need, with its antidote – a living wage rate calculated for each worker – being inherently unworkable. Bennett (2014) further notes that the practice of rate capping, which limits the amount the rate of the Living Wage can rise in a given period, effectively holds the rate of pay at a level below that calculated as necessary to achieve a wage that can meet the basic cost of living.

The apparent simplicity of the idea of a living wage is indeed seen to attract multiple challenges in its realisation and implementation then. Such issues are again observed in more localised initiatives, including that of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage which is examined next.
4.2.3 The Brighton and Hove Living Wage

The London Living Wage movement that grew from 2001 stimulated kindred activism across a range of interest groups and locales. Localised campaigns emerged in the likes of higher education (NUS and UNISON, 2012), Quakers in Britain (2018), Glasgow Living Wage (2018), and Living Wage Wales (Cynnal Cymru, 2018). One such campaign was established in the City of Brighton and Hove as the outcome of the work of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage Commission. The Commission had been set up in 2011 by a new Green-led council in the recognition that in-work poverty, the high cost of living, and the prevalence of low wages in strategically important sectors were threatening the local economy and society (BHLWC, 2011).

The Brighton and Hove Living Wage Campaign was launched in April 2012, is led by the local Brighton and Hove Chamber of Commerce – a unique arrangement in UK living wage campaigns, and has adopted the same Living Wage rate as that set by the national voluntary Living Wage Campaign led by the Living Wage Foundation (BHLWC, 2012). Unlike the national campaign that operates a formal employer accreditation scheme, the Brighton and Hove Living Wage Campaign instead requires participating employers to pledge their adherence to paying the Living Wage to their employees and to work towards ensuring their sub-contractors also do so for their employees (BHLW, 2018). Although, similar to the national campaign, the local Brighton and Hove scheme also requires the Living Wage to be paid to workers aged eighteen years of age and over and allows employers to exclude apprentices and interns (Nicholls, 2018).

Launch of the campaign did not, however, imply consensus amongst stakeholders. Concerns included the campaign’s achievability, especially in smaller businesses, given the prevailing – post 2008 Global Economic Crisis – financial climate. Production of an uneven playing field where price advantage could be achieved should larger companies or competitors choose not to participate. Stigmatisation of companies that could not afford to pay the living wage. Its potential to reduce the number of jobs and apprenticeships available and to erode salaries of higher paid staff. And, given the high proportion of
service jobs in the city, its lack of recognition of the additional benefits many of these employers provide that supplement low wages, such as automatic services charges in restaurants, meals for hotel staff, and healthcare and pension contributions in larger employers (BHLWC, 2012).

To champion the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, the Brighton and Hove City Council became an Accredited Living Wage Employer in April 2013. This increased rates of pay for the council’s lowest paid employees. Although supported by the GMB and UNISON workers’ unions, concern was raised that increases in the Living Wage would start to erode the pay differential between recipients and supervisory staff – noted as a particular issue for some school staff. The council also began to review its contracts to ensure these employers paid their employees the Living Wage as well. However, risks were identified with applying this requirement to contracts as a matter of course. This would likely breach prevailing domestic and European law, may have excluded or disincentivised some contractors – particularly smaller businesses – from tendering, and may have had undue influence on local labour markets (BHCC, 2012).

Nonetheless, exceeding the campaign’s targets, by 2015 over two thousand employees had received an increase in pay as a result of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage and by mid-2018 more than four hundred employers had signed up. Regular reviews found it was generally smaller employers – having fewer business constraints – that were able to sign up to the Living Wage more easily and more quickly. The more complex structures of larger or international organisations meant they needed to consider impact across different geographical regions and areas of the workforce coupled with final decision making often being at a non-local level. Certain sectors, digital and legal businesses for example, were found to be able to adopt the Living Wage more easily but others, such as hoteliers, found this more challenging. Wider resistance came from some businesses that said they were fighting for survival and could not afford to increase employee wages. Some said remuneration was a private matter, that changing the bottom line had an effect throughout the business which they could not warrant, and others that paying new talent a
Living Wage at entry level did nothing for those employed for much longer with more experience (e.g. BHLW, 2013; BHLW, 2015).

In its last major survey in 2015 (BHLW, 2015), to which one hundred and five employers responded, the campaign found 68% were already paying at or above the Living Wage; a positive impact on staff was noted by 71%; and, a positive impact on their business by 69%. Staff turnover and retention had improved in 26%, 12% now spent less on recruitment and induction training, and absenteeism and sickness levels had decreased in 19%. Staff morale had improved in 49% and staff productivity and quality of work had improved in 17%. Consumer awareness of the business’s commitment to be an ethical employer had increased in 59%, 44% said they promoted their Living Wage status when recruiting staff, 62% encouraged other businesses to sign up to the campaign, and 29% percent had used their Living Wage status to win new business. The Brighton and Hove Living Wage Campaign was included as a project in strategic objective SO4: To tackle barriers to employment and to create employment opportunities for all of the Brighton and Hove Economic Strategy 2013-18 (BHCC and BHEP, 2013) and its expansion and adoption promoted in the recommendations of the independent Brighton and Hove Fairness Commission (2016) that reported in 2016.

Having examined the example of the voluntary Brighton and Hove Living Wage initiative, subsequent statutory developments are now explored.

4.3 The statutory National Living Wage in the United Kingdom
This section provides a history of the statutory National Living Wage in the United Kingdom that was announced by a new Conservative Government in 2015. Responses of business and worker advocates are examined together with its impact since being introduced in 2016.

4.3.1 Introduction of the National Living Wage
In the Conservative Government budget of July 2015, its first in eighteen years, Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne announced the introduction of a National Living Wage. As an extension of the statutory National Minimum
Wage, payment of the National Living Wage to working people aged twenty-five years old or over would be compulsory. It would start in April 2016 at a rate of £7.20 per hour – set to reach £9.00 per hour by 2020 and the Low Pay Commission would recommend rises that meant it would achieve the Government’s objective of it being sixty percent of median earnings by 2020 – the minimum level of pay recommended in the 2014 report to the Resolution Foundation by Sir George Bain, first Chair of the Low Pay Commission appointed by the Labour Government of 1997 (BBC, 2015a). Some fifteen years after the introduction of the National Minimum Wage in 1999, the report to the Resolution Foundation – the Bain Review – observed, despite the near eradication of extreme low pay in the UK, that one in five (around five million) workers were still low paid. In the absence of any official assessment, the report had gone about reviewing the National Minimum Wage and Low Pay Commission with a view to how these might be developed in order to reduce the continuing prevalence of low pay (Resolution Foundation, 2014).

The Chancellor’s budget statement (BBC, 2015a) cited analysis by the Office for Budget Responsibility that said introduction of the National Living Wage would have “only a fractional effect on jobs”, would result in sixty thousand fewer jobs by 2020 – against almost one million more jobs in total when taking all the planned policies into account, with the cost to business being one percent of corporate profits. To offset this the Chancellor would cut corporation tax to eighteen percent and to help smaller businesses would cut their National Insurance contributions such that a firm could employ four people fulltime on the National Living Wage without it having to pay any National Insurance. The Chancellor expected two and a half million people to receive a direct pay rise and six million people overall some increase in pay as a result of the National Living Wage. Echoing the 1997 General Election manifesto pledge of the Labour Party that led to the introduction of the National Minimum Wage – opposed by the then Conservative Government, the government’s rationale for the introduction of the National Living Wage stated, ‘… it is important to ensure that work pays, we reduce reliance on the State topping up wages through the benefits system, and that low wage workers take a greater share of the gains from growth’ (DBIS, 2015c).
The government stated it was necessary to limit application of the National Living Wage to employees aged twenty-five years and over in order to protect the employment prospects of younger workers. Firstly, because ‘the priority of younger workers is to secure work and gain experience so they can compete in the labour market’ and, secondly, that ‘those aged 21 to 24 have a marked difference in labour market dynamics when compared to older workers, including those aged 25 to 28’ (DBIS, 2015c, p. 7). The approach concurred with a provision made in the National Minimum Wage Act 1998 (s 3) that permits workers who have not yet reached the age of twenty-six years old to be treated differently with respect to the Act and, it said, aligned with the definition of young person as being aged twenty-five years or younger used by both the International Labour Organisation and European Union. The Low Pay Commission would continue to make recommendations regarding future National Minimum Wage rates but would now also make these for the National Living Wage with a view to the 60% of median earnings by 2020 trajectory and ‘with due regard to the wider state of the economy, employment and unemployment levels, and relevant policy changes’ (DBIS, 2015c, p. 11).

At its commencement, voices for business reiterated their support in principle for the introduction of the National Living Wage but widely cautioned of the potential harmful effects this higher minimum wage rate for twenty-five year olds and over might have for many firms, especially smaller enterprises and those in sectors such as hospitality and retail (BCC, 2016; CBI, 2016; FSB, 2016). Worker advocates contested these claims, arguing similar statements had been presented previously at the introduction of the National Minimum Wage and at each of its rate rises despite such predictions having never come to fruition (e.g. Bates (2016)). They further contended that the National Living Wage, not being based on the cost of living, was not a true living wage but rather a rebranded national minimum wage for those aged twenty-five years old and over; that the policy was unfair to younger workers who could receive lower pay for undertaking the same work as older colleagues; and, that without additional government funding to match the cost of its increased pay bill, public sector services and the workers delivering these would suffer (GMB, 2016; UNISON, 2016; Unite, 2016).
4.3.2 Impact of the National Living Wage

As planned, in April 2016 the National Living Wage introduced a new National Minimum Wage rate of £7.20 per hour for workers aged twenty-five years old and over – excluding those in the first year of an apprenticeship. Maintaining a trajectory to reach sixty percent of median earnings by 2020, the rate of the National Living Wage was increased to £7.50 per hour in April 2017 and £7.83 per hour in April 2018 (HM Government, 2018). At its introduction approximately 1.6 million workers (6.7% of the workforce) were covered by the National Living Wage with the number of workers remaining about the same by April 2017 but representing slightly less of the workforce (6.4%) due to a growth in employment. This compared to around 700,000 workers aged twenty-five years old and over (3.3% of the workforce) who had been covered by the National Minimum Wage at its introduction in 1999. Non-compliance with the National Living Wage – the payment of wages at a level below that required to those entitled to receive it – fell slightly over its first year of operation to around 282,000 workers (18% of coverage) by 2017 (LPC, 2017).

The *bite* of the main rate of the National Minimum Wage – defined as the ratio between the National Minimum Wage and the median hourly wage – was 52.5% in April 2015. A step change in this bite to 56.4% came about in April 2016 with the introduction of the National Living Wage for workers aged twenty-five years and over. By April 2017 the bite of the National Living Wage with respect to the median hourly wage had grown to 57.6% with a general growth in wages reducing this to around 56.8% by October 2017. A lower bite was experienced in London and the South East due to the higher rate of median earnings in these regions (e.g. Carter and Swinney, 2018) and, conversely, a greater bite was experienced in smaller organisations due to the lower rate of median earnings in these types of organisations. Jobs paying at or very close to the National Living Wage are concentrated in the private sector and in low-paid industries – those industries with a high proportion or number of jobs paid at the minimum wage. Most are permanent, part-time jobs with a greater proportion being in smaller organisations (LPC, 2017).
Employer reactions to the National Living Wage have been mixed with many reporting difficulties in isolating its effect from a prevailing economic landscape that includes the introduction of pensions auto-enrolment and the Apprenticeship Levy, increases in business rates, and the recent vote for the United Kingdom to leave the European Union. Some said they had coped with this increase in the minimum wage without reducing employment, whilst others had had to make adjustments. Future rate rises, particularly in those where the bite of the National Living Wage is higher, were a concern across employers, as was the narrowing of pay differentials as the rate of the National Living Wage continued to increase steeply compared to the rates of wages for jobs at the next levels up. Introduction of the National Living Wage had tended to result in reduced hours or a slowdown in recruitment rather than redundancies, although some employers had begun restructuring their workforce and reward systems – including the increased use of zero-hours contracts. Employers had typically absorbed pay bill increases through a reduction in profits, raising prices where possible, and, to a lesser extent, improving productivity and, particularly in smaller firms, cutting or delaying investment. A small proportion of employers reported positive effects on employee absenteeism, morale, motivation, recruitment, and retention (LPC, 2017).

The Scottish Government thought the National living Wage had had a positive effect on the pay of older workers, women, and disabled workers as these groups were more likely to be paid at or near this rate. However, is was concerned that the increasing differential between the higher rate of the National Living Wage and that of the National Minimum Wage for those under twenty-five years old risked older workers being replaced by younger workers as employers might try to avoid their higher cost of employment. Despite its general support for the National Living Wage, the Welsh Government was concerned about its impact on those industries that might experience more difficulty in accommodating its higher wage costs, and, in this vein, called for the Low Pay Commission to examine the case of child and adult social care specifically. Indeed, the Association of Directors of Adult Social Services reiterated their concerns about the national shortfall in state and local authority funding for social care with the UK Homecare Association saying that councils
had contracts with providers that both parties knew were financially unviable. Consequently, some providers had handed back contracts, some had closed, and in other cases providers had failed leaving councils to pick operation of the service themselves. Moreover, the limited capacity of providers to raise their prices for private clients was curtailing their ability to cross-subsidise local authority funded clients (LPC, 2017).

4.4 Chapter summary

This chapter presented a review of the institutional context with respect to the introduction of the National Minimum Wage, its extension of the National Living Wage, and the recent resurgence of the idea of a living wage in the United Kingdom. Introduction of the first statutory national minimum wage was traced to the new Labour Government of 1997 which wanted to reduce the subsidy low-paying employers received through the topping up of workers’ low wages with state welfare benefits. It set up the non-statutory Low Pay Commission to recommend, amongst other aspects, the initial rate of the National Minimum Wage. Critically, in doing so the Commission was to ‘have regard to the wider economic and social implications; the likely effect on the level of employment and inflation; the impact on competitiveness of business, particularly the small firms sector; and the potential impact on the costs to industry and the Exchequer’ (Lourie, 1997, p. 5). The National Minimum Wage would apply to all adult workers with some modifications being made for younger workers and those undertaking programmes of training and development. Limited effect was expected on employment and the wider economy, although smaller businesses and those industries and geographic regions with a higher prevalence of low-paid workers were expected to see greater adjustments at introduction of the National Minimum Wage.

The government accepted all the Commission’s key recommendations and its main rate of £3.60 per hour. Some adjustments were made around the proposed annual uplift and regarding rates applicable to workers undertaking training and development programmes. The Low Pay Commission was placed on a statutory footing with a primary remit of monitoring the impact of the National Minimum Wage and in advising government on future rates. In
Parliament, introduction of the National Minimum Wage was supported by the Liberal Democrats and continued to be strongly opposed by the Conservative Party. The National Minimum Wage was generally well received by business and workers’ unions – although a number of workers’ advocates criticised the initial rate for being too low and for excluding younger workers from its protection. In force today, the National Minimum Wage was introduced on 1st April 1999 following Royal Assent of the National Minimum Wage Act 1998 on 31st July 1998.

Read through the reports of the statutory Low Pay Commission – published at least annually, in its first year introduction of the National Minimum Wage had entitled over one and a half million workers to higher pay. In the formal sector most were in receipt of this entitlement and two thirds of beneficiaries were working women, of whom two thirds were part-time workers. No overall impact on employment was observed and employers were generally considered to have managed the additional cost of the National Minimum Wage well. However, greatest effect had been experienced in smaller businesses and those with a higher prevalence of pay as expected. Generally, some loss of jobs and a reduction in working hours reported along with the consolidation of some worker benefits and an increase in prices where this was possible. Despite ongoing debates about its rates and application, by 2010, the National Minimum Wage had become a cornerstone of UK labour policy enjoying the support of all mainstream political parties.

This chapter then examined the resurgence of a living wage in the United Kingdom. Re-emergence of the idea of a living wage – a wage sufficient to provide a worker with a decent standard of living – was traced to the East End of London in the early 2000s. Against the outsourcing of many service jobs by local authorities and the weakening of collectivised labour being driven by the widespread government implementation of neoliberal policies, the newly introduced National Minimum Wage was proving insufficient to provide a decent quality of life for many of these workers in the capital. With an eye to successes in the United States, the broad-based community movement of The East London Community Organisation (TELCO) launched a Living Wage Campaign
in East London in 2001 to tackle this issue. Where the prevailing rate of the statutory National Minimum Wage was £3.70 per hour, this Living Wage campaign called for local employers to voluntarily pay its prescribed Living Wage rate of £6.30 per hour to workers as a minimum.

Launch of this local Living Wage campaign had reignited the idea of a living wage in the United Kingdom. An idea previously contemplated and championed by the likes of Plato, Aristotle, Adam Smith, and Winston Churchill. An idea that had been brought to Parliament by James Maxton MP as a response to the General Strike of 1926, called upon by President Roosevelt in the United States of America in trying to restart its economy during the country's period of Great Depression, and as a fundamental principle of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights that was drawn up in 1948 following the end of the Second World War. Today the TELCO Living Wage has become a national movement led by the Living Wage Foundation – an initiative of the UK charity Citizens UK. The campaign accredits employers who voluntarily pay its Living Wage rate as a minimum to their directly employed and regularly contracted workers. By mid-2018, the campaign had over four and a half thousand Accredited Living Wage Employers. Studies found employers primarily adopted this voluntarily Living Wage because they thought it was the right thing to do and because it was in the best interests of their organisations to do so. Many reported reputational benefits, improved employee relations, motivation and productivity, and benefits regarding employee recruitment and retention. Most had accommodated the Living Wage with minimal adjustment with some accepting lower profits, raising prices or compensating with operational efficiencies.

However, the idea of a living wage has been contested because of conceptual, definitional, and methodological difficulties. A single definition of a living wage remains elusive and appears context sensitive. A living wage in a developing country is likely to mean a wage that is sufficient to subsist and is paid in a manner that means minimum standards of practice. Whereas a living wage in a developed country is likely to assume these basics and instead is likely to mean a wage that provides workers with a quality of life beyond mere subsistence. Methodological differences mean approaches to the calculation of a living wage
are inconsistent and can produce widely varying values. For example, whether and how many family members are assumed to be dependent upon the worker, what standard should constitute a decent quality of life, the factoring in or not of state welfare payments, and so on. And the popular framing of a living wage as a means to ameliorate in-work poverty is conceptually troublesome because it conflates the two concepts of low pay and poverty were there may be no relationship between them. In application then a living wage that is based on some weighted average of perceived workers' needs, the typical approach to calculation, fails to respond to individual worker need; overprovides for all those workers below this average and underprovides for all those workers above this average; and, where rate rises are capped to manage their impact on employers, fails to deliver the level of wage workers are considered to need by its own determination.

This chapter went on to look at the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. The Brighton and Hove Living Wage is a local campaign established in 2012 following the success of the national Living Wage campaign led by the Living Wage Foundation and is uniquely led by the city’s Chamber of Commerce. The scheme follows the Living Wage rate set by the national Living Wage Campaign but, differently, does not accredit participating employers. Instead, these pledge to pay the Living Wage to their employees and to work to ensure it is paid to the employees of their sub-contractors. The Brighton and Hove Living Wage similarly applied to workers aged eighteen years or over and allows employers to exclude apprentices and interns from receipt. Launch of the campaign drew widespread but not consensus support from the local business community, particularly as many were smaller employers and have a high prevalence of low-paid workers. Nonetheless, smaller employers were found to sign up to the scheme in a greater proportion than larger employers. This was largely because of the complexity facing larger organisations which may have regional or national pay structures and decision making that did not sit at local level. By mid-2018 more than four hundred employers had signed up to the scheme with many reporting similar benefits to those seen accredited by the national Living Wage campaign: including improvements in employee relations and performance, employee recruitment and retention, reputational benefits, and the
ability to win new work. Almost three-quarters reported they had no adjustment to make on signing up the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they were already paying their staff at or above its rate.

Finally, this chapter examined the introduction of the statutory National Living Wage in the United Kingdom. Against the resurgence of the idea of a living wage and the persistence of low pay in the country, the new Conservative Government of 2015 announced it would introduce a statutory National Living Wage to reduce the subsidy low-paying employers received through the state welfare system, to ensure all workers benefited from the economic gains of the country, and to ensure work pays. A rationale echoing that given by the Labour Government when it introduced the National Minimum Wage two decades earlier and that had then been strongly contested by the Conservative Party. However, departing from the notion that a living wage should be determined by the needs of workers, the National Living Wage would have an ambition to reach sixty percent of median earnings by 2020. The National Living Wage would be an extension of the National Minimum Wage and apply to workers aged twenty-five years old or over excluding those in the first year of an apprenticeship. The Low Pay Commission would recommend rate rises based on this trajectory and ‘with due regard to the wider state of the economy, employment and unemployment levels, and relevant policy changes’ (DBIS, 2015c, p. 11).

Although expected to result in the loss of six thousand jobs by 2020, business offered its support to the announcement in principle but cautioned about the adjustment that may be needed in certain sectors and smaller businesses. Workers’ advocates voiced their concern again over the treatment of younger workers and others contested the National Living Wage was not a real living wage as it was not based on the needs of workers. Employers reported impact of the National Living Wage has been difficult to isolate with some having coped with the increased wage costs and others having had to make adjustment. Adjustments have tended to see a reduction of hours and a slowdown in recruitment rather than redundancies. Some employers have restructured their workforce and reward systems including the increased use of zero-hours
contracts. Employers have absorbed their increased costs by reducing their profit and raising prices where possible. A small number of employers have reported positive effects on employee performance and recruitment and retention, although there is concern about worker substitution where employees become eligible for the National Living Wage, its affordability in the low-paid sector of Adult Social Care, and the narrowing of pay differentials at the lower end of the pay spectrum which is making recruitment to next level positions more difficult.
5.0 Ethical assurance

This chapter firstly explores what is meant by ethical assurance and why organisations adopt it. Ethical assurance is found to be a voluntary component of corporate governance that aims to ensure an organisation is behaving ethically. Ethical behaviour is expected business behaviour that sits beyond the realm of compliance. To achieve this, ethical assurance measures, monitors and manages organisational performance against internal or external standards and its own code of ethics. Adoption of ethical assurance can present issues and challenges to the organisation and wider marketplace. It may lead to increased costs to consumers and suppliers. Schemes use a range of approaches: rankings, standards, and awards, and may be elective or non-elective – meaning organisations choose to participate or are included by a third party. Organisations typically adopt ethical assurance to reduce corporate risk and consequential loss and to secure benefits that would otherwise be unavailable to them.

Given the focus of this research on pay in the United Kingdom, this chapter then conducts a desktop survey to identify pay-related ethical assurance schemes operating in the UK. Twenty of such schemes were identified. Qualitative analysis of these twenty schemes found most used a standards approach that requires organisations to achieve a particular level of performance in order to qualify for inclusion. These schemes typically used standards that were externally set and some also compared performance of an organisation to its own corporate values or code of ethics. Schemes were provided by for-profit and not-for-profit organisations with a cost of participation applicable to most. All schemes offered a badge or symbol to show an organisation’s participation and most provided a public list of participants at no cost. Schemes had a broad range of aims.

A further desktop survey was carried out to measure the levels of participation in each of these twenty schemes. The vast majority of organisations participant in these ethical assurance schemes participated in a single scheme. The most popular of these schemes by far was the Accredited Living Wage Employer scheme led by the Living Wage Foundation. Qualitative analysis showed most
organisations participant in these ethical assurance schemes were smaller in size, younger, and private companies limited by shares or guarantee. Most participant organisations were not UK registered charities and most were in the business of administrative and support service activities; professional, scientific and technical activities; and, wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles. These findings informed the scope of the remaining research which therefore chose to investigate further adoption of the ethical assurance scheme of the voluntary Living Wage in smaller organisations.

5.1 What is ethical assurance?
The purpose of ethical assurance is to provide a measure of confidence about an organisation's performance regarding its behaviour that is considered to have an ethical dimension (Dando and Raven, 2006). It is a component of corporate governance that aims to assist those accountable to ensure that the organisation is operating ethically – for example, being fair, transparent, and acting with integrity (Webley, 2006). Organisations are not legally required to adopt ethical assurance. Conventionally, ethical assurance measured organisational performance against standards set internally or externally. The Prompt Payment Code, for example, prescribes an externally set standard regarding the timely payment of supplier invoices to which organisations voluntarily commit. Approved signatories to the Code are entitled to display the Prompt Payment Code logo to demonstrate their commitment to this ethical practice. Adherence to the Code is monitored and enforced by the Prompt Payment Code Compliance Board (Chartered Institute of Credit Management, 2015). However, some schemes that use this approach have been criticised for their lack of methodological transparency, measurement design that does not work consistently across different organisations, and corporate bias (IBE, 2013).

Recognising such shortfalls, the Institute of Business Ethics adopted an alternative, organisationally self-referential, definition of ethical assurance. The Institute defines ethical assurance as:

the process leading to the provision of an opinion or conclusion to a specified audience regarding the extent to which an organisation is living
up to its values and the quality of the mechanisms and competencies in place to ensure that it is.

(Dando and Raven, 2006, p. 13)

This approach then assesses an organisation's performance against its own statement of ethical commitment. Determining an organisation's ethical performance therefore requires an understanding of its ethical commitments and its performance with respect to these. This disposes of the need for fixed scales against which an organisation is to be measured and enables any aspect of the organisation to be compared to its statements of ethical commitment. Implementing ethical assurance in this way enables the performance of organisations to be assessed across dimensions not included in existing assurance schemes. These may include aspects of business practice yet to be identified or which have so far been deemed of insufficient importance to require such assurance. Through joint development by the Institute of Business Ethics and GoodCorporation, this approach to ethical assurance has been formalised and is now offered as a certification service by GoodCorporation (2016). However, this approach of measuring an organisation's performance against its self-prescribed aims alone has been challenged as being insufficiently rigorous and unreliable when it comes to comparing across organisations. As a result, the method now requires assessment of an organisation's performance with respect to its own values across a range of prescribed criteria (IBE, 2013).

Nonetheless, such approaches to assuring ethical performance face a range of challenges. Ethical certification schemes generally can, for example, mislead consumers and other stakeholders into thinking all uncertified organisations must therefore be unethical; the costs of certification may exclude some organisations from participating; and, participation in particular schemes may become a de facto requirement to be able to sell or compete in a given market (Ellis and Keane, 2008). Others observe that the ethical certification process may add cost which may render the end consumer price unattractive or unbearable; that the whole supply chain of a good or service must be assured
to maintain ethical integrity which may give rise to additional overhead and an industry in itself; and, question by what authority certificating entities are able to name ethical qualities and the standards these must meet (Mutersbaugh, 2010). Schemes that consider an organisation's ethical performance with respect to its own code of ethics may be undermined by statements that do not make the organisation's core values explicit or easily understood, are not promoted or supported by continuous training and awareness-raising programmes, do not have employee engagement, are not modelled by top and other levels of management, or that do not have board-level oversight and reporting (Webley and Werner, 2008). Moreover, some contend that such schemes of certification aimed at assuring an organisation's (ethical) performance may not result in changes to underlying practices and structures to the benefit of those they target but instead provide further licence to these organisations to operate (Ellis and Keane, 2008; Hughes, 2010; Mutersbaugh, 2010).

Recent years have witnessed a substantial growth in the availability and uptake by organisations of ethical assurance schemes (IBE, 2013). By 2013 Corporate Citizenship (2013) had catalogued over two hundred and fifty global and local recognition initiatives regarding the closely related field of corporate social responsibility. It categorises these schemes as rankings, standards or awards. Rankings score participants relative to one another – indicating higher ranked constituents have performed better than others in class. Standards certify that awardees have achieved a minimum level of performance against criteria which remain largely static. And awards provide recognition of a recipient's performance at a given moment – typically judged by an expert panel and focusing on headline achievements or specific initiatives. Schemes are either elective or non-elective. Elective participation sees an organisation choose to participate in a particular scheme; for example, the Business in the Community Corporate Responsibility Index (BITC, 2016a). Whereas non-elective participation sees a scheme provider select organisations for inclusion with the organisation having no say in whether or not it is included; for example, the FTSE4Good Index Series (FTSE International Limited, 2014).
Ethical assurance is seen then to be a voluntary aspect of corporate governance that aims to ensure an organisation is operating in a manner which is deemed ethical. An organisation’s performance is measured against internally or externally set standards or against its own code of ethics as means to achieve this assurance. However, adoption of ethical assurance can present issues and challenges to organisations and the wider marketplace – some of which may result in additional cost to the supplier and/or consumer. Schemes can be categorised as rankings, standards and awards. Participants are electively or non-electively included depending on the nature of the scheme.

5.2 Why do organisations adopt ethical assurance?

Along with the Global Financial Crisis of 2008, recent years have witnessed the collapse of a number of high-profile UK and international corporations. These failures have often seen errant employee and executive behaviour listed amongst their causes. Collapse of the US corporate giant Enron followed the discovery of accounting irregularities and accusations of fraud (BBC, 2002), Lehman Brothers collapsed against allegations of negligence and malfeasance amidst the US subprime mortgage crisis (BBC, 2010), and the Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI) collapsed having been found to be involved in money laundering and other financial crimes (BBC, 2004). Closer to home, the Maxwell scandal revealed large-scale financial discrepancies in the companies of the late Robert Maxwell and his fraudulent misappropriation of the Mirror Group pension fund (BBC, 2001), with former owners of British Home Stores Sir Philip Green and Dominic Chappell extracting funds from the business to such an extent it collapsed (House of Commons Work and Pensions and Business Innovation and Skills Committees, 2016). Indeed, as if to sum up this widespread issue, reporting on the causes of the Global Financial Crisis of 2008, the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission (2011, p. xxii) concluded that there had been ‘a systemic breakdown in accountability and ethics’.

Such behaviour in business continues to grab headlines today. A number of UK banks have had to compensate millions of customers following the mis-selling of payment protection insurance to them over many years (Treanor, 2016),
fraud and collusion by bank staff were found to be instrumental in the illegal manipulation of Libor (London inter-bank offered rate) (Wallace, 2015), the Volkswagen Group admitted deliberately undermining regulatory emissions testing in a range of its vehicles (BBC, 2015b), and government bodies are currently investigating actions of Carillion’s board and the conduct of its directors following the company’s collapse in January 2018 (Mor et al., 2018). Such failures result from a mixture of employee behaviours – some of which were legal and some of which were illegal. In many cases failures in compliance with the law and regulation were identified, as too were failures of those charged with the policing of these laws and regulations (e.g. the FSA). However, also in this mixture were behaviours that, although legal, might be considered inappropriate or unacceptable ways of doing business. It is these behaviours, which sit outside compliance, that mark out the realm of ethical behaviour in business (Webley, 1993). As one FTSE Chair puts it, ‘You have to ask yourself three questions about the business model. One, is it legal, two is it profitable, and three is it right’ (Montagnon, 2014, p. 13).

In this vein, (Harris, 2011) offers three justifications for ethical behaviour by business. The first justification is that acting ethically is the only morally right way for an organisation to behave. This perspective accords with deontological theory which considers there are inherently right and wrong actions morally, where right actions should be chosen over wrong actions regardless of possible outcome (Blackburn, 2008). The second justification is that doing what is right, fair and just is expected of an organisation. This perspective accords with normative theory that these behaviours are prevailing social norms which all societal actors should adopt (ibid.). The third justification is that it is in an organisation’s best interests to behave ethically. This perspective accords with teleological theory that behaviour is determined by its likely outcome, where beneficial outcome is sought so action will be taken that is most likely to produce this result (ibid.).

Ethical assurance may then assist organisations in the management and reduction of such corporate risk and consequential costs (Montagnon, 2014). Economic costs of the materialisation of ethical risks may come in the form of
reduced profits, fines for improper behaviour or payments of compensation for the provision of substandard goods or services (e.g. Treanor, 2016). Regulation and mandatory reporting may be more demanding and time consuming (Clarke, 1995). Investment may be withheld or withdrawn as investors have less confidence in the organisation (e.g. Cuff, 2015). Staff and expertise may leave the organisation or be difficult to recruit as they consider the organisation less stable or no longer aligned to their values (PwC, 2009). The price of borrowing and transactional costs may increase as lenders and suppliers perceive greater risk in working with the organisation (Moore and de Bruin, 2004). Customers may abandon the organisation as its reputation diminishes or it is seen as increasingly undesirable (e.g. Heritage, 2015). And, ultimately, the organisation may lose its legitimacy and the societal franchise it requires to operate (Montagnon, 2014).

To maintain its social licence to operate, an organisation may then use ethical assurance to help meet the expectations and requirements of wider society and to demonstrate its performance in this respect. Formal, legalised, expectations and requirements of society in the UK are set out in legislation and regulation. The Companies Act 2006 (s 172(1)), for example, requires company directors to act in good faith in a way that promotes the success of the company whilst giving regard to consequences in the long term, the interests of the company's employees, the company's relationships with suppliers, customers and others, the impact of the company's operations on the community and the environment, the desirability of the company and maintenance of high standards of business conduct, and the need to act fairly between members of the company. Applying to all companies with a Premium listing, whether incorporated in the United Kingdom or elsewhere, the UK Corporate Governance Code (FRC, 2016, p. 2) explicitly states:

One of the key roles for the board includes establishing the culture, values and ethics of the company ... directors should lead by example and ensure that good standards of behaviour permeate throughout all levels of the organisation. This will help prevent misconduct, unethical practices and support the delivery of long-term success.
Organisations may too consider the use of ethical assurance as more initiatives have become established that independently monitor and report on the ethicality of businesses and their operations. Corporate Watch (2016), for example, provides information on the social and environmental impacts of corporations and capitalism; CorpWatch (2016) works to promote environmental, social and human rights at local, national and global levels by holding multinational corporations to account over their actions; and, Ethical Consumer (2016) works to make businesses more sustainable through consumer pressure. Such initiatives and the unprecedented speed and reach of communication made possible by the Internet, World Wide Web, and social media mean news about organisations reaches audiences quicker and more widely than ever. Ethical assurance may support organisations by reducing the likelihood or severity of ethical lapses which might become the stories of such news (Dando and Raven, 2006). That an organisation has in place ethical assurance, and the information this might provide, may also support them in their responses where they do become the subject of such news (Greyser, 2009).

Considered from a value-added rather than a risk-management perspective, recognition as an organisation that operates ethically offers a range of opportunities to businesses and may provide competitive advantage (Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors, 2015). The ethical marketplace is diverse, seeing consumers favour suppliers of ethically sourced and produced goods and services including food and drink, home energy, cars and banking; shopping locally and buying from charities; and, boycotting particular brands or organisations in their purchasing decisions (e.g. Ethical Consumer, n.d.). In the United Kingdom, for example, ethical consumption has risen from a little over £13 billion in 1999 to more than £80 billion in 2014 – a six-fold increase in this fifteen-year period. In 2014 the value of ethical consumption in the UK rose by eight percent against an annual inflation rate of around half of one percent (Ethical Consumer, 2015). Despite being a modest fraction of the overall UK economy, this substantial increase in ethical consumerism indicates consumers’ growing sensitivity and appetite to source their products and services from organisations that they identify as ethical. Critically, this shift in the pattern of
ethical consumption is recognised as resulting not only from a change in consumer behaviour but also in that of business:

   Ethical consumers are still a vitally important agent of change; however, the actions of progressive business are now a significant contributor to sales growth.

   (The Co-operative Group, 2012, Foreword)

Businesses have the opportunity then to access this growing market by being able to demonstrate their ethical credentials. The use of ethical assurance may assist organisations develop and maintain these credentials by helping them to show they consider ethical business important and that they monitor and respond to this as part of their regular operations (Dando and Raven, 2006).

Ethical assurance may similarly open up new opportunities for organisational investment. The Ethical Investment Research and Information Service (2015) estimates the UK's green and ethical retail funds grew from £199 million in 1989 to more than £15 billion in 2015, a seventy-five fold increase in a period of just over twenty-five years. Access to this investment market is typically achieved by an organisation's inclusion in relevant specialist ethical indices or portfolios. Initiatives and service providers exist that screen organisations against ethical criteria and, where specific quality standards are met in this regard, include these in their specialist ethical indices and portfolios. S&P Dow Jones Indices (2016) in the United States, for example, offers a family of environmental, social, and governance (ESG) indices that comprise companies it has screened as superior regarding these aspects of business; the FTSE Russell (2016) FTSE4Good Index Series offers a similar index in the United Kingdom; and, the Ethical Investment Association (2016) provides a network of financial advisors in the UK who are dedicated to the promotion of green and ethical investment portfolios. Organisations meeting these initiatives' ethical criteria stand to be included in such specialist indices and portfolios – giving them access to an additional and growing investor base. Ethical assurance may assist an organisation's inclusion in these indices and portfolios by helping it achieve and
demonstrate its business model and operation are ethical (Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors, 2015).

Employees too are demonstrating a preference to work for organisations they regard as ethical. Globally surveying over four thousand graduates inside and outside its organisation, PwC (2011) found fifteen percent said a good reputation for ethical practices made for an attractive employer, fifteen percent said corporate values that matched their own, ten percent the employer brand, eight percent an employer’s diversity/equal opportunities record and eight percent the sector in which the organisation operates. When asked which factors influenced their decisions to accept a job, thirty-six percent said the reputation of the organisation, twenty percent said the sector in which the organisation operates, sixteen percent said the potential for them to make a difference, seven percent said the ethics of the organisation, and five percent said the corporate responsibility behaviour of the organisation. In its survey three years earlier, PwC (2009) found eighty-eight percent of respondents sought employers with corporate social responsibility values which matched their own and that eighty-six percent would consider leaving an employer whose values no longer met their expectations. These findings are echoed by the later Global Tolerance (2015) survey of over two thousand individuals in the UK which found, of Millennials – those born between 1981 and 1996, two thirds expect organisations to understand their personal values, eighty-four percent consider it their duty to make a positive difference through their lifestyle and almost two thirds were concerned about the state of the world and feel a personal responsibility to improve it. Ethical assurance may therefore help organisations demonstrate their ethical commitments and operation in order to attract and retain the employees they require (Dando and Raven, 2006).

Organisations may then adopt ethical assurance for a number of reasons. At its heart, ethical assurance attempts to monitor and manage the behaviour of business that is beyond compliance. This may be to reduce corporate risk and consequential costs or to secure particular benefits, such as gaining access to otherwise unavailable investment or markets or attracting and retaining staff. Indeed, in today’s highly connected and high-speed media world, ethical
assurance may ultimately provide an organisation with a means to protect and promote its brand, image, and reputation.

5.3 Sampling of ethical assurance schemes

A desktop survey to identify ethical assurance schemes was conducted using the World Wide Web. This searched for schemes that provided some form of external recognition (for example, accreditation, certification or an award); that included, or were likely to include, factors relating to pay or pay-related employment conditions; and, that were applicable to the UK – which included those having a UK, European or global scope. These findings were then purposively sampled to produce a sample of schemes that was closer aligned to the scope of this research. These schemes had a UK-specific scope or were highly UK relevant; operated at organisational level or a subdivision thereof (for example, a site or department); were generally open to participation by any organisation; and, required organisations to elect to participate rather than being included by a third party. Consequently, schemes operating at a product, service or brand level or that were highly sector-specific (for example, particular to tea, banking or catering only) were excluded. Table T.4 lists and provides a brief description of each of the schemes included in the sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethical assurance scheme</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accredited Living Wage Employer</td>
<td>Shows employers and their suppliers pay their employees the voluntary Living Wage as a minimum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Corp UK</td>
<td>Certifies for-profit companies that meet its standards of social and environmental performance, accountability, and transparency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Companies Accreditation</td>
<td>Measures and recognises an employer’s employee engagement levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better Society Awards</td>
<td>Recognise the efforts that commercial companies make to help create a better, safer, and fairer society for all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright Ethics Accreditation</td>
<td>Demonstrates an organisation has met Bright Ethics’ ethical standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethical assurance scheme</strong></td>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Against Poverty</td>
<td>Recognises and encourages business to have a social purpose that leads to increased profit and the ability to share that prosperity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business in the Community CR Index</td>
<td>Promotes organisational transparency to help companies systematically measure, manage, and integrate responsible business practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIPD People Management Awards</td>
<td>Recognises and celebrates outstanding achievement in people management and learning development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical Accreditation</td>
<td>Certifies a company or brand has achieved Ethical Company Organisation’s corporate social responsibility standard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairplace Award</td>
<td>Recognises an organisation’s workplace is managed for the benefit of people and planet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investors in People</td>
<td>Standard recognises what it takes to lead, support, and manage people well for sustainable results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National CSR Awards</td>
<td>Celebrates business excellence and innovation in corporate social responsibility across a broad range of disciplines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay Compare Mark</td>
<td>Employers submitting their pay ratios for publication may display the Pay Compare Mark to demonstrate their commitment to transparent and fair pay reporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible 100</td>
<td>Provides business with a community question and answer tool to help them validate their ethical claims and respond to public scrutiny.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ethics Mark</td>
<td>Provides a mark for values-led organisations to show they are fair, honest, and committed to ethics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The GoodCorporation Business Ethics Standard</td>
<td>Offers a standard to provide companies with an independent assessment of their management practices to enable them to demonstrate compliance and commitment to a strong ethical culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Investing in Integrity Charter Mark</td>
<td>Designed to enable an organisation to reassure its key stakeholders - employees, customers, suppliers, shareholders and the general public - that its organisation can demonstrate a commitment to act with integrity at all times.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ethical assurance scheme | Description
---|---
The Responsible Business Awards | Open to all businesses the award categories address a wide range of issues essential to creating a fairer society and a more sustainable future.
Top Employers UK | The Top Employers Institute globally certifies excellence in the conditions that employers create for their people.
UK Best Workplace | Gives organisations the opportunity to be publicly recognised as a great employer, brand, and business.

Table T.4: Brief description of each ethical assurance scheme included in the sample.

5.4 Qualitative analysis of ethical assurance schemes in sample

Ethical assurance schemes in the sample were analysed qualitatively to better understand their makeup. This found:

- 2 schemes (10%) were of type ranking, 14 schemes (70%) were of type standard, and 4 schemes (20%) were of type award;
- 8 schemes (40%) were provided by for-profit organisations and 12 schemes (60%) were provided by not-for-profit, charitable or publicly-funded organisations;
- stated aims of schemes included transparency and measurement; informing and empowering consumers and investors; providing a framework for responsible business; benchmarking, evidencing, supporting, and integrating responsible business practices; identifying, recognising, certifying, rewarding, celebrating, and championing organisations with better environmental, social and governance performance; demonstrating best in class for people management and of being an employer of choice; developing cultures of integrity, trust, care for the planet and compassion for people;
• participation was at cost to applicants/participants in 17 schemes (89%) and at no cost in 2 schemes (11%);

• 16 schemes (80%) had a primary target audience of corporate management, of consumers was 2 schemes (10%), of investors was 2 schemes (10%), of employees was 2 schemes (10%), and of society was 7 schemes (35%);

• all 20 schemes (100%) offered some form of badge or symbol for use by qualifying participants;

• awards were made annually for 8 schemes (40%) and at any time for 12 schemes (60%);

• the number of organisations participant in schemes ranged from fewer than one hundred to thousands, with these organisations being of all types of corporate form (e.g. sole traders, partnerships, private limited companies, and public limited companies) operating locally in the UK, UK-wide, and internationally;

• 16 schemes (80%) used an external standard approach to assurance and 4 schemes (20%) used a hybrid of self-referential (i.e. comparison to corporate values or code of ethics) and external standard approach to assurance;

• assessment or validation of applications or applicants/participants for accreditation or certification was carried out by the scheme provider for fourteen schemes (70%), two schemes (10%) required a statement of commitment or a self-submission only by participants, and four schemes (20%) used judging panels – all four of which were schemes of type award;

• 17 schemes (85%) provided a list of participants or awardees publicly at no cost and 3 schemes (15%) did not provide such a list; and,
dimensions in schemes relating to pay or pay fairness included remuneration (pay) and bonus payment; compensation (pay), bonus and benefit structures and systems; directors' and executive remuneration (pay); payment of a Living Wage, fair pay, and commitment to fairness; publication of organisational pay ratios; terms and conditions of employment; supply chain management; and, employee satisfaction generally and with pay and benefits. More broadly, such dimensions might also be seen in criteria relating to wider aspects of people and human resources management, impact on the community, corporate social responsibility, corporate governance and transparency, and whether an organisation was practicing its espoused values.

Summarising, most schemes used a standards approach that required organisations to achieve a particular level of performance in order to qualify for inclusion. These standards were typically set externally or combined an externally set standard with an assessment of the participant organisation’s behaviour with respect to its own corporate values or code of ethics. Assessment of applicants or participants was usually carried out by the scheme provider. About the same number of schemes were provided by for-profit organisations as by not-for-profit, charitable or publicly-funded organisations with participation in most schemes being at cost to participant organisations. Around half of schemes awarded annually and around half awarded at any time throughout the year. All schemes offered some form of badge or symbol for use by qualifying organisations and the vast majority provided a public list of participants or awardees at no cost. Scheme participation ranged hugely from fewer than one hundred organisations to thousands. Schemes involved all sorts of organisations – from local sole traders to international public limited companies. The primary target audience of schemes was corporate management, although some were targeted at employees, consumers, investors, and wider society.

Aims of schemes were broad. They included providing a framework for responsible business to support and develop cultures of integrity, trust and care for people and the planet; measuring, benchmarking and evidencing
performance; recognising, certifying, rewarding, and celebrating good behaviour; demonstrating and championing high-performing organisations; promoting transparency; and, informing and empowering stakeholders. Schemes also encompassed a range of dimensions relating to pay or pay fairness. These were identified explicitly in some schemes and as more general aspects of corporate social responsibility, corporate governance and the like in other schemes. These pay and pay fairness related dimensions included pay, bonus and benefit structures and systems; executive pay; pay ratios; payment of a Living Wage; fair pay and a commitment to fairness; supply chain management; terms and conditions of employment; and, employee satisfaction regarding pay and benefits.

5.5 Uptake of ethical assurance schemes in sample
Schemes in the sample were examined to identify the organisations that participated in each. These findings were then analysed to find out what type of organisation typically adopted ethical assurance. Table T.5 shows the approaches used to identify organisations participant in each scheme. To present a simpler list of organisations, organisations going under more than one name in two or more schemes were amalgamated to provide a single entry per organisation. For example, Barclays plc Global was included in the BITC CR Index (2015), Barclays as an Accredited Living Wage Employer (2016a) and in the Pay Compare database (2016), and Barclays Bank plc as a recipient of a Responsible Business Award (2016b). These were amalgamated and recorded as just Barclays. A total of 3,191 organisations were found to participate in the schemes.

No public lists of participants were available for the Investors in People, The GoodCorporation Business Ethics Standard or Bright Ethics Accreditation schemes. Instead then, the websites of the 3,191 organisations identified previously were examined to try to find any evidence (e.g. statements of participation, displays of logos or membership badges) of these organisations participating in any of these three schemes. Some of these organisations were found to participate in the Investors in People scheme. Where this was so, their level of award (bronze, silver or gold) was recorded. No evidence could be
found that any of the 3,191 organisations participated in either The GoodCorporation Business Ethics Standard or Bright Ethics Accreditation schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethical assurance scheme</th>
<th>Source of participants</th>
<th>Data recorded</th>
<th>Participants included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accredited Living Wage Employer</td>
<td>LWF (2016b)</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>All reported at Living Wage Foundation website at 1st March 2016 (n = 2,261)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Corp UK</td>
<td>B Corp UK (2016)</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>All reported at B Corp UK website at 9th February 2016 (n = 49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Companies</td>
<td>Best Companies (2016)</td>
<td>Best Companies star score</td>
<td>All reported as 1, 2 or 3 star at Best Companies website at 10th February 2016 (n = 515)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better Society Awards</td>
<td>Perspective Publishing Limited (2016)</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>Winners in relevant categories (n = 18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BITC CR Index</td>
<td>BITC (2015)</td>
<td>BITC star score</td>
<td>All listed 2015 participants (n = 68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Against Poverty</td>
<td>Business Against Poverty (2016)</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>All reported at Business Against Poverty website at 11th February 2016 (n = 109)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIPD People Management Awards</td>
<td>CIPD (2016)</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>Winners in relevant categories (n = 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical Accreditation</td>
<td>The Ethical Company Organisation (2016)</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>All reported at The Ethical Company Organisation website at 11th February 2016 (n = 53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical assurance scheme</td>
<td>Source of participants</td>
<td>Data recorded</td>
<td>Participants included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairplace Award</td>
<td>The Ethical Property Foundation (2016)</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>All reported at Fairplace Award website at 12th February 2016 (n = 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lil Charter Mark</td>
<td>Investing in Integrity (2016)</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>All awarded lil Charter Mark at 12th February 2016 (n = 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National CSR Awards</td>
<td>NCSRA (2016)</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>Winners in relevant categories (n = 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay Compare Mark</td>
<td>Pay Compare (2016)</td>
<td>Yes, Declined or No</td>
<td>All awarded Pay Compare Mark or declined to provide at 12th February 2016 (n = 45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible 100</td>
<td>Responsible 100 (2016)</td>
<td>R100 score</td>
<td>All reported at Responsible 100 website at 9th February 2016 (n = 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible Business Awards</td>
<td>BITC (2016b)</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>Winners in relevant categories (n = 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ethics Mark</td>
<td>The Ethics Foundation (2016)</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>All reported at The Ethics Foundation website at 12th February 2016 (n = 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top Employers UK</td>
<td>Top Employers Institute (2016)</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>All UK employers reported as certified at Top Employers website at 13th February 2016 (n = 72)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table T.5: Approaches used to identify organisations participant in ethical assurance schemes sampled.

Analysis of the distribution of scheme participation by organisation showed the vast majority of organisations participated in only one ethical assurance scheme (2,761 organisations; 87%). The most popular scheme by far in which organisations participated was the Accredited Living Wage led by the Living Wage Foundation. 70% of organisations participant in one or more of these ethical assurance schemes participated in the Accredited Living Wage. 396 organisations (12%) participated in two schemes; 32 organisations (1%) participated in three schemes; one organisation (less than 1%) participated in four schemes; and, one organisation (less than 1%) participated in five schemes.

5.6 Types of organisation that participated in ethical assurance schemes in sample

To understand what types of organisation participated in these ethical assurance schemes qualitative data were collected on a ten percent subsample of the 3,191 organisations sampled. These qualities were size, whether a UK registered charity, corporate form, age (at 2016), and industry.

The subsample contained 58.91% small, 20.36% medium, and 20.73% large organisations; 71.77% were aged 0-25 years old, 22.11% were aged 26-50 years old, and 6.12% were aged over fifty years old; 17.24% were UK registered charities; the majority were private companies limited by shares (58.88%) and private companies limited by guarantee (20.39%); and, most were in the industries of administrative and support service activities (14.42%),
professional, scientific and technical activities (14.11%), and wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles (10.34%).

To summarise, most participants were smaller, younger organisations that were private companies limited by shares or guarantee. The vast majority of participants were not UK registered charities and most were in the industries of administrative and support service activities; professional, scientific and technical activities; and, wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles.

### 5.7 Chapter summary

This chapter examined ethical assurance. It did this by exploring what is meant by ethical assurance and why organisations adopt it. Ethical assurance was found to be a voluntary component of corporate governance that organisations use to measure, monitor, and manage ethical behaviour. Ethical behaviour is expected business behaviour that sits beyond compliance. Ethical assurance schemes use internally or externally set standards or an organisation’s own code of ethics to measure an organisation’s ethical performance. However, adoption of these schemes can present organisations and the wider marketplace with issues and challenges and may result in increased cost to suppliers and consumers. Ethical assurance schemes can be categorised as rankings, standards, and awards, and are either elective or non-elective on the part of the included organisation. Against a backdrop of corporate scandals, organisations choose to adopt ethical assurance as a way of reducing corporate risk and consequential costs and to secure benefits that would otherwise be unavailable to them.

A desktop survey using the World Wide Web identified twenty elective, pay-related ethical assurance schemes that were highly UK-focused, operated at organisational level and provided some form of external recognition. Most of these schemes used a standards approach that required the performance of an applicant or participant organisation to reach a prescribed level. This level was typically externally set and for some schemes combined an assessment of the organisation’s behaviour against its own values or code of ethics. Schemes
were provided by for-profit and not-for-profit organisations, participation came at cost for most schemes, and all provided some form of badge or symbol that qualifying organisations could use to show their inclusion. Most schemes provided a public list of participants at no cost. Schemes varied in size – from fewer than one hundred participants to thousands of participants – with all sorts of organisations taking part. The target audience of most schemes was corporate management. Aims of schemes were broad but typically sought to promote and celebrate responsible business. Dimensions relating to pay were also broad and included pay structures, payment of a Living Wage, commitments to fairness, supply chain management, and employee satisfaction.

An examination of these twenty pay-related ethical assurance schemes found the vast majority of organisations participated in just one scheme. By far the most popular of these schemes was the Accredited Living Wage that is led by the Living Wage Foundation. 70% of organisations that participated in one or more ethical assurance scheme participated in the Accredited Living Wage. Further analysis showed that ethical assurance scheme participants tend to be smaller, younger companies that are limited by shares or guarantee. Most are not UK registered charities and most are in the industries of administrative and support service activities; professional, scientific and technical activities; and, wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles.

This analysis therefore informed subsequent design of the research. As the most widely adopted pay-related ethical assurance scheme in the United Kingdom, the Living Wage was selected for further, specific, study. Moreover, given participation in this ethical assurance scheme was dominated by smaller organisations, such sized employers were also selected as the primary focus of the remainder of this research. However, as the earlier literature review revealed, the relationship between employer and employees in smaller organisations typically differs from that in larger organisations. The next chapter then examines how these smaller employers conceptualised fair pay with further chapters considering the impact their conceptualisations of fair pay had
on their decisions to sign up to the ethical assurance scheme of the Living Wage.
6.0 Employer conceptualisations of fair pay

This chapter examines how employers conceptualised fair pay. It seeks to understand whether employers conceptualised fair pay similarly or differently. Given the Living Wage is aimed at lower-paid workers but is adopted by employers in low-paid and higher-paid industries, it specifically compares how employers in both these sectors conceptualised fair pay. Moreover, to increase our understanding of the influence an employer’s conceptualisation of fair pay may have on their decision to adopt the ethical assurance scheme of the voluntary living wage, conceptualisations of fair pay of employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage were compared to those of employers who were not signed up.

This study is based on the qualitative interviews of ten employers operating in the Brighton and Hove locale. Four of these employers were in the low-paid industry of adult social care – of which two were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage and two were not. Six of the ten employers were in the higher-paid industry of computing programming – of which four were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage and two were not. The concept of organisational justice was used as a basis for analysis.

Organisational justice views organisational decision making in terms of fairness. It comprises two essential components of procedural justice and distributive justice. Deontologically, procedural justice is concerned with perceptions of fairness that relate to the process used in making a decision. Whereas, teleologically, distributive justice is concerned with perceptions of fairness that relate to the outcome of such decision making. The notion of norms of distribution was also used in the analysis. Norms of distribution regulate the distribution of social goods – in this case, pay. Three core norms of distribution were employed: the equity norm, the equality norm, and the need norm. As a needs-based mechanism of allocating pay, the living wage is an example of the need norm of distribution and a manifestation of distributive justice.

Employers in a low-paid industry and a higher-paid industry were expected to conceptualise fair pay differently. Employers in a higher-paid industry were
expected to conceptualise fair pay as procedural justice because pay in these industries is typically linked to an employee’s level of progression – with higher ranked roles attracting higher levels of pay. On the other hand, employers from a low-paid industry were expected to conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice because the levels of progression found in higher-paid industries do not typically exist to the same extent in low-paid industries. However, given the living wage is a form of distributive justice, employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage in both low-paid and higher-paid industries were expected to conceptualise fair pay similarly, to some extent at least, as distributive justice.

As expected, employers in a higher-paid industry primarily conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice with those signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage also conceptualising fair pay as distributive justice. However, contrary to expectation, employers in a low-paid industry did not conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice. Instead, these employers also primarily conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice. Furthermore, where signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage was expected to strengthen these employers’ conceptualisation of fair pay as distributive justice, this was found not to be the case. Therefore, employers were found to conceptualise fair pay similarly and differently.

Generally, employers conceptualised fair pay similarly as procedural justice. However, employers in the higher-paid industry who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage also conceptualised fair pay differently to those in the industry who were not signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. This was because those signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage also conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice whereas those not signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage did not. However, unlike employers in the higher-paid industry, employers in the low-paid industry who were signed up to the living wage did not conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice – whether they were signed up to the scheme or not.
6.1 How employers were expected to conceptualise fair pay

As part of their qualitative interviews, the ten subject employers of this study were asked to describe fair pay. Further to the literature review in chapter 2, four expectations were drawn regarding employers’ conceptualisations of fair pay.

Given the higher-paid computer programming industry offers substantial progression to programmers individually as they acquire expertise and experience (e.g. National Careers Service, 2018a), it was expected that employers in this industry would primarily conceptualise fair pay by drawing on the equity norm of distribution – where the determination of an employee’s pay is by way of a process that calculates their pay to be in proportion to their individual contribution. Being process-based, these employers were therefore expected to favour the conceptualisation of fair pay as procedural justice rather than distributive justice:

Expectation 1 was that employers in the higher-paid computing programming industry would primarily conceptualise fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution.

However, employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage were also expected to conceptualise fair pay by drawing on the need norm of distribution because this norm of distribution underpins the working of the Living Wage. Given the need norm of distribution is outcome-based, these employers were therefore also expected to conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice:

Expectation 2 was that employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage would primarily conceptualise fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution and also conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the need norm of distribution.
On the other hand, given the low-paid adult social care industry offers comparatively limited routes of progression to individual care workers (e.g. National Careers Service, 2018b), it was expected these employers would not primarily conceptualise fair pay according to the equity norm of distribution because they would be less able or unable to reward increasingly qualified or experienced employees with higher roles which would, in turn, typically attract greater levels of pay. Instead, it was then expected that these employers would favour conceptualisation of fair pay by drawing on the alternative equality norm of distribution and/or need norm of distribution. Given both these norms of distribution are outcome-based, these employers were therefore expected to conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice rather than procedural justice:

**Expectation 3** was that employers in the low-paid industry of adult social care would primarily conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the equality and/or need norm of distribution.

Moreover, conceptualising fair pay by drawing on the need norm of distribution was expected to be more pronounced in employers in this industry who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because this norm of distribution underpins the working of the Living Wage:

**Expectation 4** was that employers in the low-paid industry of adult social care who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage would primarily conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the equality and/or need norm of distribution with a greater effect seen with respect to the need norm of distribution.

Table T.6 summarises how these employers were expected to primarily conceptualise fair pay.
Table T.6: How employers were expected to primarily conceptualise fair pay.

### 6.2 How employers conceptualised fair pay

Employers’ descriptions of fair pay were analysed qualitatively and compared to the expectations set out previously. As expected, employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry primarily conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution. As expected, employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage primarily conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution and also conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the need norm of distribution. However, contrary to expectation, employers in the low-paid industry of adult social care did not primarily conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the equality and/or need norm of distribution. And also contrary to expectation, employers in the low-paid industry of adult social care who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage did not primarily conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the equality and/or need norm of distribution with a greater effect seen with respect to the need norm of distribution.
6.2.1 Expectation 1

Expectation 1 was that employers in the higher-paid computing programming industry would primarily conceptualise fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution.

Of the six employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry, all conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution. Aligning with the process-based procedural justice conceptualisation of fairness and drawing on the input:output relationship of the equity norm of distribution, these employers described fair pay in terms of a proportional relationship between an individual employee’s contribution and their reward. Individual employee contribution was measured in a number of ways but typically referred to their personal skills, qualifications, experience, effort, time, enthusiasm and contribution to the success and profit of the business.

For example, measuring individual employee contribution in terms of the business’s profit and the skills they brought to the organisation, CP5 described fair pay as:

Fairness to me is having pay reflective of what the individual is delivering to the company, as a bottom-line … If the company was making ridiculously large profits I would absolutely want to ensure that the staff making that happen, delivering that profit was being paid accordingly. So that's kind of what I've always tried to do … It's just recognising the unique skills that the developers are bringing in and making sure that they're getting paid for that.

CP3 also identified an employee’s individual contribution to the business and the skills they bring to the organisation but also included the degree of enthusiasm an employee showed:

Fair pay values your contribution to the business in line with the skills and enthusiasm and desire you put into doing your job, furthering yourself and furthering the business.
CP4 similarly measured employee contribution in terms of individual expertise and effort:

I would describe fair pay as an employee receiving an amount of money which matches the skills, qualifications and effort they put into their role …

CP2 described employee contribution in this way as well but also described the input:output relationship with regard to pay inversely with respect to its trainees. Here, trainees were given less pay in lieu of accruing experience, receiving training, development and study time, and being sponsored:

So for them the salary is not fantastic, I think it is fairer, because they are getting really good academic experience.

However, some of these employers also described fair pay by drawing on other norms of distribution that aligned with the conceptualisation of fairness as distributive justice.

Invoking the equality norm of distribution, CP2, for example, thought pay should be equal across genders:

It [pay] should be equal in terms of, it doesn’t matter if you are a male or female. Yes, it should be equal.

And invoking the need norm of distribution, CP1 deliberated whether employees should receive different amounts of pay according to their individual level of need:

Is it fair then to pay somebody without kids the same, less than somebody with kids, even if they’re doing the same job with the same amount of experience? I don’t think it does.

Moreover, some of these employer descriptions of fair pay revealed the possible existence of a further norm of distribution. Unlike the equity, equality, and need norms of distribution, this norm of distribution would regulate the allocation of pay relatively. Although none of the employers operated this norm of distribution in practice, it was however evident in their conceptualisations of
fair pay. Indeed, this *relativeness norm of distribution* was identified by employers in both the higher-paid computer programming industry and the low-paid adult social care industry and amongst employers that were signed up and not signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage.

CP6 described this relativeness norm of distribution in terms of the distribution of pay within an organisation:

I think in terms of fairness, in terms of the difference between the top people in the company and the bottom people at the company as well, there's a really interesting ratio. Banking is the industry that gets hammered for this, is the person at the top really worth \( x \) amount of millions and then the person who cleans the office worth 0.005% of that? That doesn't seem very fair to me, so I think that's disproportionate, the effort and the work that person does at the top is not 1,000 times more valuable than what the person does at the bottom. So I think that's another important point in the question of fairness.

ASC2 echoed the use of this internal distribution in describing fairness and extended this to compare pay between job roles across industries:

It's an exchange of value. But then when you get to the other end of your, you know, 5 million a year CEOs, you know, that's all gone skewy at the other end as well – so it doesn't feel like the two ends of the spectrum are out of kilter if you like …

I think care should be higher up on that rate than coffee barista's and road sweepers … not massively because at the end of the day we don't need qualifications and don't need, you know, stuff like that …

And CP3 similarly deliberated the relative value and pay of jobs across society:

Where, as a society, do we place and are prepared to pay for people who tend our sick, educate our kids, take care of our elders. Then there are actually the people who feel that they have a desire and a calling to do that for whom money is not the driving factor in that either.

As a norm of distribution determining the pattern of outcome of allocating pay, this newly identified *relativeness norm of distribution* is seen to align with the teleological conceptualisation of fairness as distributive justice.
However, despite these further conceptualisations of fair pay and the possible identification of a new relativity norm of distribution, the most common conceptualisation of fair pay of these employers was the conceptualisation of fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution. Expectation 1 was therefore considered fulfilled.

6.2.2 Expectation 2

Expectation 2 was that employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage would primarily conceptualise fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution and also conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the need norm of distribution.

Of the four employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, three conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution and also conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the need norm of distribution.

As shown in the analysis of Expectation 1, all employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution. This was not, therefore, repeated in the analysis of this expectation.

Articulating the fundamental principle of the need norm of distribution – to resolve individual employee deprivation in relation to some particular threshold, CP1 described fair pay as:

Well, it's around having enough to live but that's, that changes depending on your circumstances as well … maybe family circumstances will come into that but then … current dependents, maybe that comes into it, where that person is living, how much travelling they’re doing. I think all of these factors come into it ... I suppose it's having enough to live, but what does that look like? It's different for different people.
CP2 similarly expressed the principle of the need norm of distribution in its description of fair pay but also contemplated what the threshold to be met might consist of:

... with a floor that gives them [employees] enough money to make a living, a life on ... a fair wage is enough that you might not afford a house worth a million quid, but you have still got a certain standard of life that you can keep.

Ideally for me, it is if somebody can live without benefits, and be able to live in their own home, study, bring up a family. It is quite hard to define it I guess. And again, that varies when you are 18 and you are living at home, you don’t need quite so much as you do when you are 35 and trying to keep your own family. I think that is why there is a slight difference between age groups and wages.

And again, CP3 expressed the fundamental principle of the need norm of distribution in its description of fair pay, but this time wrestled with how this played out in practice for employees of different value to the organisation and who had different individual needs:

It [fair pay] allows you to live your life without necessarily being under undue financial pressure. It’s a hard thing because the thing is, if I paid everybody £15 an hour, they would spend £15 an hour and still find that they don’t have any money at the end of the month. I think, for me, would you want to think of the fact that your staff are financially struggling and that it’s one other thing they’ve got to worry about rather than coming in to work.

Some of my staff have got kids, some of them haven’t. It seems odd to me that I’m paying my finance lady who’s great with numbers less than I’m paying my junior developer, whereas my finance lady has to spend so many hours and spend so much money a day parking her car because she needs it to drive to and from school and then basically support her family with that along with her husband’s wage who works nights. She’s paid less than 23-year-old developer who still lives with his mum and dad in [name of a local village], that sits slightly uneasily with me. Obviously, it’s the developers who are the engines in my business, because he’s... he’s got lots of disposable income because he’s not paying his parents, I guess, a great deal in keep. Actually, he parks his car here, his brand new… He bought his car 18 months ago; he’s got a brand-new Skoda and parks it here every day for a tenner.

However, chiming with the finding in the analysis of Expectation 1, one of the two employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry that were not
signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage also conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice. CP6 – an employer in the computer programming industry not signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage – also described fair pay by drawing on the need norm of distribution:

I think the location based stuff, so if you're in a particularly expensive location but that job needs to be done, a fair salary is one that can allow you to live in that location. So the London weighting and things like that, Brighton is not far behind in terms of prices, so that would seem like fair … We work for a web designer, we could live anywhere, if I work in the local NHS I've got to live here, so it's only fair that I'm paid enough to live in the area that I work without having to have a ridiculous commute or something like that.

Within employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry, this indicated conceptualisation of fair pay as distributive justice and procedural justice is not exclusive to employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage.

Nonetheless, Expectation 2 was considered fulfilled given three of the four employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the need norm of distribution whilst they also conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution.

6.2.3 Expectations 3 and 4

Expectation 3 was that employers in the low-paid industry of adult social care would primarily conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the equality and/or need norm of distribution.

Expectation 4 was that employers in the low-paid industry of adult social care who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage would primarily conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the equality and/or need norm of distribution with a greater effect seen with respect to the need norm of distribution.
Of the four employers in the low-paid adult social care industry, none conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the equality norm of distribution or the need norm of distribution.

However, three of these employers conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution. As seen in employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry, these employers primarily conceptualised fair pay as a process-based input:output relationship between an individual employee’s contribution and their reward. Individual employee contribution was again typically measured in terms of personal skills, qualifications, experience and effort.

Expressing the generic input:output relationship of the equity norm of distribution, ASC1 described fair pay as:

… well I look at what they get paid monthly and I think, yeah that's quite good, you know, money really for what they [do] ...

ASC2 saw this more specifically in terms of effort – of employees doing more than average:

… if you're expecting people to put in more than average for the type of work, then you should reward them for that.

And ASC3 measured individual employee contribution as personal expertise and experience explicitly:

Fair pay, I would say, has to reward for hard earned skills or learned skills. So for example, the number of years’ experience, whether you’ve got qualifications in that area, whether you’ve proved yourself in that area …

Failing to fulfil Expectation 3, employers in the low-paid adult social care industry were seen then to primarily conceptualise fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution rather than distributive justice by drawing on the equality norm of distribution or need norm of distribution.
Moreover, a greater effect of conceptualising fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the need norm of distribution was not observed in employers in the low-paid industry of adult social care who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage given no employers in the low-paid industry of adult social care conceptualised fair pay in this way. Accordingly, Expectation 4 was considered unfulfilled.

6.3 Chapter summary
This chapter examined how employers conceptualised fair pay. It used the concept of organisational justice as a basis for analysis together with the notion of norms of distribution. Organisational justice comprises two essential components of procedural justice and distributive justice. Procedural justice concerns perceptions of fairness regarding the process used in making decisions and distributive justice concerns perceptions of fairness regarding the outcome of such decisions. Procedural justice therefore aligns with a deontological approach to decision making and distributive justice to a teleological approach.

Three core norms of distribution were employed in the analysis. The equity norm of distribution regulates the allocation of outcome (pay) to be in proportion to an employee's individual contribution. The equality norm of distribution regulates the allocation of pay so all employees receive the same amount of reward irrespective of individual contribution. And the need norm of distribution regulates the allocation of pay in order that some given state of employee deprivation is resolved. Being process-based, the equity norm of distribution aligns with the concept of procedural justice and, being outcome-based, the equality norm and need norm of distribution align with the concept of distributive justice. Aiming to meet the needs of workers by providing a minimum wage that is based on the cost of living rather than the diktats of the market, the Living Wage is an example of the need norm of distribution and a manifestation of distributive justice.

Conceptualisations of fair pay of employers in a low-paid industry and a higher-paid industry were compared given employers from both these sectors adopt
the Living Wage, despite the Living Wage being aimed at lower-paid workers. Conceptualisations of fair pay of employers who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage and those of employers who were not signed up were also compared to try to increase our understanding of the influence an employer’s conceptualisation of fair pay might have on their decision to adopt the ethical assurance scheme of the Living Wage. Employers were found to conceptualise fair pay similarly and differently. Table T.7 summarises how employers primarily conceptualised fair pay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Brighton and Hove Living Wage status</th>
<th>Not signed up</th>
<th>Signed up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Equity (PJ)</td>
<td>Equity (PJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relativeness (DJ)</td>
<td>Relativeness (DJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-paid (Adult social care)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher-paid (Computer programming)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Equity (PJ)</td>
<td>Equity (PJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relativeness (DJ)</td>
<td>Need (DJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relativeness (DJ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: (DJ) Distributive justice, (PJ) Procedural justice

Table T.7: How employers primarily conceptualised fair pay.

All employers conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution. However, employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage also conceptualised fair pay differently to those employers in this industry who were not signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Of these, employers who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage also conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice, whereas employers who were not signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage did not. However, employers in the low-paid industry of adult social care only conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice. Unlike employers in the higher-paid computer programming
industry who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage then, employers in the lower-paid adult social care industry who were signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage did not conceptualise fair pay as distributive justice.

Finally, the analysis revealed that a further norm of distribution may exist. Although not used in practice by employers, this norm featured in employer descriptions of fair pay. This norm sought to regulate the allocation of outcome (pay) relatively. Within an organisation this might be that the highest paid worker could receive no more than a maximum multiple of the pay received by the average or lowest paid worker. Wider than the organisation, this might mean job roles in society be paid relative to one another. As a regulation of distribution based on outcome, this *relativeness* norm of distribution would be a further manifestation of distributive justice.
7.0 Employer adoption of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage

This chapter examines employer adoption of the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. It examines three particular aspects of employers’ participation in this local Living Wage scheme. It explores why employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, the influence the statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage had on these employers’ decisions to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, and the impact sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage has had on these employers’ organisations and their approaches to setting pay. It seeks to understand whether employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage for similar or different reasons, whether any influence of the statutory National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage on employers’ decisions to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage was similar or different across employers, and whether sign up to the scheme has, again, impacted employers in the same or different ways. Given employers in low-paid and higher-paid industries adopt the Living Wage, despite it being aimed at lower-paid workers, employers from both these sectors were therefore compared.

This study is based on the qualitative interviews of six employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Two of these employers were in the low-paid adult social care industry and four were in the higher-paid computer programming industry. Employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage were exclusively chosen for examination in this chapter for three key reasons. First, because study of these particular employers would provide data specifically relevant to answering the question of What motivates employers to adopt the Living Wage? Second, because this approach aligns with that taken by allied research (e.g. Heery et al., 2017; Werner and Lim, 2016a) and so enables ready comparison and read-across to the findings of these studies. And third, because asking employers who had not signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living why they have not or would not sign up to this ethical assurance scheme may have deterred subject participation or increased the likelihood of subjects abandoning their participation, particularly given participation and non-
participation in such ethical assurance schemes can be regarded as highly political and sensitive (Prowse and Fells, 2016; Wills and Linneker, 2012).

Harris’s (2011) theoretical model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically was used as a basis of enquiry for analysing why employers signed up to this ethical assurance scheme. Harris (2011) offers three justifications for organisations behaving ethically: acting ethically is the only right way for an organisation to behave; doing what is right, fair and just is expected of an organisation; and, it is in an organisation’s best interests to behave ethically.

Employers’ reasons for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage generally aligned with the justifications offered by Harris’s theoretical model. However, one of the three theoretical justifications offered by Harris was not identified by employers: doing what is right, fair and just is expected of an organisation. Furthermore, employer reasons for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage suggested there may be justifications that do not feature in Harris’s theoretical model. Employer reasons for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage typically concurred with expectations drawn from the literature review in chapter 2 and institutional context detailed in chapter 4. Nonetheless, contrary to expectation, employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry were found to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they thought this was the right thing to do. Employers generally reported that the statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage had had no influence on their decisions to sign up because their employees were typically paid at rates above that prescribed by the Brighton and Hove Living Wage.

Employers said they had not formally evaluated their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because it was generally considered to be a low organisational priority or because it had had little impact. Where there was impact this was typically the increasing of pay of employees below the rate of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage to meet this new threshold. This was observed in employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry. Despite a lack of formal evaluation, some employers reported an impact on
recruitment and retention. Benefiting recruitment and retention, sign up had signalled the organisation’s ethical position to current and prospective employees. And payment of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had resulted in employers recruiting higher skilled people to ensure value for money. However, one employer said it was not looking to recruit people for whom the organisation’s sign up to the scheme was a determining factor in their decision to apply to work for the organisation. And another said its decision to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had to take into account that it would no longer be able to recruit low cost labour. Several employers thought sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had a positive impact on their employee and public relations by demonstrating their ethical position within and outside their organisations.

Employers said sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had little or no impact on the way pay was set in their organisation because, as seen previously, they said, most of their employees were already paid at rates of pay above that prescribed by the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. However, all employers reported that the Brighton and Hove Living Wage acts as a pay floor in their organisations. This meant all existing and new employees received the Brighton and Hove Living Wage as a minimum rate of pay. Although employers generally extended this to all employees, including student workers and interns, one employer in the higher-paid computer programming sector did not pay the Brighton and Hove Living Wage to its apprentices. These were instead paid at the sub-Brighton and Hove Living Wage rate prescribed by the National Minimum Wage. This employer said it had confirmed this approach was permissible when adopting the Brighton and Hove Living Wage and that this had meant the organisation signed up to the scheme.

7.1 Reasons employers were expected to give for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage

As part of their qualitative interviews, the six employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage were asked why they had signed up to this Living Wage scheme. Further to the literature review presented in chapter 2 and the institutional context detailed in chapter 4, four expectations were drawn up
regarding the reasons employers would give for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage.

All the employers were private companies limited by shares, which suggested all were profit-driven organisations. Had this not been the case, they might typically have taken a corporate form which reflected a less or not for profit driven purpose – such as a private company limited by guarantee or a community interest company. Moreover, the suggestion that these employers were primarily profit-driven was further indicated by none of them being accredited as organisations that operated for a purpose other than profit. For example, by being a certified B-Corporation, accredited UK social enterprise or registered UK charity. As profit-driven organisations it was expected then that they would all have signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage as a way of giving them competitive advantage, the ability to win additional work and to attract and retain the skilled employees they require (e.g. BHLW, 2015; BHLW, 2016; BHLW, 2017; Heery et al., 2017; Werner and Lim, 2016a). Therefore, with respect to Harris’s (2011) theoretical model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically:

Expectation 1 was that employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because it was in their best interests to do so.

Organisations also adopt new practices where these are recognised as new norms. As new norms these become behaviours that are expected of organisations by customers, owners, and other stakeholders. Moreover, in a competitive environment, their early adoption may provide strategic advantage or their non-adoption may expose the organisation to strategic disadvantage and risk (Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors, 2015; Montagnon, 2014). This was witnessed, for example, in the take up of the national voluntary Living Wage led by the Living Wage Foundation, where, today, all leading high street banks in the UK have signed up to the scheme following its early adoption by one or two employers in this industry (LWF, 2018b; Wills, 2009b). Such normalisation of ethical behaviour is seen in other business practices and across industries – for example, in the uptake of the Fair Tax Mark accreditation.
Therefore, in terms of Harris’s (2011) theoretical model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically:

Expectation 2 was that employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because doing what is right, fair and just is expected of an organisation.

Finally, a difference between employers in the low-paid adult social care industry and the higher-paid computer programming industry was expected. Given the fundamental business of the adult social care industry is to deliver care and to be caring, it was expected that employers in this industry would therefore also sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because, in this vein, they thought this would be the right and proper thing to do in order to similarly promote the wellbeing of their employees. Conversely, this was not expected to be a reason given by employers in the computer programming industry because this industry does not deliver a care service as part of its fundamental business. Therefore, with respect to Harris’s (2011) theoretical model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically:

Expectation 3 was that employers in the low-paid adult social care industry signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because acting ethically is the only right way for an organisation to behave.

Expectation 4 was that employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry did not sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because acting ethically is the only right way for an organisation to behave.

Table T.8 summarises the expectations regarding the reasons employers would give for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Expectations regarding employer sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage (after Harris, 2011)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-paid (Adult social care)</td>
<td>It is in an organisation’s best interests to behave ethically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doing what is right, fair and just is expected of an organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acting ethically is the only right way for an organisation to behave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher-paid (Computer programming)</td>
<td>It is in an organisation’s best interests to behave ethically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doing what is right, fair and just is expected of an organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not because acting ethically is the only right way for an organisation to behave</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table T.8: Expectations regarding the reasons employers would give for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage.

7.2 Reasons employers gave for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage

The reasons employers gave for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage were analysed qualitatively and compared to the expectations set out previously. As expected, it was found employers widely signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because it was in their organisations’ best interests to behave in this ethical way. Contrary to expectation, it was found that employers did not sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they thought this was expected of them or because they considered sign up to be a
business practice norm. Although not entirely as expected, it was found that some employers in the low-paid adult social care industry signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they considered it to be the right thing to do. And, contrary to expectation, it was found that employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they considered it to be the right thing to do.

7.2.1 Expectation 1

Expectation 1 was that employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because it was in their best interests to do so.

This justification for organisations behaving ethically is founded on a notion of organisational self-interest that sees organisations behave in ways they consider will be (most) beneficial to themselves. Almost all employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage did so for this reason. The benefits perceived by these employers tended to fall into two categories: those in the external domain and those in the internal domain.

Illustrating a perceived benefit to the organisation of signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage with respect to the external domain, ASC2, for example, said participation in the scheme was:

... another good PR [public relations] opportunity ... it's a nice positive halo ... it looks like a good thing ... why wouldn’t you be part of it if you’re already paying, or if it be slightly over [the Brighton and Hove Living Wage rate]?

CP4 similarly saw public relations and recruitment benefits for the organisation from signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage as this provided:

A signal to the market to come and work for us as you’ll get a decent wage.
On the other hand, illustrating a perceived benefit to the organisation of signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage with respect to the internal domain, CP2, for example, said:

… it helps the staff realise that we are a company that care about people.

Noting benefit to the organisation from signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage with respect to both the external and internal domains, CP2, CP3, and CP4 thought participation in the Brighton and Hove Living Wage showed their companies to be morally leading on this ethical behaviour.

For CP2 this moral leadership also meant encouraging other employers to sign up:

It is also good if we can – the more people that sign up for it [the Brighton and Hove Living Wage] then the more that might influence other companies to sign up for it.

Furthermore, to their advantage, participant employers also saw that the potential benefits of signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage could typically be achieved at minimal or nil cost and risk to their organisations. ASC2, for example, reported it had always paid above the Brighton and Hove Living Wage rate and on realising this signed up to the scheme:

… we were paying it anyway, so why not sign up? … It’s a no brainer.

Similarly, CP1 stated it was:

… already paying well above the minimum wage so definitely supported the living wage.

And CP2 also identified the minimal cost and risk to its organisation as a reason for participating in the scheme:

Maybe if it wasn’t the fact that most of our employees are at a level that they would be beyond that rate anyway, so that makes the decision easier … Because there is so little that we lose by being a member.
Likewise, CP3 said it wasn’t particularly difficult to participate in the scheme because it never really employed people on a rate lower than Brighton and Hove Living Wage – except, possibly, some very junior staff straight out of college to whom it would have paid the National Minimum Wage. And CP4 also thought it paid fair and had a good pay structure so saw no reason not to sign up to the scheme.

Fulfilling Expectation 1, this analysis showed that employers widely signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they considered it to be in the interest of their organisations to do so. In terms of Harris’s (2011) theoretical model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically, that they act in this way because it is in the organisation’s best interests to behave ethically.

### 7.2.2 Expectation 2

Expectation 2 was that employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because doing what is right, fair and just is expected of an organisation.

This justification for organisations behaving ethically is based on a normative argument that organisations must behave in ways that are acceptable to the society in which they operate – ways and norms that will shift as society itself develops. However, no employers said they signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because other employers had signed up or because they considered sign up to be a business behaviour norm.

Failing to fulfil Expectation 2, this analysis did not show that employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they thought doing so was expected of their organisation. With respect to Harris’s (2011) theoretical model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically, employers did not sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because doing what is right, fair and just is expected of an organisation.
7.2.3 Expectation 3

Expectation 3 was that employers in the low-paid adult social care industry signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because acting ethically is the only right way for an organisation to behave.

This justification for organisations behaving ethically is founded on a moral argument that there are inherently right and wrong ways to behave and to be ethical an organisation must behave in the right way. However, only one employer in the low-paid adult social care industry commented on the rightness of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage – with ASC2 saying that having a living wage is important.

Not completely fulfilling Expectation 3, this analysis suggested employers in the low-paid adult social care industry in part sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they considered it to be the right thing to do. In terms of Harris’s (2011) theoretical model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically, employers in the low-paid adult social care industry in part signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because acting ethically is the only right way for an organisation to behave.

7.2.4 Expectation 4

Expectation 4 was that employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry did not sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because acting ethnically is the only right way for an organisation to behave.

As in the previous analysis, this justification for organisations behaving ethically is based on a moral argument that there are inherently right and wrong ways to behave and to be ethical an organisation must behave in the right way. However, unlike Expectation 3, in this expectation employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry were not expected to sign up to the Brighton
and Hove Living Wage because acting ethically was considered to be the only right way for an organisation to behave.

Nonetheless, contrary to expectation, all employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage in the higher-paid computer programming industry said they signed up because they thought it was the right thing to do.

In justifying its participation in the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, CP1, for example, explicitly referred to this being an ethical decision on the part of the organisation – saying its sign up was:

… more of an ethical driver – something we believe in … that it feels appropriate that we should pay the living wage … [and that] …paying people a correctly calculated living wage is a good thing to do.

CP2 said of its decision to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage:

… it is the right thing to do … it’s a good thing to do.

CP3 considered sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage to be a morally important thing to do and something it needed to afford morally – saying that:

… despite being a stretch, [there was] no credible or ethical reason to not sign-up.

And although appearing to demonstrate some confusion between the voluntary Brighton and Hove Living Wage and the statutory National Living Wage, but nonetheless aligning with the moral justification for acting ethically, CP4 also considered paying a fair living wage as the right thing to do.

Moreover, in further rationalising its decision to sign up, CP3 contended that running a business at the expense of its employees’ living standards was not justifiable ethically:

If you are running your business for lifestyle reasons this should not be at the expense of a less than decent lifestyle for your staff.
Indeed, the importance of paying employees at a rate sufficient for them to live a decent quality of life locally, particularly given the higher cost of living in the city, was articulated by several of these employers.

CP1, for example, considered the cost of living for employees to be a key driver to it signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage and to it providing its employees with an existence beyond subsistence:

To make sure pay is not just to keep them but so they have enough money to live on – when they have kids and stuff.

Similarly, and recognising the high cost of living in the city, CP2 wanted to ensure all its employees received a wage that was sufficient to live:

Brighton is an expensive place to live and I think for anyone living in Brighton you need to be paid more than the minimum wage, because just renting a one-bedroom flat is extortionate. So that is why the living wage makes more sense to me … in this part of the world, you need more help.

And, with a more protectionist connotation, CP3 said:

Similarly to unpaid interns, paying less than a living wage is exploitative.

Contrary to Expectation 4, this analysis showed that employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they considered it to be the right thing to do. With respect to Harris’s (2011) theoretical model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically, employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because acting ethically is the only right way for an organisation to behave.

7.4.5 Section summary
The qualitative analyses indicated, as expected, that employers widely signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because it was in their organisations’ best interests to behave in this ethical way. This concurred with a justification for such behaviour posited by Harris (2011). However, contrary to expectation, employers did not sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they
thought sign up was expected of them or because they considered sign up to be a business practice norm. This finding did not concur with Harris’s (2011) theoretical model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically. Though not entirely as expected, employers in the low-paid adult social care industry in part signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they considered it to be the right thing to do. And, contrary to expectation, employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they considered it to be the right thing to do. These findings concurred with a justification for such behaviour presented in Harris’s theoretical model (2011). Table T.9 summaries the reasons employers gave for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Reasons employers gave for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage (after Harris, 2011)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-paid (Adult social care)</td>
<td>It is in an organisation’s best interests to behave ethically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For some, acting ethically is the only right way for an organisation to behave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher-paid (Computer programming)</td>
<td>It is in an organisation’s best interests to behave ethically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acting ethically is the only right way for an organisation to behave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is in the interest of employees to do so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For some, to encourage other employers to behave this way</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table T.9: Reasons employers gave for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage.
7.3 Influence of the statutory National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage on employers’ decisions to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage

The employers were asked what influence the statutory National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage had had on their decisions to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Employers generally reported that these statutory national pay minima had had no influence on their decisions to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. They typically said this was because they already paid their employees at rates above that of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage or because they had not considered these national statutory pay minima when deciding whether to sign up. ASC2 expanded on this in saying that its decision to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had not been such a logical process. Instead, it said that, as a new employer, it was an unforeseen bonus that when it calculated its pay rates—which it had intended to be higher than both the National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage—they came out as being higher than the rate of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Consequently, the employer said it just signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme.

Nonetheless, some employers did indicate that the National Minimum Wage and the National Living Wage had had some influence on them. CP1, for example, said the National Minimum Wage and the National Living Wage had, to some extent, raised its awareness of minimum wages and pay minima more generally. And CP2 said it had recognised that the higher cost of living in the city meant its employees needed a rate of pay that was greater than that provided by the statutory national pay minima.

7.4 Impact sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage has had on employer organisations

The employers were asked whether they had evaluated their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage and what effect sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had on their organisations.
7.4.1 Employer evaluations of their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage

None of the employers had formally evaluated their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Reasons given by employers for not formally evaluating their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage included it not being an organisational priority and because sign up was considered to have had minimal impact on the organisation. Indeed, when asked directly, all the employers said their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had no or little effect on their organisations. Employers typically reported sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had no impact on their organisations because all their rates of pay were, and were likely to remain, above the rate of pay of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage.

This was the case for employers in the low-paid adult social care industry and employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry. Employers typically reported sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had little effect on their organisations when the pay of some of their employees had had to be increased in order to meet the rate of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. This was particularly notable for employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry where some employees who were not experienced developers – for example, junior developers and administrative staff – had to have their rate of pay increased. CP2, for instance, articulated this as:

Maybe for the admin person and our cleaner, we have made sure that they get paid well above the living wage. And maybe if we hadn’t had signed up, we might not have made that decision.

7.4.2 Effect sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage has had on employer organisations

Despite employers initially saying the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had little or no effect on their organisations, deeper questioning found employers described a number of impacts that their sign up had had on their organisations. Several employers said their organisation’s sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had an impact on recruitment and retention. These impacts were considered to be both positive and negative.
Experiencing a positive impact, CP2 thought its sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had helped it retain employees by demonstrating that it cares about its staff. It also thought its sign up had helped it to attract new employees and, in ensuring it reaped value for money when paying the higher rate of pay of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, that its sign up to the scheme had also resulted in it recruiting higher skilled staff:

… for the admin person in particular, we hired a more senior admin person perhaps than we would have done, and she adds much more value than she would have done if I didn’t.

CP4 also said it experienced positive impact on recruitment from signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. However, this was not a consequence of paying employees a higher minimum rate of pay as all its employees were already paid above the higher minimum wage rate of the of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Instead, CP4 thought its sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had quite a strong influence on recruitment because it demonstrated the organisation’s ethical position to the people who were likely to be its future employees, saying:

We've got ... quite a strong moral gauge within the organisation. If there’s something that we don't believe in or have got a strong opinion about, then we will act on it, and there’s a few things that we did last year that were, you know, really high up the corporate social responsibility agenda that kind of move a bit into the political space, but, you know, this is similarly political.

Conversely, ASC2 said it was not looking to recruit people for whom the employer's participation in the Brighton and Hove Living Wage was a determinant for them to apply for a job with its organisation. In a similar vein, CP3 noted that it's sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage was unlikely to be a determinant of those who apply to work for its organisation:

I think that people who are coming in here are coming into jobs which are clearly above that [Brighton and Hove Living Wage] anyway, so I’m not too sure if they’re judging that as a criteria.
And, experiencing a negative impact, CP3 also said that its sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had introduced a constraint on the organisation which meant it could no longer higher low-cost labour. Recognising this, when deciding to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, it had had to question whether it would be able to maintain this commitment forever.

Several employers also reported that their organisations’ sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had an impact on employee and public relations. ASC2 thought its sign up and use of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage logo for participant employers had a mild halo effect on the company and CP2 thought its sign up had probably helped its marketing. CP3 said it placed the Brighton and Hove Living Wage logo for participant employers on its website and considered its sign up to have improved its reputation:

… we have some kind of kudos with the local living wage branch on the basis that we were one of the first 100 to do it, so I think that gives us some kind of presence on the site that we wouldn’t otherwise get.

And again picking up on the importance the employer attaches to signalling its ethical position, CP4 thought its sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had produced some positive public relations externally and internally with respect to its staff:

… there was a positive response because there’s a lot of our workers that have quite a kind of a strong social, moral commitment to things like the economy and the environment … so it’s kind of a pro thing for us to be doing for our employees as well.

### 7.5 Impact sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage has had on the way pay is set in employer organisations

The employers were asked what impact their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had on the way pay is set in their organisations. As previously, reporting that most, if not all, their employees were already paid at rates above that of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, employers generally said that their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had little or no impact on the way pay is set in their organisations. Despite this, however, all the employers
went on to say that their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage acted as a pay floor in their organisations.

All the employers reported that in practice this meant they used the Brighton and Hove Living Wage as a reference point to ensure none of their employees were paid below the rate it prescribed. For example, as a new employer, ASC2 said that had it thought of paying below the rate of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, sign up to the scheme would have encouraged the organisation to pay the higher minimum rate of pay prescribed by the scheme. CP2 said it recognised its cleaner and administrator were now paid well above the Living Wage but that this may not have been the case if it had not signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. And CP3 reported that it now uses the Brighton and Hove Living Wage to set the minimum rate of pay for non-technical vacancies with only low skill and short-term vacancies being paid at this rate.

Employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry also typically reported that they used the Brighton and Hove Living Wage to ensure their student workers and interns were paid this higher minimum rate of pay too. Although one employer in this industry said it originally thought sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage would prevent it being able to hire apprentices at the corresponding (lower) National Minimum Wage rate. It said it subsequently discovered participation in the Brighton and Hove Living Wage still allowed employers to hire apprentices at these sub-Brighton and Hove Living Wage rates so, consequently, proceeded to sign up.

7.6 Chapter summary

This chapter examined employer adoption of the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. It examined three aspects of employer participation in this local Living Wage scheme in particular. It explored why employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, the influence the statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage had had on employers’ decisions to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, and the impact sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had
on these employers’ organisations and their approaches to setting pay. It sought to understand whether there were similarities or differences between employers across these dimensions. In particular, employers in low-paid and higher-paid industries were compared given employers from both sectors have signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage despite the scheme being aimed at lower-paid employees. Harris’s (2011) theoretical model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically was used as a basis of enquiry in analysing why employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage.

As expected, and aligning with Harris’s theoretical model, it was found that employers widely signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because it was in their best interests to act in this ethical way. However, contrary to expectation and not concurring with Harris’s model, employers were not found to have signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they thought this was expected of them or because they considered this a business practice norm.

Although not entirely as expected, employers in the low-paid adult social care industry were found to have signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they thought this was the right thing to do. And, contrary to expectation, it was found that employers in the higher-paid industry of computer programming signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they thought this was the right thing to do.

Employers’ sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage for this reason showed alignment with Harris’s theoretical model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically. However, suggesting possible further justifications for organisations behaving ethically, employers in the higher-paid industry of computer programming signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because it was in the interests of their employees to do so and because employers wanted to demonstrate leadership in this practice that would encourage others to adopt this ethical assurance scheme.
Employers typically reported that the statutory National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage had had no influence on their decisions to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. They typically said this was because they already paid their employees at rates higher than that of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage or because they had not considered these national statutory pay minima when deciding whether to sign up. However, some employers did indicate that these statutory pay minima had raised their awareness of minimum wages and pay minima more generally with one considering the rates of these to be insufficient to live in the city due to its high cost of living.

Employers said they had not formally evaluated their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. They said this was because they considered this to be a low organisational priority and because they thought sign up had had no or minimal impact on their organisations. Where there was impact this typically required the increase in pay of employees who were paid below the rate of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. This was observed in employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry where employees who were not more experienced developers, such as junior developers and administrative staff, had had to have their rate of pay increased in this way.

Despite their lack of formal evaluation, some employers said their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had an impact on recruitment and retention. Some reported sign up helped them retain and attract new staff because sign up demonstrated their ethical position and that they cared about their employees. Moreover, that the employees they retained and attracted were not necessarily those in receipt of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Employers also reported that they had recruited people with higher levels of skill to ensure value for money when recruiting staff at the higher minimum rate of pay of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage.

On the other hand, one employer in the low-paid adult social care sector said it was not looking to recruit people for whom the employer’s participation in the scheme was a determinant of their application to work for the organisation. In a similar vein, an employer in the higher-paid computer programming industry
though the organisation’s sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage was unlikely to be a determinant of a prospective employee’s decision to apply to work for the organisation. Moreover, this employer also reported that it recognised that sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage would permanently restrict its ability to use low-cost labour and, as such, had to consider this in its decision to sign up. Several employers thought their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had a positive impact on their employee and public relations by demonstrating their ethical position within and outside their organisations.

Employers said their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had had little or no impact on the way pay is set in their organisations. As seen previously, employers typically said this was because they already paid their employees at rates above that of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. However, all employers reported that their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage acted as a pay floor in their organisations. In practice this meant existing employees who were paid at a rate below that of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage were increased to at least this rate and that new employees were now recruited at the rate of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage as a minimum. Although this approach was generally extended to all employees by employers, including student workers and interns, one employer in the higher-paid computer programming industry did report that it continued to pay its apprentices at the sub-Brighton and Hove Living Wage rate prescribed by the National Minimum Wage. Moreover, this employer had confirmed this was permissible when signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage and that this had enabled them to sign up.
8.0 Conceptualising fairness and pay: motivations for action

This chapter responds to the research question by discussing the empirical data presented in chapters 5, 6 and 7 with reference to the literature reviewed in chapter 2 and the institutional context detailed in chapter 4. First, it uses the review of literature on fairness and pay presented in chapter 2 to understand how these concepts relate to the minimum wage interventions of the statutory National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage and the voluntary Living Wage. Second, it examines reasons for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage given by participating employers to understand why, in their own words, their organisations signed up to the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Lastly, it explores some of the key influences that have encouraged employers to move from statutory compliance to the adoption of ethical assurance with respect to the payment of a minimum wage in their organisations.

8.1 Concepts of fairness and pay in minimum wage interventions

This section examines the statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage and the voluntary Living Wage to understand how these minimum wage interventions employ the concepts of fairness and pay. Despite differences in their methods of calculation, the statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage similarly conceptualise pay as both a contribution to production and a living for workers. However, neither of these prioritise the conceptualisation of pay as a living for workers. Consequently, both continue to determine their respective minimum rates of pay with regard to the needs of workers but also with respect to the impact their rates are expected to have on wider society and the economy. On the other hand, affording primacy to the conceptualisation of pay as a living, the voluntary Living Wage prioritises the needs of workers in its calculation of a minimum wage. Directly altering the pattern of outcome in each case, all three interventions conceptualise fairness with respect to pay teleologically and as distributive justice within the wider concept of organisational justice. Each
intervention employs the equality and need norms of distribution in its operation. Nonetheless, conflicts within and between these norms of distribution are seen to exist in all three minimum wage interventions.

8.1.1 The statutory National Minimum Wage

The Labour Party’s argument for a statutory national minimum wage in the United Kingdom was a response to the problem of fairly distributing benefits and burdens in society (e.g. Bentham, 2007 [1780]; Mill, 2001 [1863]; Rawls, 1971; etc.). It recognised the liberalised labour market of the UK and the reduction in the power of collectivised labour resultant of the Thatcher-led neoliberal policies of the 1980s and 1990s had led to the payment of very low wages to a significant proportion of workers (LPC, 1998). Wages so low that wider society – the taxpayer – was required to provide welfare payments to these workers to ensure they received enough income to achieve an acceptable standard of living. And in so doing that wider society was subsidising employers who chose to pay their workers at such low levels (Labour Party, 1997).

Understanding pay has influence beyond the organisations of employers (The High Pay Commission, 2011), the government’s intention was to intervene at an organisational level in order to redress the imbalance it saw manifest at a societal level (e.g. New Economics Foundation, 2011). Introduction of a statutory national minimum wage brought in a social economic conceptualisation of pay alongside an existing and dominant classical economic conceptualisation of pay. By legally ensuring they received a specific amount of pay as a minimum, pay would no longer be conceptualised as only being a contribution to production – as per the existing and dominant classical economic conceptualisation – but would now also be seen to be in the service of workers – as per a social economic conceptualisation (Figart et al., 2002). In terms of the socially just distribution of goods, a statutory national minimum would begin to redistribute the cost of low pay back to low-paying employers and reduce the subsidy they were receiving from taxpayers by requiring them to pay a higher minimum rate of pay. However, given the terms of reference of the Low Pay Commission required it to recommend an initial rate and increases in the National Minimum Wage that take into account prevailing social and economic
circumstances, the extent to which this burden on wider society could be
returned to employers would be limited by the amount the economy was
considered able to sustain rather than what workers need to live (Lourie, 1997;
Lourie, 1999).

In altering the pattern of outcome directly, the intervention of a national
minimum wage assumes a teleological position with respect to fairness
(Blackburn, 2008) and conceptualises fairness as distributive justice in the
broader concept of organisational justice (CIPD, 2013; Colquitt et al., 2013;
Greenberg, 1993). Moreover, covering all adult employees, this approach may
be seen to enact the equality norm of distribution as it prescribes a minimum
rate of pay applicable to all such workers (Blackburn, 2008). Indeed, in practice,
this had an equalising effect for many workers – particularly women and part-
time workers – as their rates of pay were brought up to that prescribed by the
National Minimum Wage at least (LPC, 2000). However, the universal
application of this equality norm of distribution is undermined by section 3 of the
National Minimum Wage Act 1998 as this permits the single hourly rate to be
applied differently to certain classes of person. Contended at the Act’s
introduction and since, these provisions have been used to apply lower rates of
the minimum wage to specific groups of workers – typically younger people and
trainees.

Introduction of the National Minimum Wage also demonstrates the conflicts that
can occur when two or more norms of distribution operate concurrently
(Grandey, 2001). This is demonstrated, for example, by the requirement that all
workers are treated similarly under the Act (save such provisions as discussed
previously) and the choice of some employers to pay their employees relative to
their performance (e.g. Adams, 1965). Here the equality norm of distribution
generally underpinning the Act requires all workers to receive a rate of pay not
less than the National Minimum Wage based upon the amount of time they
have worked. A conflict between this equality norm of distribution and the equity
norm of distribution materialises then where workers employed on piecework
terms do not output to a level sufficient to mean they have earned at a rate of at
least the national minimum wage. Given its statutory footing, the equality norm
of distribution that broadly underpins the National Minimum Wage overrides that of the equity norm of distribution to result in a rate of pay for these workers that does not then relate to their performance as the employer had intended.

8.1.2 The statutory National Living Wage

Against the resurgence of the idea of a Living Wage in the United Kingdom, the Conservative Government’s introduction of the statutory National Living Wage was also a response to the problem of fairly distributing benefits and burdens in society seen earlier (e.g. Bentham, 2007 [1780]; Mill, 2001 [1863]; Rawls, 1971; etc.). As the Labour Government had argued with respect to its introduction of a national minimum wage, the Conservative Government contended introduction of the National Living Wage would reduce the welfare subsidy provided by the state – taxpayers – to employers who paid their employees excessively low wages. And similarly recognising pay has influence beyond the organisations of employers (The High Pay Commission, 2011), this Conservative government would also intervene at an organisational level in a bid to manifest changes it sought at societal level (New Economics Foundation, 2011). Here, introduction of the National Living Wage was intended to enable low-wage workers to enjoy a greater share of the country’s economic gains (DBIS, 2015c).

However, despite this ambition for low-wage workers to receive a greater share of the country’s collective gains and its different method of calculation, the National Living Wage remains conceptually unchanged from the National Minimum Wage. As with the National Minimum Wage, needs of workers are considered in the calculation of the National Living Wage but these are not prioritised over the effects its rates may have on the wider economy and society (DBIS, 2015c). Pay is again conceptualised as a hybrid of classical economics which conceptualises pay as a contribution to production and social economics which conceptualises pay as a living for workers (Figart et al., 2002). Unlike the aspiration of a genuine living wage, the National Living Wage does not then solely or foremostly conceptualise pay as a living – where the needs of workers primarily determine minimum permissible levels of pay. Moreover, its conceptual similarity to the National Minimum Wage continues as its adoption of a relative target and basis of calculation for it to be sixty percent of median
hourly pay by 2020 again directly alters the pattern of outcome. As seen in the National Minimum Wage, in doing so the National Living Wage also assumes a teleological position with respect to fairness (Blackburn, 2008) and conceptualises fairness as distributive justice in the broader concept of organisational justice (CIPD, 2013; Colquitt et al., 2013; Greenberg, 1993).

Given the conceptual similarity of the National Minimum Wage and the National Living Wage, conflicts are again observed where norms of distribution are applied to the intervention of the National Living Wage (Grandey, 2001). For example, although the equality norm of distribution is enacted by requiring all workers aged twenty-five years old and over to receive the rate of the National Living Wage as a minimum, this norm is simultaneously breached by limiting its mandatory payment to these workers whilst excluding its payment to younger workers (GMB, 2016; UNISON, 2016; Unite, 2016). The government’s argument for applying the National Living Wage to workers aged twenty-five years old and over only was that the priority of younger workers should be to ‘secure work and gain experience so they can compete in the labour market’ (DBIS, 2015c, p. 7). However, this approach makes no allowance for the economic needs of these younger workers. Needs that would have been taken into account should the National Living Wage have prioritised the conceptualisation of pay as a living and predicated its calculation on the need norm of distribution associated with the idea of a genuine Living Wage.

8.1.3 The voluntary Living Wage
The Living Wage is again a response to the problem of fairly distributing benefits and burdens in society (e.g. Bentham, 2007 [1780]; Mill, 2001 [1863]; Rawls, 1971; etc.). However, unlike the statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the statutory National Living Wage, a genuine living wage, above all else, conceptualises pay as a living for workers (Figart et al., 2002). A living that is expected to provide a quality of life to workers that exceeds mere existence (e.g. ILO, 1919; Pyper, 2014; Smith, 2012; UN, 1948). In the United Kingdom a minimum wage intervention based on such a conceptualisation of pay is popularly offered by the Living Wage Foundation by way of its voluntary Living Wage scheme. The rate of this minimum wage seeks to ensure all
recipient workers are paid enough to meet their needs and in so doing are able to achieve a decent standard of living. Prioritisation of workers’ needs over all other considerations in the calculation of this voluntary Living Wage intervention thereby conceptually differentiates it from the statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage.

Nonetheless, conceptual similarities between the statutory interventions of the National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage and the voluntary Living Wage do exist. In determining workers’ pay in accordance with their needs to achieve a quality of life beyond existence, as seen in both the National Minimum Wage and the National Living Wage, the voluntary Living Wage also directly alters the pattern of allocative outcome. As with the statutory minimum wages, this means the voluntary Living Wage assumes a teleological position with respect to fairness (Blackburn, 2008) and conceptualises fairness as distributive justice in the broader concept of organisational justice (CIPD, 2013; Colquitt et al., 2013; Greenberg, 1993). However, as observed in both the National Minimum Wage and the National Living Wage, conflicts again occur where different norms of distribution are applied to the concept (Grandey, 2001). For example, calculation of the Living Wage Foundation’s voluntary Living Wage fundamentally employs the need norm of distribution to produce two rates that are based on the weighted average of costs of living in London and in the rest of the country. In applying each of these rates to all workers equally within London and equally within the remainder of the country the equality norm of distribution is also invoked.

The combined effect, however, produces a Living Wage that does not reflect individual worker need because, for instance, the needs of workers are estimated, averaged, and assumed according to geographical location (Grover, 2008). Individual household relationships regarding income and expenditure cannot be known and so accounted for accurately (Cooke and Lawton, 2008). Averaging either overprovides or underprovides for workers (Bennett, 2014; Rathbone, 1924). And the scheme’s use of rate capping to prevent excessive increases for employers in any one year holds the rate of pay at a level below that calculated as a living wage by its own definition (Living Wage Commission,
2016). Critically, where rate capping is applied this undermines the fundamental rationale of a living wage by displacing the primacy afforded to the needs of workers with the needs of others – in this case employers (Bennett, 2014).

8.2 Employer rationales for participating in a Living Wage ethical assurance scheme

This section examines the reasons given by employers for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage to understand why, in their own words, they chose to participate in this ethical assurance scheme. Employer reasons for signing up to the voluntary Brighton and Hove Living Wage were presented in chapter 7. These findings are used to explore why employers signed up to this voluntary Living Wage intervention. Resonating strongly with existing research (Heery et al., 2017; Werner and Lim, 2016a), the findings of chapter 7 showed employers largely said that they signed up to the voluntary Brighton and Hove Living Wage because it was in their organisations’ best interests to do so, because they thought it was the right thing to do, and, to a lesser extent, because they wanted to show leadership with respect to this change. Employers in the higher-paid industry of computer programming also said they signed up because it was in the interests of their employees to do so. However, contrary to expectation, employers did not say they signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they felt this was expected of them or because other employers were doing so.

8.2.1 Self-interest

According with reasons commonly cited by organisations for their adoption of ethical assurance schemes (Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors, 2015), employers said they signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they thought their participation would offer them business benefits or strategic advantage. A decision many recognised as easier for them because they already paid all, or most, of their employees at or above the rate of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Indeed, this general ease of participation appeared further indicated by participate employers’ lack of formal evaluation of their sign up to the scheme – or appetite to do so. However, in evaluating its sign up informally, one employer noted a business constraint in choosing to participate
in the scheme that it said it had to factor into its decision of whether or not to sign up. Critically for this employer, a decision to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage was a commitment to participate in the scheme forever. In practice this commitment would constrain the employer in two ways. First, the employer would no longer be able to employ low-cost labour and, second, the threshold that defined low-cost labour – the rate of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage – would be determined by an external body which was outside the employer’s control. A constraint recognised in other Living Wage schemes and that has meant, for some employers, they have been unable to sign up formally (Johnson, 2017). Further reasons of organisational self-interest given by employers signed up to the scheme echo those found by other studies.

Employers participant in Living Wage schemes widely report reputational and human resource benefits, the ability to win new work, and to be able to differentiate themselves from competitors (e.g. BHLW, 2015; BHLW, 2016; BHLW, 2017; Heery et al., 2017; Werner and Lim, 2016a). Here then, employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage said they had done so because it provided a good public relations opportunity and sent a message about the organisation’s values and ethical position to the outside world, to prospective employees, and to current employees. This concurs with the assertion that use of ethical assurance can assist organisations to manage, enhance, and protect their reputations. As it can also help them communicate their organisational values and brand (e.g. Dando and Raven, 2006; Greyser, 2009). In the marketplace use of an ethical assurance scheme such as the Brighton and Hove Living Wage may differentiate an organisation from its competitors sufficiently to make it attractive to a new cohort of customers whose values align to the initiative’s underlying rationale (Ethical Consumer, n.d.). Moreover, where clients are considering and beginning to specify that their contractors must pay their employees the Living Wage (e.g. Brighton and Hove City Council, 2012), employer participation in such ethical assurance schemes becomes a prerequisite of tendering for these contracts and of operating in that particular market (Ellis and Keane, 2008).
Employers also thought their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage helped them with staff recruitment and retention – a frequently reported effect of Living Wage schemes (BHLW, 2017; Heery et al., 2017; Werner and Lim, 2016a). However, reporting of this effect was concentrated in employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry. This was unexpected as the benefit of a higher minimum wage might typically be thought to be most attractive to employees and prospective employees of employers in low-paid industries where rates of pay are, by definition, at or closer to those of the statutory minima. Efficiency wage theory (Akerlof and Yellen, 1986), for example, contends employee retention will increase where wages are paid at a rate above market clearing rate – as is the case with the Brighton and Hove Living Wage that pays above the rates of the statutory National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage – because workers do not wish to relinquish a job that pays at a premium.

For employees in the higher-paid computer programming industry, whose rates of pay are typically far above that of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, the attraction of their employer’s sign up appears to be more principle driven given the assurance of a higher rate of minimum pay provided by the scheme would have no effect on their pay. Indeed, the need for such alignment between an employer’s values and an employee’s values is recognised as an important factor for the type of worker (graduate) who is likely to be employed in the computer programming industry (PwC, 2009; PwC, 2011). Nonetheless, appearing to contradict this one employer in the higher-paid computer programming industry thought its participation in the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme was unlikely to be a reason that people applied to work for it.

In a different vein, one employer in the low-paid adult social care industry signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage said it was not looking to recruit people for whom the organisation’s participation in the scheme was a reason for them applying to work for it. The employer explained this was a reflection of its recruitment strategy that sought carers who were motivated to take on this type of work for motivations other than financial reward. To deliver its highly personalised model of care based on low volume and very high
quality, this employer was seeking to recruit carers who probably wanted to do something different with their lives, wanted to build long-term relationships with their clients, and who would flex greatly to meet the individual requirements of their clients. The employer’s selection and recruitment of its carer employees was not therefore made on a basis for whom pay – including the organisation’s payment of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage – was a criterion for application.

Finally, one employer in the higher-paid computer programming industry said its participation in the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme had resulted in it recruiting higher-quality employees in those positions it now paid at the higher rate of this Living Wage to ensure value for money. This was of benefit to the employer because these higher-quality employees brought greater skills and experience to the organisations. However, in making this adjustment to their recruitment strategies such employers invoke some of the worker replacement effects that can be associated with minimum wages more generally. At the introduction of the National Minimum Wage, for example, employers had reported moving to the recruitment of qualified staff only as a means to extract greatest value from this increased rate of pay (LPC, 2000). As raised with the introduction of the National Living Wage, the effect can manifest in reverse where older workers who are eligible for the higher-rated minimum wage risk being replaced with lower-cost younger workers who are not eligible (LPC, 2017).

8.2.2 Rectitude

In larger organisations, the values and principles by which an organisation aspires to operate are typically set out in a code of ethics or similar document. However, such codes are highly abstracted as they sit at distance from the multitude of employees whose actions ultimately make up the behaviours of these large organisations. How to realise these organisational values in the actions of every employee when every employee will, at least, have their own interpretation of this code, have their own moral compass, and have their own level of allegiance to the organisation is a real and difficult problem for these larger organisations (Dando and Raven, 2006; Webley, 2006). In smaller organisations, however, the level of abstraction between the values of an
organisation and the behaviours of its employees is reduced because the workforce itself is so much smaller and because the distance between it and the organisation’s owner-management is so much closer. In practice this means the values and moral code of owner-managers are infused with the operation of the organisation to a greater extent in smaller organisations (Spence, 2014). This realisation of the values and moral codes of owner-managers in the operation of smaller organisations appears to be demonstrated then by the widespread sign up of such organisations to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage for moral reasons.

Moreover, in signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage for moral reasons, these employers recognise their employees as stakeholders in their organisations. Stakeholders who are important in their own right and who warrant consideration alongside the other interests of the organisation, including its requirement to produce profit. This was specifically identified by one employer who regarded it as exploitative for the owners of an organisation to reap a good life from the organisation if its employees were not at least achieving a decent quality of life as a result of their working for the organisation. Such appreciation of employees – stakeholders other than an organisation’s owners – demonstrates then a stakeholder approach to responsible business (Freeman, 1984). Indeed, by not prioritising the generation of profit above all else such an approach rejects the shareholder primacy model (Friedman, 2002). Instead it aligns closer to the likes of the ambitions of UK company law that sees the duty of directors to be to promote the success of their company for all its members and with regard to, amongst other matters, its employees (Companies Act 2006 (s 172(1))). In terms of Carroll’s (1979) model of corporate social responsibility, in signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage for moral reasons, these organisations can be seen then to be realising their social responsibility to act economically, legally, and ethically.

The realisation of these owner-managers’ values and moral codes through the operation of their organisations appears reinforced when considered in terms of the conceptual basis of the Living Wage intervention. As revealed earlier, employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage tend to
conceptualise fair pay as procedural justice and distributive justice. Given the conceptualisation of fair pay as distributive justice aligns with the conceptual basis of the voluntary Living Wage intervention, this suggests employers’ attitudes towards fairness are realised through their action of signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage ethical assurance scheme. And this appears strengthened by these employers’ conceptualisation of pay as a living for workers (Figart et al., 2002). Here employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage often give the interests of their employees as a reason for their participation in the scheme. Typically, that their employees should receive pay sufficient to enable them to live a decent quality of life locally. For these employers then sign up to the Living Wage is a realisation of both their conceptualisation of fairness as distributive justice and their conceptualisation of pay as a living. It is a demonstration of their values and moral codes being brought to life through their organisations.

However, contrary to expectation, this realisation of owner-managers’ personal values and ethical positions was more pronounced in employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry. Employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry tended to give the interests of their employees as a reason for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage more so than employers in the low-paid adult social care industry. This may then illustrate how the cost of participating in ethical assurance schemes can be prohibitively expensive for some organisations (Ellis and Keane, 2008). Compare, for example, the typical difference in adjustment costs between an employer in the low-paid industry of adult social care and an employer in the higher-paid industry of computer programming that sign up to the Living Wage. Employers in low-paid industries will have a relatively, and possibly prohibitively, high adjustment cost given the relatively large number of workers they will be paying at or around the statutory minima. Employers in higher-paying industries, on the contrary, will have a relatively low adjustment cost given the relatively small number of workers they will be paying at or around the statutory minima (e.g. BHLWC, 2012; LPC, 2017).
Such higher-paying employers who require a small, or nil, cost adjustment to participate in the Living Wage may then find it easier to vocalise their moral commitment to this ethical behaviour when it can be achieved at comparatively little financial cost. Indeed, for such employers, sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage may change little operationally and bring little benefit to those the scheme targets but may, nonetheless, strengthen the participating organisation’s social licence to operate (Carroll, 1979; Ellis and Keane, 2008; Hughes, 2010; Mutersbaugh, 2010). On the other hand, the relative straightforwardness of committing to pay a Living Wage may provide these smaller organisations with an ethical assurance scheme in which they can participate that other more complex and operationally expensive schemes, often aimed at larger organisations, do not (Soundararajan and Spence, 2016; Tilley, 2000).

8.2.3 Leadership

As seen in the voluntary Living Wage led by the Living Wage Foundation in the UK (LWF, 2018b; Wills, 2009b), early adoption of new business practices by organisations can have a normalising effect that leads to their widespread take up by other organisations. Organisations commit to new (ethical) behaviours because these become expected of them by wider society (Carroll, 1979; Harris, 2011) and to fail to do so may put them at a strategic disadvantage with respect to their competitors (Montagnon, 2014). Contrary to expectation then, employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage did not give this reason for participating in this ethical assurance scheme.

However, several employers said their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage was an act of moral leadership where their participation would be a deliberate demonstration of their values and ethical positions. Indeed, for one employer, its participation in this ethical assurance scheme was specifically intended to encourage other employers to also sign up. These employers were then on the flipside of the rationale that contended organisations would sign up to this ethical assurance scheme because they thought it was expected of them or because other employers were doing so (Carroll, 1979; Harris, 2011). Where this argument envisioned participants to be followers of change, these
employers were instead leaders of change. Echoing the findings of allied research that found employers said they became a Living Wage employer to lead this change in their industry or in their geographical region (Heery et al., 2017).

Moreover, considered in terms of the expectation that boards should establish the culture, values and ethics of their companies and that they should lead by example (FRC, 2016), such behaviour of these owner-managers seems to demonstrate their intent in this regard at the very least. Indeed, the assumption of this ethical leadership role by organisations may, for some, constitute philanthropy. In terms of Carroll's (1979) model, to realise his fourth aspect of corporate social responsibility: discretionary social responsibility.

8.3 Influences encouraging employers to move from statutory compliance to ethical assurance

This section explores some of the key influences that appear to have encouraged employers to move from statutory compliance to the adoption of ethical assurance with respect to a minimum wage in their organisations. Alignment of the conceptual basis of the Living Wage and the conceptualisation of fair pay of employers signed up to this ethical assurance scheme appeared to encourage employers to adopt the Brighton and Hove Living Wage at a conceptual level. Although employers said the statutory National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage did not influence their decisions to sign up to the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, some effect of this National Minimum Wage legislation did, however, appear to influence the design of the popular national voluntary Living Wage scheme led by the Living Wage Foundation and the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme and their subsequent take up by employers. Lastly, the closeness of the relationship and heightened interdependence that tends to exist between employer and employees in smaller organisations appears to have encouraged employers in these smaller organisations to move from statutory compliance to ethical assurance with respect to a minimum wage in their organisations.
8.3.1 Conceptual

To understand how employers might be influenced to move from statutory compliance to ethical assurance at a conceptual level, the use of the concepts of fairness and pay in the statutory National Minimum Wage and the National Living Wage and the voluntary Living Wage were compared to employers’ conceptualisations of fair pay. To do this the concepts of fairness and pay found to be in use by the statutory National Minimum Wage and the National Living Wage and the voluntary Living Wage identified earlier were compared to the empirical findings of employer conceptualisations of fair pay presented in chapter 6.

The findings of chapter 6 showed employers commonly conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice within the wider concept of organisational justice by drawing on the equity norm of distribution. For all employers then, within this conceptualisation of fairness, fair pay was deemed to be an amount of pay that was awarded to a worker which was considered proportional to their personal contribution – where greater personal contribution warranted greater individual reward. Here then, pay was conceptualised as fair when it adhered to a process that relates personal input (individual contribution) to personal reward (individual pay). A process that adopts the equity norm of distribution (Adams, 1965; Hammer, 2009; Schroeder, 1995), aligns with a deontological position that sees outcome determined by way of a process, and in so doing provides a manifestation of procedural justice from the wider concept of organisational justice (Blackburn, 2008; CIPD, 2013; Colquitt et al., 2013; Greenberg, 1993).

However, in addition to this common conceptualisation of pay as procedural justice, employers from the higher-paid computer programming industry who were signed up to the voluntary Brighton and Hove Living Wage also conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice. These employers then also conceptualised pay as fair when it adhered to their expectations around its pattern of outcome. Expectations that typically wanted their employees to receive an amount of pay sufficient for them to live locally and to enjoy a reasonable quality of life. Unlike the previous, common, conceptualisation of fair pay that is realised through adherence to some process of allocation, this
A conceptualisation of fair pay is then realised when it produces a satisfactory pattern of outcome. Drawing on the need norm of distribution to ensure workers receive sufficient pay to prevent them from being unable to live locally and to enjoy a reasonable quality of life, this conceptualisation of fairness adopts a teleological position by altering the pattern of outcome directly and in so doing presents a manifestation of distributive justice from the wider concept of organisational justice (Blackburn, 2008; CIPD, 2013; Colquitt et al., 2013; Greenberg, 1993).

That employers signed up to the voluntary Brighton and Hove Living Wage generally conceptualised fair pay differently to those who were not signed up – by conceptualising fair pay in an additional way – suggests there may be a relationship between the way in which employers conceptualise fair pay and the conceptual bases that underpin such minimum wage interventions. Employer participation in statutory and voluntary minimum wage interventions are considered in turn.

Given employers have a statutory obligation to pay their employees the National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage, the decision to participate in these minimum wage interventions is not a prerogative afforded to employers who want to remain lawful. These interventions do not therefore need to align or appeal to employers in such a way or ways that would encourage them to voluntarily participate. Employer participation is mandatory irrespective of an individual employer’s support for or resistance to either intervention. Therefore, that the conceptual bases of the National Minimum Wage and the National Living Wage do not align with the conceptualisation of fairness found commonly in employers is, essentially, immaterial. Employers who wish to remain lawful will fulfil the statutory requirements of paying their employees the National Minimum Wage and the National Living Wage regardless of whether they conceptualise these interventions as fair or not.

On the other hand, unlike their mandated participation in the National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage, the voluntary Living Wage requires employers to elect to participate given it is a non-statutory minimum wage intervention. A
minimum wage intervention that, to date, has required the payment of a higher than statutory minimum wage to employees and one that, as such, may well incur cost to participant employers. An appetite to tolerate such potential cost or to encourage participation might then be positively influenced where an employer’s conceptualisation of fair pay accords with the conceptualisation of fair pay that underpins the intervention. Considered conversely, an appetite to tolerate such potential cost or encourage participation might be expected to be negatively influenced where an employer’s conceptualisation of fair pay does not accord with the conceptualisation of fair pay that underpins the intervention. Indeed, there appears to be a general accordance between the conceptualisation of fair pay of employers signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage and the conceptual basis of the intervention itself. Employers signed up to the voluntary Brighton and Hove Living Wage (also) conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice and the intervention itself is based on the conceptualisation of fair pay as distributive justice.

8.3.2 Legislative
The findings of chapter 7 showed employers were not generally influenced by the statutory National Minimum Wage or its extension of the National Living Wage in their decisions to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Although some employers did say these statutory pay minima had raised their awareness of minimum wages more generally. However, this lack of general influence of the National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage on the decision of employers to sign up to this ethical assurance scheme was somewhat unexpected given all were smaller employers and almost half were in the low-paid industry of adult social care. Being smaller employers and, in the case of those in the low-paid industry of adult social care, employers in an industry with a high prevalence of low pay, these employers were expected to be more aware and sensitive to the statutory National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage given these types of employer typically experience greater adjustments to accommodate higher minimum wages (e.g. LPC, 2000). The difference in regional adjustments that typically follow an increase in the National Minimum Wage may offer some explanation of this response of employers. Here greatest effect of an increase in the National Minimum Wage
has been seen in those geographic areas of the country that have the largest proportion of low-paying jobs and lowest average rates of pay. The Southeast does not typically feature amongst these regions because its higher average pay rate means it is, on average, less affected by increases in the statutory national minimum wage (LPC, 2017). Employers operating in this local labour market may then expect to pay at elevated rates – rates sufficiently high that the statutory National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage become of little or no significance to them. However, there may be limits to this explanation given the flattening effect of averaging pay across the region and country. In 2018, for example, a survey for the BBC found the average monthly wage in Brighton to be £496 compared to a national average of £539 and £633 in the neighbouring town of Crawley – also in the Southeast (Carter and Swinney, 2018). Showing that despite the Southeast having one of the highest rates of average pay in the country, there is a range of high and low pay across the region that is hidden by the averaging process.

Although employers generally reported the statutory pay minima did not influence their decisions to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage, an effect of the national minimum wage legislation was, nonetheless, observed. Section 3 of the National Minimum Wage Act 1998 permits the Secretary of State, by the introduction of regulations, to modify how the National Minimum Wage is applied to qualifying workers who have not yet reached the age of 26 years old and those who have reached the aged of 25 years old that meet certain conditions. This includes being able to vary the rate of the National Minimum Wage that applies to these workers and to exclude them from the National Minimum Wage altogether. However, this legislative provision that enables the Secretary of State to treat certain workers differently with respect to the National Minimum Wage, and its extension of the National Living Wage, appears to establish a de facto precedent with regard to the likes of the national voluntary Living Wage led by the Living Wage Foundation and the local Brighton and Hove Living Wage as both schemes similarly permit variations for certain classifications of worker. Specifically identified in the National Minimum Wage Act 1998 (s 3(1A(c))), this provision applies to workers participating in a scheme designed to provide training, work experience or temporary work.
Similarly, the national voluntary Living Wage does not require its Living Wage rate to be paid to ‘volunteers, apprentices or interns’ (LWF, 2018c, p. 10) and the Brighton and Hove Living Wage does not require its Living Wage rate to be paid to interns or apprentices – although trainees aged 18 years or older should be in receipt (Nicholls, 2018).

Invoking the equity norm of distribution (Schroeder, 1995) and presenting an example of procedural justice (CIPD, 2013; Colquitt et al., 2013; Greenberg, 1993), these variations typically seek to provide employers with the opportunity to offset some of the cost they incur in training and developing these employees, and in them not yet having a fully formed set of the skills, with a reduction or non-application of minimum wage rates that would normally apply. These concessions appear important and influential in the decision of employers to adopt a (voluntary) Living Wage ethical assurance scheme as, for example, one employer specifically said their sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage had been dependent upon them being able to continue paying their apprentices at the (lower) corresponding rate of the National Minimum Wage.

However, this particular employer’s description of fair pay again highlights the difficulty in reconciling concurrent conceptualisations of fairness and pay. Whilst conceptualising fair pay by drawing on the equity norm of distribution with respect to the pay of apprentices, this employer also described fair pay elsewhere as equality – specifically referring to gender pay rates – and a response to need – citing the inadequacy of the National Minimum Wage rate to provide sufficient income for an employee to live a decent quality of life in the Brighton locale as a reason for them signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Moreover, that when measured in terms of a contribution to production, apprenticeships should receive less pay, but when considering employees generally, all should receive enough to live a decent quality of life locally (Figart et al., 2002).
8.3.3 Relational

Examination of the operational models of the employers detailed in chapter 3 showed these organisations typically run in a highly relational manner. This was found to be the case for employers in both the low-paid adult social care industry and the higher-paid computer programming industry. Employers in both industries endeavour to create a stable, cohesive, and rewarding working environment that enables their employees to deliver the best possible service to their clients. In both industries this means delivering a highly customer-focused service that responds to the individual needs of clients. In adult social care this typically means a care worker building and maintaining a close relationship with a client to help them support the physical and emotional needs they and their family are likely to have. In the computer programming industry this typically means a developer working closely with a client over often extended periods of time, and quite possibly multiple projects, in order to build rapport, understand their requirements, and to deliver a solution that meets their expectations. Delivery of service in both industries is then highly personalised and relational. This is reflected in the management and operational approaches of the employers.

Despite all being for-profit businesses the owners and managers of these organisations widely described being driven by a motive other than financial reward. Those in adult social care often wanted more than anything to provide the best possible care for older people so they might enjoy to the fullest the later stages of their lives. Those in computer programming often wanted to return something to their local community and to nurture and develop upcoming talent. Indeed, two owner-managers – one from each industry – regarded their businesses as essentially non-profit making but, being of independent means, more of a passion in which they could indulge and realise their non-profit ambitions. Employers’ businesses were largely independent, run by their owners, and had relatively flat hierarchies. Consequently, employers generally knew their individual employees very well, knew of their families, and were aware of significant events taking place in their lives.
Demonstrating the value smaller employers typically ascribe to their employees, the interdependence that exists between them, and the heightened mutual exchange that often takes place in their operation (Murillo and Lozano, 2006), most employers adopted a very flexible approach to the working environment, management, and pay setting. As a result, in all but the one computer programming employer that was attached to a larger international corporation, pay setting typically adopted a more informal approach that allowed substantial scope to respond to management and individual employee wants and needs:

There will always be a gap [between pay rates]. I've no science behind it at the moment, no ... I wish I knew.

ASC2

I just do it on a fair basis. I can’t give you any logic, I’m afraid to say.

ASC3

It is quite informal. It is almost always my decision alone, and I might talk it through with one or two of the other Directors, but it is really my decision. But I think I base it on that evidence in my mind, but there is not a formal procedure that we follow.

CP2

That’s a good question because I don’t think we’ve ever really had a strategy for it as such ... Really it’s based on nothing other than an anecdotal analysis of what I think the role should be based at and what I think I can get people for. Sometimes I’m right with that and sometimes I’m wrong, but there’s not been much science to it.

CP3

Rates of pay were often negotiated with individual employees and included reciprocal agreements around role flexibility, hours worked, location of working, expenses, and professional development. Apart from the computer programming employer that was attached to an international corporation (CP4), these organisations and their owner-managers strongly exhibited the attributes
often associated with smaller organisations: independence, multi-tasking, highly personalised, and actively managed by their owners (Perrini et al., 2007).

Indeed, the smaller-organisation characteristics of these employers appeared to influence their conceptualisations of fair pay. Although, unexpectedly, this was more pronounced in employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry. These employers widely described fair pay as being pay that was sufficient for their employees to live a decent quality of life locally. They spoke in detail about the specific needs and circumstances of individual employees and how the organisation had worked to accommodate these the best it could and in balance with the needs and awards to other employees. Some employees were starting new families or had had recent additions, others were commuting substantial distances, and some might be caring for friends or relatives.

Drawing on their deep knowledge of individual employees and displaying the highly personalised and familial-like relationships typically found in smaller organisations (Soundararajan and Spence, 2016), these employers then regularly adjusted pay awards to reflect individual employee need. However, in doing so they also tried to achieve a parity of approach across their employees. In responding to employee need and in endeavouring to achieve some sense of uniformity in their actions, these employers were enacting the need norm of distribution and the equality norm of distribution in pursuit of distributive justice (Blackburn, 2008; CIPD, 2013; Colquitt et al., 2013; Greenberg, 1993). Moreover, when determining the pay and pay package of an individual employee with consideration to those of others, employers also invoked a further norm of distribution. A norm of distribution that determined an individual employee’s pay relative to others. Indeed, the existence of this relativity norm of distribution appears corroborated by it being described by several employers in their conceptualisations of fair pay.

In their decisions to adopt the Brighton and Hove Living Wage employers appeared then to be manifesting some of the closeness they have in the relationship between themselves and their employees. To some extent employers appear to sign up to this ethical assurance scheme because they
think it will make a difference to (some of) their employees. Or, at the very least, that it will demonstrate the concern they have for them. Indeed, for many employers this is illustrated by them paying the Brighton and Hove Living Wage to employees who are officially excludable, such as interns and apprentices. Moreover, realising distributive justice by enacting the equality norm of distribution and need norm of distribution, that these employers pay the Brighton and Hove Living Wage to all their employees as a minimum in order that they all receive this ethically assured local minimum wage.

8.4 Chapter summary

This chapter responded to the research question by discussing the empirical data presented in chapters 5, 6 and 7 with reference to the literature reviewed in chapter 2 and the institutional context detailed in chapter 4. It examined the concepts of fairness and pay employed in the minimum wage interventions of the statutory National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage and the voluntary Living Wage; rationales employers had for participating in the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage; and, key influences that encouraged employers to move from statutory compliance to ethical assurance with respect to a minimum wage in their organisations.

The statutory National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage were found to draw on the conceptualisation of pay as both a contribution to production and a living for workers because in their calculation both consider the needs of workers but also their affordability with respect to the wider economy. On the other hand, the voluntary Living Wage conceptualised pay as a living for workers because it prioritised attainment of a wage that would provide workers with a decent quality of life above all other considerations (Figart et al., 2002). All three interventions conceptualised fairness teleologically because they directly affect the pattern of outcome of pay and, as such, are instances of distributive justice when considered in terms of the wider concept of organisational justice (Blackburn, 2008; CIPD, 2013; Colquitt et al., 2013; Greenberg, 1993). Each intervention employs the equality norm of distribution and need norm of distribution in its operation. However, conflicts within and
between each of these norms were found to exist in all three interventions (Grandey, 2001).

Echoing existing research (Heery et al., 2017; Werner and Lim, 2016a), rationales given by employers for signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage were because it was in the best interests of their organisation to do so, because they thought it was the morally right thing to do, and, to a lesser extent, because they wanted to show leadership regarding the uptake of this ethical assurance scheme. Employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry also articulated a rationale for signing up as it being in the interest of their employees to do so. This suggested three key rationales for employers signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage: self-interest, rectitude, and leadership. Contrary to expectation though, employers did not sign up to the ethical assurance scheme because they felt this was expected of them or because other employers were doing so.

Three key influences that may have encouraged employers to move from statutory compliance to the adoption of ethical assurance with respect to an organisational minimum wage were examined. The conceptual alignment of the voluntary Living Wage intervention and participant employers’ conceptualisation of fair pay as distributive justice suggested a positive influence on employers’ decisions to adopt this ethical assurance scheme at a conceptual level. The statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage appear to have influenced the design of national voluntary Living Wage schemes led by the Living Wage Foundation and the Brighton and Hove Living Wage – particularly regarding the applicability of minimum wage rates to younger workers and those undertaking training and development programmes. The concessions these provide to employers regarding these workers influenced some employers in their decisions to sign up to the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. And the closer, more interdependent relationship that tends to exist between employer and employee in smaller organisations (Murillo and Lozano, 2006) appeared to positively influence employers in their decisions to move from statutory compliance to ethical assurance with respect to a minimum wage in their organisations.
9.0 Conclusions

This chapter presents the main findings of this study, draws conclusions from these in response to the research question, and sets out this research’s unique contribution to the body of knowledge. It closes in suggesting further areas of possible research.

9.1 Main findings, conclusions and unique contribution to the body of knowledge

The main finding and conclusion of this research is that employers are motivated to adopt the ethical assurance scheme of the Living Wage in a context of statutory compliance because the conceptual basis of this voluntary minimum wage intervention aligns with their conceptualisations of fair pay. This extends our current understanding of why employers sign up to the Living Wage because research to date had only gone as far as examining employer rationales for participating in this ethical assurance scheme. These employer rationales tend toward two reasons for scheme participation: organisational self-interest and because it is considered the morally right thing to do. As well as contributing new knowledge, this study corroborates the findings of such previous research. Moreover, it also finds employer adoption of the Living Wage is influenced by the closer, more interdependent relationship that typically exists between employer and employee in smaller organisations. However, in endeavouring to answer the question, What is fair pay?, employers were unable to reach a single, definitive, description or conceptualisation.

Alignment of employer interpretations of fair pay and the conceptual basis of the voluntary Living Wage intervention appeared important then to employers’ moves from statutory compliance to ethical assurance with respect to the payment of minimum wages in their organisations. Employers who adopted this ethical assurance scheme typically conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice – the conceptual basis of the voluntary Living Wage intervention. However, that employers also conceptualised fair pay in other ways gave rise to conflicts between these differing conceptualisations that made it difficult for employers to resolve to a single, definitive, description, and conceptualisation of fair pay. Here, all employers conceptualised fair pay as procedural justice by drawing on
the equity norm of distribution. This saw fair pay as an individual employee receiving an amount of pay that was proportional to their individual contribution. However, this then conflicted where employers also conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice by drawing on the equality or need norms of distribution. These might see fair pay as, for example, employees being awarded different levels of pay in response to the differing financial demands they face personally.

Employers justified their adoption of the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage as being in the interests of their employees to do so. Based on the needs of workers to achieve a decent quality of life, these employers conceptualised fair pay as a living for their employees (Figart et al., 2002). However, this justification was typically offered by employers in the higher-paid computer programming industry. An industry, by definition, that is likely to have a low prevalence of low-paid workers. Indeed, how far this conceptualisation might go in practice may yet be open to question given the minimal amount of adjustment these employers have had to make to date to accommodate this ethical assurance scheme in their organisations. On the other hand, employers’ conceptualisation of pay as a contribution to production (Figart et al., 2002) seems apparent in their justification for signing up to this ethical assurance scheme because it was in the best interests of their organisations. Here employers signed up to the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because this provided organisational advantages and benefits. Resonating strongly with existing research (BHLW, 2015; Heery et al., 2017; Werner and Lim, 2016a), organisations reported gains in employee recruitment and retention, worker performance, winning new work and accessing markets, employee and public relations, and organisational reputation.

Again echoing existing research (Heery et al., 2017), employers also said they sought to provide leadership to others within their industries and geographic locales to adopt the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Such motivation chimes closely with employers signing up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage because they thought it was the right thing to do. However, these justifications for participating in this ethical assurance
scheme were again more pronounced in employers in the higher-paid industry of computer programming. As deliberated earlier, the value of these justifications may therefore need to be tempered given these higher-paying employers may have little or no adjustment to make when signing up to the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Moreover, given these nil or minimal employer adjustments, it may be contended that employers’ moves to the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage are doing little to change the underlying problem of low pay but are instead providing these organisations with greater social licence to operate (Carroll, 1979; Ellis and Keane, 2008; Hughes, 2010; Mutersbaugh, 2010).

The statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage appeared to have minimal influence on employers’ moves from statutory compliance to ethical assurance with respect to the payment of minimum wages in their organisations. Despite some awareness raising for some employers and a recognition that these provided a level of pay insufficient to sustain a decent quality of life in the city, employers did not identify these statutory pay minima as drivers for their adoption of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. The minimal influence of the National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage on employers’ decisions to sign up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage may have been a reflection of the higher average wage of the Southeast region. Indeed, given employers reported that their employees were already largely paid well above the rates of the National Minimum Wage and the National Living Wage, these statutory pay minima were likely to be of much less significance in their decisions to sign up to the higher-rated voluntary Brighton and Hove Living Wage.

However, influence of the National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage was seen in the design of voluntary Living Wage schemes and in their uptake. Design of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage scheme resembles that of the statutory National Minimum Wage and its extension of the National Living Wage because it enables certain workers to be treated differently. The scheme permits participant employers to exclude apprentices and interns from payment of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. For some
employers this enabled them to sign up to the scheme where they would not have been able to otherwise. However, this further demonstrated how concurrent conceptualisations of fair pay can conflict with one another. By drawing on the equity norm of distribution and the concept of procedural justice, this employer, for example, described pay lower than the rate of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage for its apprentices as fair pay because these employees were also receiving training and development from the organisation. However, drawing on the need norm of distribution and the concept of distributive justice, the same employer described fair pay as employees receiving enough pay to live a decent quality of life locally. Commenting that the rate of the statutory National Minimum Wage – of which the employer’s apprentices were receiving the lower apprentice rate – was inadequate for anyone to live a decent quality of life in the city.

The smaller size of these employers appeared to allow the values and moral positions of their owner-managers to readily present in the operation of their organisations (Spence, 2014). Indeed, many spoke of their motivation for being in business as being something other than financial reward. This appeared reflected in how these owner-managers related to their employees. They knew their employees well and typically adopted a very flexible approach to their working environment, management, and pay setting. Perhaps reflecting the heightened co-dependency between employer and employee that typically exists in smaller organisations (Murillo and Lozano, 2006), these owner-managers appeared to show genuine concern for their employees. This appeared to present in their conceptualisations of fair pay and how those signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage largely conceptualised fair pay as distributive justice and a response to employee need. Such concern for their employees challenges the often dominant image of business as being primarily profit-driven (e.g. Friedman, 2002). Instead then, these employers demonstrated a more inclusive approach where they regard their employees as stakeholders in their businesses (Freeman, 1984). In doing so, they are also bringing to life the apparent aspirations of the Companies Act 2006 (s 172(1)) which places a duty on directors to promote the success of their companies for all its members and with regard to, amongst other matters, its employees.
The theoretical model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically offered by Harris (2011) provided a sound initial basis of enquiry with which to examine why employers adopted the ethical assurance scheme of the Brighton and Hove Living Wage. Two of the three justifications in her model presented empirically: it is in an organisation’s best interests to behave ethically and acting ethically is the only right way for an organisation to behave. However, the third justification – doing what is right, fair and just is expected of an organisation – did not present empirically. Moreover, a further justification for organisations behaving ethically presented empirically: to lead an ethical change in order that others might follow. This suggests that Harris’s (2011) model provides a good starting point with respect to the theoretical justifications organisations might give for behaving ethically but that its further testing may yet be required to ensure all possible justifications have been included. In a similar vein, use of norms of distribution as a basis of enquiry revealed a further norm may exist. Here, the empirical data indicated a relativeness norm of distribution may also be deployed to regulate the allocation of social benefits or burdens (e.g. Bentham, 2007 [1780]; Mill, 2001 [1863]; Rawls, 1971; etc.). Although not used in practice by employers participant in this study, this norm did nonetheless feature in their descriptions and conceptualisations of fair pay.

Finally, Carroll’s (1979) model of corporate social responsibility appears to offer a sound approach to classifying organisational approaches to responsible business. The four classifications of corporate social responsibility presented in his model were evident in the behaviour of employers. Reflecting the first social responsibility, all organisations were economic – they produced goods or services that society demands and sold these for a profit. With respect to minimum pay, in terms of the second social responsibility, they were all legal as they paid their employees at or above the rates of the statutory National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage. Regarding the third social responsibility, those signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage were seen to be acting ethically. And reflecting the fourth social responsibility, those who signed up to the Brighton and Hove Living Wage in order to lead this change in other employers might be considered to be acting philanthropically.
This research therefore makes a unique contribution to the body of knowledge. It does so by finding employers can be motivated to move from statutory compliance to ethical assurance with respect to minimum pay in their organisations by the conceptual alignment of such schemes – in this case, the Living Wage – and their interpretations of fair pay. Where previous research (e.g. BHLW, 2015; Heery et al., 2017; Werner and Lim, 2016a) found employer rationales for adopting the Living Wage tended toward organisational self-interest and moral reasons, this study has contributed new knowledge by showing employers are also influenced in their decisions to sign up to this ethical assurance scheme by the ways in which they conceptualise fairness and fair pay. They were motivated to sign up to the Living Wage because the conceptual basis of this voluntary minimum wage intervention aligned with their conceptualisations of fair pay.

9.2 Suggestions for further research
Completion of this study revealed a number of further areas of possible research. Theoretically, Harris’s (2011) model of justifications for organisations behaving ethically appears incomplete. This study found employers gave a justification for behaving ethically that was not included in Harris’s theoretical model: to lead an ethical change in order that others might follow, and one theoretical justification included that did not present empirically: doing what is right, fair and just is expected of an organisation. Therefore, a further area of research would be to test Harris’s theoretical model further to ensure its completeness and that it reflects the social world as accurately as possible.

Conceptually, additional norms of distribution appear to influence employer conceptualisations of fair pay. In this study the equity, equality, and need norms of distribution all featured in employers’ conceptualisations fair pay (Reeskens and van Oorschot, 2013). However, employers also employed a further norm of distribution – a \textit{relativeness norm of distribution} – in their conceptualisations. Therefore, a further area of research would be to examine employer conceptualisations of fair pay to understand what further norms of distribution might influence how employers conceptualise fair pay and the fair allocation of this social good.
Empirically, further research is called for given adoption of this ethical assurance scheme of the Living Wage has, in actuality, resulted in minimal adjustments to employee pay in employers participant in this study. As the likes of Hughes (2010) discusses in depth, despite the relentless pursuit of organisational change, such efforts can frequently deliver little real change in the organisation.

Methodologically, three further design approaches could be applied. A first could be to repeat the study using a different research design that might increase research reliability. This could employ, for example, the use of qualitative survey to remove the variability introduced by the interviewer. Although this may limit the depth of interviewee responses compared to those that can be collected through the ability of an interviewer to probe interviewees further in unstructured or semi-structured qualitative interviews (Woodhouse, 2007). A second could be to repeat the study in the larger population of the comparable national voluntary Living Wage scheme that is led by the Living Wage Foundation. This national scheme has a participant population that is more than ten times the size of the Brighton and Hove scheme so presents an opportunity to increase research validity by enlarging the study’s sample size (Ritchie et al., 2014). A third could be to repeat the study using the participant population of a different ethical assurance scheme that incorporates a fair pay dimension, such as the Business in the Community Corporate Responsibility Index. Findings from such a study or studies might conflict with or corroborate the findings of this study and so challenge or strengthen generalisability (Bryman, 2012).
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Appendix A: Profiles of participant organisations

**Industry:** Adult social care  
**Corporate form:** All private companies limited by shares  
**UK registered charity:** None

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Interviewee role/s</th>
<th>BHLW</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>General business model</th>
<th>Operational highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ASC1        | Managing Director  | Yes  | Medium| ≈ 70 employees  
(KOG6)  
≈ 60 f/t and 10 p/t | • Domiciliary care provider to privately and council-funded clients.  
• Atypically, all clients charged at council client rates, which, being substantially lower than private client rates, assures highly competitive price in the private marketplace.  
• High concentration of clients in Brighton and Hove City locale. | • Carers employed as drivers, cyclists or walkers across approx. 35 routes – each servicing clients by routes orientated about clients’ geographical location.  
• 12 hour care shift (7-7 or 8-8).  
• A number of zero-hours contracts but relatively structured working means working hours are typically... |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Interviewee role/s</th>
<th>BHLW</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>General business model</th>
<th>Operational highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASC2</td>
<td>Manager, Owner</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>≈ 50 employees ≈ 45 carers (KOG6) ≈ 3 f/t and 48 p/t</td>
<td>• Domiciliary care provider to privately funded clients only. • Low volume, very high quality. • Highly personalised model of care matches clients to carers to ensure high provision of same carer to client throughout. • Employer not yet paying themselves.</td>
<td>• All zero-hours contracts with no guaranteed work. • Not seeking carers in the traditional sense – but instead those looking for a values-driven role and high client commitment • Not seeking carers for whom pay is a motivating factor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASC3</td>
<td>Manager, Owner</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>19 employees 11 carers (KOG6) 18 f/t and 1 p/t</td>
<td>• Very small rest home with 16 clients aged 90+ years who want to be fit and well – who want to live. • Specialist provision taking privately-funded clients only in poor health and to get them as fit and well as possible.</td>
<td>• Head office operations off-site with management done by owner with support from retired spouse. • Business systems well established and efficient with all operations, e.g. health and safety, HR, payroll, lift and fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Interviewee role/s</td>
<td>BHLW</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>General business model</td>
<td>Operational highlights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Essentially two businesses: an hotel and a care service.
- Passionate owner-manager is qualified nurse who has always run care homes as their hobby – previously having 4 care homes.
- Effectively a family-run business – which staff and clients like as it’s small, family and friendly.
- Financial viability dependent on servicing of private clients only and that owner-manager does not draw a wage but has low personal expenditure and alternative source of income.
- Despite regular enquires, no waiting list held due to safety, critically contracted out to enable full focus on carework by employed staff.
- Despite some consequential additional overhead, very varied mix of staff (multicultural, nursing and non-nursing students, apprentices and volunteers) and large number of visiting professionals (incl. GPs, community nurses and nutritionists) encouraged as this stimulates and provides vibrant workplace and environment for clients.
- Employees really live the home’s values with any mismatched staff, or residents,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Interviewee role/s</th>
<th>BHLW</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>General business model</th>
<th>Operational highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>relatively slow client turnover.</td>
<td>moving on quickly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ASC4        | Manager            | No   | Medium | 60 employees (KOG6) 5 f/t and 55 p/t | • Nursing and residential care home – one of a number belonging to owner-director.  
- Despite being run for profit, owner-director accepts 1 council-funded client for every 2 privately funded clients – higher paying private clients effectively cross-funding council clients for whom a smaller fee is received.  
- Relative isolation of home with respect to others and its closeness to the local hospital increases demand and makes | • Relatively persistent core of carers provided by cohort of permanent, often part-time, employees scheduled around their typical availability, i.e. school times as most are mothers with young children.  
- Bank of carers maintained to augment core care staff in order to reduce staff turnover by enabling carers to work when they are available and to assist employer in meeting fluctuations in demand.  
- Locale is predominantly social |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Interviewee role/s</th>
<th>BHLW</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>General business model</th>
<th>Operational highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>visiting the hospital to carry out potential client assessments quicker and easier than it is for other providers. Previous use of premises can deter some potential clients.</td>
<td>housing so local residents – who are typically of a lower educational achievement – see a job at the home and an associated career in caring as a relatively attractive package, especially given its closeness to home and that it can fit with school times.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Industry:** Computer programming, consultancy and related activities  
**Corporate form:** All private companies limited by shares  
**UK registered charity:** None

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Interviewee role/s</th>
<th>BHLW</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>General business model</th>
<th>Operational highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CP1         | Director, Owner    | Yes  | Small| 8 employees (KOG2) 6 professionals 8 f/t and 0 p/t | • Very relational company which gives employees high autonomy whilst working closely together and with its clients – often having clients in the office working in partnership.  
• Number of employees lost to natural wastage and some downsizing a year ago.  
• Company is coming out of a recovery phase and is now looking to grow – but, having learnt from previous experience, is seeking steady | • Great emphasis on developing and maintaining an attractive and supportive working environment and culture to mean salary package is not the only determinant of an employee’s choice to work for the company.  
• Typically work in an agile scrum: a methodology encouraging co-working and collaboration that, amongst other features, enables individuals to identify project tasks to which they think they |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Interviewee role/s</th>
<th>BHLW</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>General business model</th>
<th>Operational highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP2</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>28 employees 20 professionals (KOG2) 23 f/t and 5 p/t</td>
<td>and very sustainable growth.</td>
<td>can best contribute and deliver.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Company operates in a niche market.
- Relatively flat organisation with a relaxed dress code and community feel to which employees relate and understand.
- Highly collaborative approach both internally and with its clients – e.g. flexing employee hours as much as possible or seeking solutions that do not necessarily maximise gain for company but deliver best for client.
- Workforce primarily comprises project managers and

- Aiming for enjoyable place to work where employees want to stay for a long time.
- Workforce drawn from varied backgrounds, including new-graduate hires, freelancers, former self-employed and business owners, and ex-London workers prepared to sacrifice some salary for work closer to home and better work-life balance.
- Apprentices drawn from graduate and non-graduate backgrounds with non-graduates having an aptitude for programming and often
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Interviewee role/s</th>
<th>BHLW</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>General business model</th>
<th>Operational highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CP3         | Managing Director  | Yes  | Small| 11 employees 4 professionals (KOG2) 1 associate professionals (KOG3) 23 f/t and 5 p/t | technical employees.  
- Company has grown about 40% a year for four or five years and seeks further growth.  
- Primarily bespoke work on a client-by-client or project-by-project basis.  
- Owner-manager established business further to a successful and lucrative career in London.  
- Owner-manager considers developers to be the engine of the business.  
- Salaries are 85% of the business’s expenditure.  
- Owner-manager receives little | self-taught.  
- Encourage employee involvement in company-level decisions – e.g. business development strategies and infrastructure strategy groups.  
- Owner-manager endeavours to run an inclusive business as a decent place to work and considers its success a result of employees’ efforts, although some others consider this a result of the owner-manager’s efforts.  
- To manage costs at start-up owner-manager recognised the need for inexperienced but enthusiastic and ambitious developers so actively |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Interviewee role/s</th>
<th>BHLW</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>General business model</th>
<th>Operational highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP4</td>
<td>Human Resources Director</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>80 employees 67 professionals (KOG2) 80 f/t and 0 p/t</td>
<td>monetary return for their involvement but enjoys having a good work-life balance and facilitating employees in progressing their careers. Owner-manager offered employees co-ownership of the company as means to grow the business and give employees greater say in its running but this offer has not been taken up.</td>
<td>recruited to this requirement expecting these to progress out of the company swiftly. From business start-up owner-manager has actively encouraged employees to develop and progress to new opportunities beyond within and beyond current employment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80 f/t and 0 p/t</td>
<td>Company has a strong reputation within its field which appeals to prospective employees. Company endeavours to create, and considers it has, a very attractive working culture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Interviewee role/s</td>
<td>BHLW</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>General business model</td>
<td>Operational highlights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td></td>
<td>development base in Europe.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16 employees</td>
<td>Brighten office largely focused</td>
<td>which appeals to existing and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13 professionals</td>
<td>on research and development</td>
<td>prospective employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(KOG2) 10 f/t and 6 p/t</td>
<td>– primarily employing software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP5</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>16 employees</td>
<td>Virtual and augmented reality</td>
<td>As a small company, all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13 professionals</td>
<td>games development company</td>
<td>employees – being highly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(KOG2) 10 f/t and 6 p/t</td>
<td>of about four years old.</td>
<td>visible – are expected to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Niche discipline in which not</td>
<td>perform and to be very flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>many people have the</td>
<td>by working beyond their</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>expertise required.</td>
<td>primary role.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very flat management</td>
<td>Multiple disciplines within the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structure with all employees –</td>
<td>team: 3D designers (very</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>some of whom are extremely</td>
<td>different from 2D designers),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>skilled and experienced –</td>
<td>3D modellers and coders – all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>reporting to the CEO.</td>
<td>requiring particular expertise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Explosion in related</td>
<td>Employees unaccepting of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>technology, general</td>
<td>high pressure environment and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Interviewee role/s</td>
<td>BHLW</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>General business model</td>
<td>Operational highlights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>excitement about the field and huge investments by big players such as Google, Facebook, Sony and Apple mean the discipline will almost inevitably continue to develop.</td>
<td>long working hours typically demanded in the wider games industry, with often suppressed pay due to large number of graduate developers looking to enter the games industry, are potential candidates for the company which offers attractive salary packages and preferable working conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Current very small consumer-market yielding low return on investment is dissuading big studios from developing content at the moment; instead being developed for them by smaller studios during this transitional technological stage – with a major push from these sponsors to develop content so this will drive hardware development.</td>
<td>• General abundance of games developers means they command vastly smaller salaries than developers in large corporate development teams that produce corporate software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Dearth of competitor studios</td>
<td>• Currently in discussion with universities regarding the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Interviewee role/s</td>
<td>BHLW</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>General business model</td>
<td>Operational highlights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP6</td>
<td>Account Manager</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>50 employees 35 professionals (KOG2) 7 skilled trades (KOG5) 10 f/t and 6 p/t</td>
<td>means company is experiencing rapid growth and workforce expansion – with plans to grow further. - Sister company develops corporate applications.</td>
<td>development and inclusion of virtual reality-specific modules in corresponding academic curricula.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hierarchical structure but endeavour to keep this as flat as possible. - Company has a five-year strategy – against which it is progressing well. - Longer term employees have seen the company go from small to six-figure projects. - Company considers itself an attractive employer and is</td>
<td>Flexible working environment and culture affording high levels of trust and employee autonomy providing work is delivered as required. - Keen to see all employees progress. - Established ethical policy which is fundamental to company founder and, although low key, afforded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Interviewee role/s</td>
<td>BHLW</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>General business model</td>
<td>Operational highlights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>currently recruiting quite quickly.</td>
<td>high importance as means to give back to developers' local communities – not just being Brighton and Hove.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>